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EDITORIAL

ESG, sustainability
and changing attitudes
to investment
This Global Investor’s big interviews
feature two of the leading exponents of
sustainable investment.
Gilbert van Hassel, the chief executive
of Dutch fund manager Robeco, and Ian
Simm, the chief executive of UK green asset
manager Impax, will both tell you that Environmental, Social and Governance-based
investing is not new.
RobecoSAM, the Swiss sustainability
specialist, launched its first ESG strategy
in 1995 and Impax celebrated this year the
20th anniversary of its founding. Twenty
plus years ago people who talked about
ESG were “tree-huggers” but today the
strategy has been widely accepted and is
practised by all of the world’s top money
managers.
Robeco has over €100bn (three fifths of the
money managed by the firm) invested in
ESG. Impax secured in July an endorsement
from St. James’s Place when the FTSE 100
wealth management giant said it will invest
almost £300 million in Impax’s new fund.
With adoption comes scrutiny however, so
our understanding of ESG has changed in
recent years.
Simm calls ESG “a useful but incomplete
framework”, and argued in his June paper
“Beyond ESG: investment risk through a
lens” that established approaches to investment risk suffer from analysis that is inadequate, short-term or too narrow in focus
Van Hassel said: “It has become clear that
millennials, but also other generations, aren’t
satisfied with return-only investments.”
The Robeco chief added: “The definition
of fiduciary responsibility is also changing,
creating maximum return for the investors
is no longer sufficient, it also needs to happen in a durable and responsible way.”
“In the past 20 years or so there has been
an increasing focus on the shortcomings
of the financial markets, highlighted by
issues such as millennials not being able
to buy a home or pension deficits. These
have prompted questions around the role
and design of financial markets and forced
people to be more thoughtful about their
investments,” said Simm.
The Impax boss added: “ESG is a touchpoint for many of these conversations and
has been invoked over the years by those
who want to point to incidents where
investment risk has not been well managed.
For other people, ESG is a more fundamental challenge to what capitalism is all about,
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which is more of a challenge to investment
beliefs,” said Simm.
Robeco published in mid-August The
Big Book of SI, an interesting take on the
role of finance in relation to sustainability
and three megatrends shaping the future:
climate change; rising inequality; and
cybersecurity.
The paper cites a 2017 IMF paper that
found some inequality is good but too much
is ultimately bad for investors.
The paper read: “Inequality can affect economic growth through different channels. It
can promote growth as it provides sufficient
incentives to accumulate capital, increase
productivity and investment, and reward
innovation and entrepreneurship.
“On the other hand, it can be damaging as it causes poverty, contributes to a
sub-optimal allocation of human resources
(low-income groups have limited access to
education and health care), reduces social
mobility, erodes social cohesion, leads to the
concentration of political power, and boosts
populist policies.”
The IMF paper cited by Robeco found that
above a certain level – a Gini value of 0.27 –
inequality starts to have a negative impact
on economic development.
“So while in theory some degree of
inequality is vital to propel growth in a
free-market economy, it can have a negative
impact if it becomes too extreme,” the paper
concluded.
Of course, these types of arguments
present something of a conundrum to an
industry has historically been about wealth
maximisation on behalf of a sub-set of
society. The asset management industry has
shown over recent decades that it is more
resistant to change than any other segment
of the larger financial services business. But,
like inequality, this is both a good and a bad
thing.
As the next generation of millennials
become more affluent and influential, they
will allocate their investment resources to
those firms that most accurately reflect their
preferences. It is not, one suspects, an immediate concern for the current crop of fund
managers but chief executives charged with
succession planning should be mindful of
the challenge ahead.
Luke Jeffs,
Managing Editor,
Global Investor Group
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Exclusives from Global Investor Group

Breaking stories from
Global Investor Group
Here are some of the top stories you may have
missed at GlobalInvestorGroup.com
Asset Management:
Investec unveils plans
to list fund manager
Financial services group Investec has
unveiled a plan to list its asset management arm as a separate entity over
the next 12 months.
The move will see Investec Asset
Management (IAM) “demerge” from
the group and trade on the London
Stock Exchange.
“The board believes that this transaction simplifies the group and focuses IAM and the remaining group on
their respective growth paths, which
will enhance the long-term prospects
and potential of both businesses for
the benefit of their shareholders, clients and employees,” Investec said.
IAM manages £109 billion in assets
for across Europe, Africa, North
America and Asia-Pacific.
Mirae Asset to launch first fixed
income ETF in Brazil
Mirae Asset Global Investments
has launched the first fixed income
exchange-traded fund (ETF) in Brazil
after anticipating a trend two years
ago.
The Korea-based asset management
group launched, together with S&P
Dow Jones Indices, the first fixed income ETF in Brazil on September 10.
“This is a true milestone for the economic development of the country,
since it is a product that gains more
and more space in the international
market and proves very profitable
for several types of investors,” chief
executive officer of Mirae Asset in
Brazil, Jisang Yoo, said.
Urgent need for
Brexit deal – UK fund body
The head of the UK’s asset management trade body has said there is an
“urgent need” for a Brexit deal to be
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completed by March 2019.
Chris Cummings, chief executive
of the Investment Association, called
for an agreement between UK and
EU policymakers which “protects the
fund industry and savings of millions
of people right across Europe”.
His comments came as IA statistics
showed the UK manages £1.8 trillion
on behalf of European investors.
“The IA’s latest data reveals that assets managed in the UK for European
clients increased by nearly 30% in
2017 to £1.8 trillion, making Europe
the largest source of overseas assets
for UK asset managers,” Cummings
said.

Securities Finance:
EquiLend opens Dublin
office due to Brexit
Securities finance company EquiLend
has opened its Dublin office ahead of
Brexit.
Earlier this year the firm picked
Ireland as the base for its business to
serve European clients trading in the
EU once the UK leaves the bloc on
March 29, 2019.
“With the launch of an Irelandbased entity, EquiLend will be able to
continue offering its trading platform
post-Brexit to clients transacting in
the EU” the company said in a statement.
EquiLend is registered as a multilateral trading facility (MTF) by the
UK’s Financial Conduct Authority
and is currently awaiting approval by
the Central Bank of Ireland for MTF
status in Ireland.
The business added that it remains
fully committed to the UK market.
“After careful consideration, we
decided that Dublin was the best
location for EquiLend’s new EUbased entity,” said Laurence Marshall,
managing director of EquiLend.
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Repo market hit
hard in crisis - Bernanke
Ben Bernanke has said the repo market
was “hit particularly hard” during
the financial crisis 10 years ago and
claimed the severity of the global
economic downturn was partly down
to “financial panic”.
In a paper released on September 13
by the Brookings Papers on Economic
Activity (BPEA), the former US Federal Reserve chairman looked at the
factors behind the turmoil in 2008 and
the ‘Great Recession’, which lasted
from December 2007 to June 2009.
“Runs occurred on a variety of forms
of financing, including asset-backed
commercial paper, structured investment vehicles and other conduits,
securities lending, and money market
funds,” Bernanke wrote.
“The repo market, which was critical for the daily financing operations
of many intermediaries, especially
investment banks, was hit particularly
hard.”
Life after QE will be different for
sec lending - Isla
The slowdown of quantitative easing
(QE) among the world’s top central
banks will potentially have a “significant impact” on securities lending
markets and secondary market liquidity, the industry’s top trade body has
warned.
“After ten years of QE where central
banks pumped cash into the global
financial system, the first half of 2018
saw clear signals that this regime
was coming to an end or was at least
slowing down,” Isla said in its latest
market report.
As investors ponder what these
changes may mean in the longer term,
Isla suggested there are “clear implications” for securities lending markets
as many of the bonds purchased via
these buy-back programs have been
recycled into the markets via lending
programs.
“The mobilisation of HQLA assets
within securities lending programs
will become increasingly more important as QE slows, and securities previously bought by central banks and
previously recycled into the market
via lending programs reduces over
time,” the group added.
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Exclusives from Global Investor Group

Custody:
RBC boss outlines plans for middle office overhaul
The custody arm of Royal Bank of
Canada is engineering a data-driven
model for middle office outsourcing
in Australia that will grow to replace
its existing offering worldwide,
Global Investor has learnt.
Harry Samuel, chief executive of
RBC Investor and Treasury Services
(I&TS), revealed in an interview that
his firm is investing some £30 million
to migrate clients in Australia to a
global servicing platform and develop new middle office capabilities
in the country.
“We’re investing CAD 50 million in
upgrading the technology capability
for that jurisdiction,” Samuel told
Global Investor.
“For outsourcing contracts for middle office what tends to happen is the
service provider is just replicating
in their own environment the same
processes that were being done by
the asset manager. And we’re taking
that to a different level and creating
an industrial product that uses the client’s own data and provides a more
consistent and scalable service,” he
added.
Jersey fund admin firm
eyes more deals post IPO
Jersey-based fund administrator JTC
plans to continue on the acquisition
trail following its recent London listing, the group’s chief executive, Nigel
Le Quesne, told Global Investor.
“We probably can look at bigger
opportunities than we had done
previously,” Le Quesne said. “I think
there are number of similar-sized
business in our market, and it allows
us to enter into conversations with
those businesses more so in our terms
than it would’ve been if we’d been
privately owned or with privateequity ownership behind us.”
In March, JTC began trading on the
London Stock Exchange through an
initial public offering that saw private
investment house CBPE give up its
stake in the fund administrator.
JTC raised £243.8 million in institutional investment by placing 84 million ordinary shares at 290p apiece.
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Custodians to target front office
to sustain margins – analysts
Custody banks may have to expand
their offerings beyond middle and
back office services to sustain their
profit margins, analysts at boutique
Keefe, Bruyette & Woods (KBW) have
warned.
“It is likely custodians will need to
digitise processes, take on more risk
(which would not be multiple enhancing), or create end-to-end securities
lifecycle services in order to maintain
margins in a world where fee rates are
declining,” Brian Kleinhanzl, Michael
Brown and Luke Wooten wrote in a
snapshot of the asset servicing industry.
The analysts cited State Street and
Societe Generale Securities Services
(SGSS) as examples of custody banks
betting on front-to-back office services.

Derivatives:
Nasdaq Clearing sees
“nothing wrong” with market
Nasdaq Clearing sees the market event
leading up to a clearing member default as an isolated event rather than a
symptom of greater market issues that
could be linked with another financial
crisis.
“I think it is different to the financial
crisis. Then it was more a fundamental
macro-economic crisis, here it was a
singular event. There is nothing wrong
in the market,” Fredrik Ekström, chairman of Nadaq Clearing, told FOW.
His comments came as experts are
questioning the robustness of clearing
houses amid the 10 year anniversary of
the collapse of Lehman Brothers.
Last Thursday, Nasdaq Clearing
confirmed electricity derivatives trader
Einar Aas to be in default, racking up
over €100 million losses that left clearing members having to replenish a hole
amounting to almost two thirds of the
commodities market default fund.
CME to benefit from
hard Brexit – analysts
CME Group is set to reap the benefits if
the UK is not granted equivalence for
clearing after it leaves the EU, according to analysts at UBS.
In a research paper on what Brexit
means for over-the-counter (OTC) euro
clearing at the London Stock Exchange
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and Deutsche Boerse, USB analysts said
Chicago-based CME Group will benefit
in a “worst case scenario” where the
UK is not granted equivalence by the
EU.
At present, London-based LCH is the
dominant clearing house for interest rate swaps, but an unfavourable
Brexit deal could see clearing activities
restricted within the EU.
Analysts estimate that EU-based institutions account 25% of its cleared OTC
derivatives volumes, and would expect
the US dollar-denominated clearing
business to be transferred to the US.
“Even though LCH operates a US
clearing house license, no trades have
been cleared through that entity in at
least two years,” analysts Michael Werner and Federico Brago pointed out.
SOFR derivs market has a long
way to go – INTL FCStone
The derivatives market linked to the
Secured Overnight Financing Rate
(SOFR) is still far from developed and
there is less demand for products based
on the rate, an expert at US broker
INTL FCStone claims.
“We will be on the cutting edge of
launching SOFR products when the
time comes, but at the moment there is
no demand,” Eric Donovan, managing director of over-the-counter (OTC)
FX and interest rates at INTL FCStone
Markets, told FOW.
“We are starting to see larger volumes
in SOFR and more and more bond
deals occur, but the derivatives market
still has a long way to go,” he added.
Donovan explained that SOFR-based
products are not likely to come for
another year or two, given that the
industry may still be a year out from
having a derivatives market that end
users want to trade.
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PEOPLE MOVES

Trading Places
Asset management, securities finance, custody and
the derivatives industry saw more senior moves in
the summer of 2018
Asset Management:
HSBC setting up UK transfer
agency business
The custody arm of HSBC is putting
together a transfer agency operation
in the group’s home market, a senior
company official told Global Investor.
“The UK transfer agency market has
been limited for many years to a very
small number of providers,” said Tim
Wood, head of UK, HSBC Securities
Services (HSS).
“But as clients increasingly look
for new providers, this is the right
time for us, and the right time for our
clients, to offer a UK transfer agency
product.”
The offering is aimed at both institutional and retail investors and is
scheduled to go live towards the end
of 2019.
HSS will run the business with an
initial team of 60 employees but said
the headcount is expected to grow.
UK fund body names
European policy chief
The trade association representing the
UK’s asset management industry is
boosting its presence in Europe ahead
of Brexit.
On August 31, the Investment Association announced it had promoted
Johannes Woelfing to head of European affairs, adding that the move was
part of its plan increase its permanent
presence in Brussels.
Woelfing, a former political advisor
the European Parliament, has been
with the IA since 2014.
From September 1, the executive
will be the group’s main point of contact in Europe in a newly created role
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Johannes Woelfing

managing the IA’s policy work with
regards to the European Union.
The Investment Association’s 240
members manage close to £7 trillion
worth of assets -  £1.5 trillion of that
is managed on behalf of clients in
Europe.

Securities Finance:
Sec lending trader
Mogg exits BNP Paribas
Simon Mogg has left BNP Paribas Securities Services in New York, Global
Investor understands.
The executive had worked for the
French bank’s US agency lending
desk as a trader since January 2016.
Prior to joining BNP Paribas, Mogg
worked for brokerage firm Tejas
Securities. Before that he was a sales
trader for Elevation Securities, an
institutional broker-dealer.
He spent four years at Barclays
Capital between 2003 and 2007.
Earlier this year, Michael Saunders,
head of investments & trading, securities services North America BNP
Paribas, spoke to Global Investor on
the current market trends impacting
securities lending.
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GLMX hires Miles to
run European ops
Rob Miles has been named head of operations, Europe, for US repo platform
GLMX.
The London-based executive joins
from trueEX, an electronic exchange
for interest rate swaps, where he
worked as a technical operations
manager.
He was also responsible for building the firm’s new crypto-currency
foreign exchange derivatives and spot
exchange, trueDigital.
Prior to trueEx, he spent 13 years at
ION Trading (Anvil Software from
2002-06) in New York.
His move follows the recent arrival
of Phil Buck, the former chief executive of ION’s repo, securities and
collateral management division, who
joined GLMX in July.
Atkins joins JPM in
alternative financing role
Jon Atkins has left Nomura to join JP
Morgan’s agency securities finance
business.
The London-based executive will focus on alternative financing structures
for the bank’s client base across securities lending, repo and prime services,
sources have said.
JP Morgan confirmed Atkins joined
the bank at the start of September.
He reports to Ben Challice, JP Morgan’s global head of agent lending &
collateral management.
At Nomura, Atkins was head of
EMEA prime finance trading covering
stock loan, repo and synthetic finance.

Custody:
HSBC names global co-heads of
sec services business
Richard Godfrey and Allegra Berman
will jointly run HSBC Securities Services (HSS) worldwide from the start of
October, according to an internal memo
seen by Global Investor.
They have been appointed global
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Allegra Berman

co-heads of the UK bank’s custody and
fund services business.
Godfrey has been leading HSS solo as
acting head following the tragic loss of
his predecessor, Cian Burke, in May.
Formerly at BNY Mellon, Godfrey has
been at HSBC since 2004, and in 2011
he was tapped as global chief operating
officer (COO) for HSS.
Berman left UBS in 2013 to become
global head of the public sector
group at HSBC’s global banking business.
BNY Mellon poaches
hedge fund sales exec
BNY Mellon has hired Citi’s Frank
Anduiza for the new role of Americas
head of business development for
hedge fund services, effective immediately.
He is now in charge of sales for the
US, Canada and Latin America, according to an announcement.
Anduiza continues to be based in
New York, where he had been working in sales for Citi’s prime brokerage
business since 2005.
Previously, he worked for Credit
Suisse and JP Morgan.
“His deep knowledge of hedge fund
needs and his track record developing business will be critical for BNY
Mellon in serving our expanding
client base of hedge, credit and hybrid
private equity funds,” Peter Salvage,
BNY Mellon’s global head of hedge
fund services, said in a statement.
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BNP Paribas hires new
Japan sec services head
BNP Paribas’ custody arm has hired
Takeshi Kozu as its new country head
for Japan with immediate effect, according to an announcement.
He has taken over from Laurent Guittonneau, who has moved to Europe for
a role at the bank. Kozu left his previous
role as head of custody client services at
Trust & Custody Services Bank Ltd, part
of the wider Mizuho group.
He now reports to Philippe Benoit,
head of securities services for Asia
Pacific, and Nicolas Pillet, general manager of BNP Paribas’ Tokyo branch.
“His proven track record and deep
local knowledge, combined with his
securities services expertise, will ensure
we continue to grow our business in
this important market,” Benoit said in a
statement.

Derivatives:
LME hires CTO
Mario Quonils from DB1
The London Metals Exchange has
hired Mario Quonils to the chief technology officer role left vacant earlier
this year amid a number of senior
management changes at the firm.
Quonils joined from Deutsche
Boerse, where he was most recently
global head of IT infrastructure, and
started his role on September 3.
He replaced former CTO John Lee,
who stepped down at the end of
March after three years.

“Mario has substantial expertise both
operationally and strategically and
we are pleased to welcome him to the
group,” a spokesperson said.
Credit Suisse taps
Burke to run US prime
Credit Suisse has hired CME Group’s
Terry Burke as head of prime derivatives services in the US.
The executive has taken over responsibilities from John Dabbs, the bank’s
global head of prime derivatives
services.
Burke reports to Dabbs in his new
role. A company spokesperson confirmed the move.
Burke joined Credit Suisse in August
after leaving CME Group, where he
worked in client development and
sales.
He was previously at Barclays,
Nomura and Lehman Brothers.
BNP Paribas hires former
UBS, SG broker Chart
French bank BNP Paribas has hired
former UBS and Societe Generale broker Andrew Chart to boost its Londonbased derivatives business targeting
financial clients.
Chart, who left UBS at the end of
year, joined BNP Paribas Securities
Services at the start of August as a
sales manager for financial intermediaries.
He reports to Simon Walker, BNP
Paribas Securities Services’ Londonbased head of strategic account management for banks and brokers.

Frank Anduiza
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cover story: Van Hassel, Robeco

Robeco’s Van Hassel
eyes growth in the ESG era
By Luke Jeffs
Two years after becoming the chief executive and chairman of Robeco, Gilbert Van Hassel is benefitting from the
Dutch firm’s long-standing ESG credentials but he wants to take the Robeco story further afield to the world’s

largest investment markets.
The Rotterdam-based asset manager,
that traces its roots back to the Wall
Street crash of 1929, can truly claim to
be an ESG pioneer having launched its
first sustainable product in 1995.
More recently, the firm is prospering from increasing investment in ESG

The definition of fiduciary responsibility
is also changing, creating maximum
return for the investors is no longer sufficient,
it also needs to happen in a durable and
responsible way
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strategies and saw in 2017 its revenue
increase 18% and profit rise by an impressive two fifths.
Speaking to Global Investor on the
second anniversary of his appointment, Van Hassel said: “Some two
years into my tenure, we are well on
the way and had a record year in 2017.
We have booked €11bn in net inflows
over the year and earnings before interest and tax, excluding the cost of our
outsourcing agreement with JP Morgan, was up 55%.”
Robeco said at the end of January
it had agreed with JP Morgan to outsource to the US custody bank part
of operations and administration activities in line with Robeco’s 2017-2021
programme to diversify its business
geographically, a key objective for Van
Hassel.
“At the end of June, our net inflows
for the year were €7bn so we are seeing
an overall growth in the business but
we are not without worries. Like our
competitors, we are facing increased
pressure on fees so, to get to the same
end financial result, we are going to
have to book significantly more business than last year. We are dealing with
the same types of concerns as the industry at large.”
Van Hassel estimates his firm will
need to book 5-10% more business this
year to offset the pressure on fees, adding “but the pipeline is looking very
healthy, there are some big tickets out
there though institutional clients are
typically very careful”.
The Robeco chief executive said the
pressure on fees is behind the trend of
consolidation among asset managers
seeking refuge from fee pressure with
scale but Van Hassel is sceptical of this
approach.
“If you talk to the investment banks
or the management consultants, they
will say you need €500bn to survive
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as an asset manager or they talk about
one trillion club but, personally, I don’t
believe in that. More important is that
of fInanCe
arole
company
should stand for something
and be able to differentiate itself on its
ability to deliver. There will always be
a role for an effective active manager.”
Robeco is different from its bulgebracket asset management peers in that
it aims to be very good at a few things,
with ESG and quantitative investing
high on that list -- Van Hassel has ingrained at Robeco the mantra “Focus
resource
on
Focus”. scarcity and the need for a more circular economy
“We have
in ESG
Related
to thebeen
issueinvesting
of the tragedy
of thefor
commons is the fact that the world’s population
decades
whereas
feels
like everybody
is growing
rapidly, it
and
is expected
to approach 10 billion by 2050. Despite ongoing
has
been jumping
on theincreases,
bandwagon
innovation
and productivity
future generations will face increasing resource
recently
butchallenges
this is normal
as it has
scarcity and
linked to climate
change (not just environmental consequences, but
Van Hassel: “We have been investing in ESG for decades whereas it feels like
become
clear
that
millennials,
but
also
also social effects such as climate migration). Our planet’s finite nature will become evereverybody has been jumping on the bandwagon recently but this is normal
other generations, aren’t satisfied with
more visible.
as it has become clear that millennials, but also other generations, aren’t
return-only investments.”
satisfied with return-only investments.”
Van Hassel added: “The definition of
The
price
of
progress
fiduciary responsibility is also changAs humanity
eachreturn
generation
brings its
own achievements
ing,
creatingadvances,
maximum
for the
waking
up to it. and breakthroughs
ment firm you can name has been pilthat
enrich
and
contribute
to
improved
living
standards,
health
and well-being,
economic
investors is no longer sufficient, it also
He said: “ESG
makes perfect
coming into ESG over the past few years
development
as well
better understanding
of the natural
world
andIfour
place
in it. conneeds
to happen
inasaadurable
and remercial
sense
also.
the
world
but Van Hassel understands better than
But progress
comes at a price. As populations grow,
economies
develop,
wealth
expands,
sponsible
way.”
tinues
to behave
the way
it has
been in
most the intricacies involved in delivand
technologies
stretched.
A trend over
that will
exacerbate
Thenew
chief
executiveproliferate,
said the resources
Nether- are recent
decades,
theonly
long
term this
ering a strong ESG offering.
lands
is recognised
a global
leaderFigure
in 1will
have negative
impactofon
business“An ESG business is not something
as time
and progressas
propel
us forward.
demonstrates
the trajectory
trends
in
regulation
to
promote
responsible
ines
and
will
not
be
sustainable.”
you
can build overnight, rather you
resource consumption through 2030.
vestment whereas others are only now
Pretty much every asset manageneed to get the right people, the right
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figure 1: The world’s resources are stretched
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These developments strongly indicate the need for a more circular economy*, based on
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much lower rates of natural resource extraction and use, in contrast to today’s largely
traditional linear economy*. According to the OECD (2015), the amount of materials
extracted from natural resources and consumed worldwide has doubled since 1980 and

* A circular economy is a regenerative system
www.globalinvestorgroup.com
in which resource input and waste, emission,
and energy leakage are minimized by a
‘produce, use, re-use/recycle’ model of
production. This is the more sustainable
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Van Hassel: “At Robeco, sustainability investing is in our DNA. We do not
apply a filter rather ESG is factored into the original investment decision. ESG
is literally part of the company. Our office in Rotterdam is one of the greenest
in Europe so this is something we believe in, and live every day.”

processes and the right research and
you need to build a track record. You
also need to understand ESG over the
long-term which requires data services
that enable you to recognise patterns.
Most asset managers are simply not
there.”
And Robeco’s commitment to ESG is
backed up by numbers: the Dutch firm
manages €170 billion of assets of which
€102bn are in ESG funds, according to
figures for the end of June.
Van Hassel added: “At Robeco, sustainability investing is in our DNA. We

do not apply a filter rather ESG is factored into the original investment decision. ESG is literally part of the company. Our office in Rotterdam is one of the
greenest in Europe so this is something
we believe in, and live every day.”
Another core strength for Robeco is
quantitative investing, coincidentally
another niche market that has attracted converts in recent years trying to
mitigate the fee pressure caused by the
wholesale switch to passive investment.
Van Hassel said: “Quantitative investing is another area that is becoming

Passive, Factor and Active Investing
Passive investing

Market
return

Factor investing

Clear decision
rules &
Transparent
implementation
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increasingly popular but where Robeco
has a long track record. We have some
€60bn allocated to quant investing and
we have a shared quant research department which is made up of many
PhD graduates.
In a nod to the fund management
giants who have tried in recent years
to talk-up their quant credentials, Van
Hassel said: “When it comes to quants,
for a mid-size asset manager we continuously fight above our weight class
and produce an amazing amount of
research, both fundamental and applied.”
He added: “We have three multifactor groups and we are constantly
working on enhancing existing and developing new products to meet client
demands. We currently work with four
factors – volatility, value, momentum
and quality. We launched earlier this
year a multi-factor, multi-asset fund
and last year we launched seven multifactor equity indices. The multi-factor
business is the fastest growing area of
our quant business.”
Robeco sees quant as a strategy that
offers some of the attributes of both active and passive investments. “This is
still an active product but I am confident we can compete with passive pricing,” said Van Hassel.
But he said Robeco’s quant strategies
are different because of the people who
devise them.
“Our quants business is rooted in
the world class talent we hire. We
work closely with PhD students and
will even sponsor them if we like their
ideas. We already have many PhDs in
the organisation and we have seen that
great minds attract great minds.”
Robeco prides itself on hiring the
brightest minds coming out of European academia and has strong links
with the Rotterdam-based Erasmus
University, one of the best business and
economics schools in Europe.
Van Hassel continued: “Our staff
tend to stay with us for a long time
which is a good thing but there could
be an issue with that so we are currently looking to see if we can find second careers for people within the same
company.”
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The danger, of course, with companies that hire people for their entire
careers is those employees can become
resistant to change which is obviously
a concern for an ambitious (and relatively
new) of
chief
executivelieslike
Van
At
the bedrock
our approach
our company’s
founding principle – that every
Hassel.
investment strategy we run should be research-driven. This still holds true today and all
There are other issues associated
of our actions linked to sustainability are grounded in exhaustive research. Our mission is
with hiring the brightest academics:
to enable our clients to achieve their financial objectives by providing them with superior
“We are also careful to ensure that we
investment returns and solutions, and in so doing we are guided by our key beliefs:
don’t become too inward-looking so
we have centred the business on the cli–entAseven
an active
asset
a long-term investment view we create added value for
more,
wemanager
need towith
be looking
our clients.
outwards
rather than inwards. I have
our people
theyshould
need be
toresearch-driven and executed in a disciplined way.
–stressed
All of ourtoinvestment
strategies
go out and see
the clients.”
–continually
Solid risk management
is essential
for investment success.
strong
academic
tradition investment decisions and benefits society.
– Robeco’s
ESG integration
leads
to better-informed
presents some cultural challenges but
the big opportunity for Van Hassel is
The
importance of stewardship
Van Hassel: “Most firms starting out
establishing Robeco on the world stage.
Whereas financial materiality (see the ‘Focusing with
on financially
materialand
issues’
textbox
on
joint ventures
have
more
“If you look across the business at
recently
been
looking
to buy-out
page
40)
is
our
chief
concern
in
sustainable
investing,
we
also
see
it
as
our
duty
not
to
large, we are 70% institutional and 30%
their partners.
The
Wholly-Owned
ignore
benefits
to society
as athat
whole.
Our clients entrust
us with their
assets,
which means
wholesale
with
85% of
business
Foreign
Enterprise
(WOFE)
we
have a from
responsibility
to them
companies we invest in. This is reflected inisour
coming
Europe,
withand
5%theeach
definitely an option but we have to
stewardship
We use
ownership
from Asia, activities.
the Middle
Eastour
and
Africa, rights through voting, and actively engage with
take it step-by-step.”
and the US.”
companies
that we hold in our equity and credit portfolios and with private equity managers
TheESG
chief
executive
said Our
the aim
firm
in our
engagement
program.
is to influence companies’ corporate governance
is established
the Benelux
region andand
Asia
with a focus on Japan. These
and
improve theirin
behavior
on environmental
social
issues.
(Robeco’s home rather than the Nethare the fastest growing opportunities.”
erlands, according to Van Hassel),
He added: “In the US for example,
We carry out all of our stewardship activities in-house, and our dedicated active ownership
the Nordics and Germany, and has “a
we have had our own office since Septeam, which is part of our investments department, provides voting and engagement
strong Latino business so that’s Spain,
tember last year and the pipeline there
services
to our clients.
Latin America
and the offshore busiis healthy. In Japan, we have changed
ness in the US”.
the leadership there and business now
A long
commitment
to sustainability
Van Hassel
said: “The
challenge for investing
is booming. Australia is growing and
We
been involvedthose
in sustainability
investingwe
for definitely
nearly quarter
a century.
us have
is maintaining
strong busiare of
doing
moreOver
andthis
more
nesses
while
expanding
into
key
marin
the
UK.”
time, we have adapted and improved our methods and strategies in the face of changing
kets such
the
US, the
UK,and
Australia
Asia
is an obvious opportunity bemarkets
andasthe
evolving
needs
expectations of
our clients.

cause Robeco has since 2013 been
owned by Japanese financial services
giant ORIX Corporation. The Tokyobased group, part of Mitsubishi UFJ
Financial Group, paid Rabobank €1.94
billion for 90.01% of Robeco and has
since positioned Robeco as its international asset management platform.
Van Hassel continued: “Clearly we
are looking at China, we have an office
in Hong Kong that has A-share investment capability and we have a Wholly
Foreign-Owned Enterprise (WOFE) in
China with analysts in Shanghai. We
are looking at China as a big opportunity but we are still exploring the options.”
He continued: “Most firms starting
out with joint ventures and have more
recently been looking to buy-out their
partners. The Wholly-Owned Foreign
Enterprise (WOFE) is definitely an
option but we have to take it step-bystep.”
Van Hassel wants to diversify geographically Robeco’s clients and investments but he is wary of the risks.
He said: “Emerging markets is a very
fickle asset class. Up until 2016 nobody
wanted emerging market investments
but then everybody moved in whereas
recently there has been volatility due in
part to instability in key markets such
as Turkey, Argentina, Indonesia and
South Africa. The higher dollar and
the higher oil price are also affecting
emerging markets but they will come
back.

Robeco’s
andinnovation
innovation
in sustainability
figure
12: our commitment
long commitment and
in sustainability
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Robeco in Numbers:
2:

Years that Gilbert Van Hassel has been chief executive and chairman of the executive board

7:

Number of businessmen that formed the Rotterdamsch Beleggings Consortium (Robeco) in 1929

890:
2 million:
567.4m:
1.94 billion:
58bn:
102bn:

Percentage of Robeco shares acquired by ORIX Corporation in 2013
Number of staff that Robeco hires globally in 2018
Number of guilders invested in the company by its founders in 1929
Euros of revenue earned by Robeco in 2017 financial year
Euros that ORIX Corporation paid for Robeco in 2013
Euros of quant funds managed by Robeco
Euros of ESG funds managed by Robeco

“While we are looking at these markets, we are not losing focus on where
we are already strong which brings us
back to our commitment to Focus-onFocus,” he said.
Van Hassel has a similarly nuanced
take on acquisitions.
“When we think about acquisitions,
companies have never been as expensive as they are today so from an investment point of view, is now a good time
to be entering the M&A market? The answer is no. Personally I’m not a believer
in size for the sake of size. I don’t believe
you need to be a trillion dollar player,
rather we are a multi-asset class alpha
manager and that is our target.”
Drawing on his 30 years plus experience in asset management, including six
years as global chief executive of ING
Investment Management (now NN Investment Partners) and over 15 years in
senior roles at JP Morgan Asset Management, Van Hassel said: “I have been involved in many large asset management
mergers before joining Robeco and they
have a tendency to paralyse companies.
The cultures need to be compatible and
this is a huge challenge.”
He added: “Rather we are looking for
firms that we could bolt-on at the margins that will complement what we already do. We don’t have a lot of alternative business for example and we want
to build that out.”
That Robeco has the vast ORIX Corporation (the Japanese Group generated nearly £20bn of revenue in the last
financial year) with them is important
when Van Hassel talks about possible
acquisitions.
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“If you look at it from ORIX’s peris important then that Robeco and Robespective, they are an opportunistic
coSAM work together. If you look at the
value investor of which Robeco makes
business, it doesn’t make sense for me
up about 12% of total profitability. With
to build a new sustainability research
ORIX behind us, I think a local to local
capability in Rotterdam and nor does
Asian asset manager would be interestit make sense to build an all class asset
ing for example.”
management arm in Zurich. In combiHistorically, Robeco has not been acnation we already have both, therefore
tive in the M&A market but the firm’s
both companies will work even more
last trade was the acquisition in 2006 of
closely together.”
64% of a Swiss-based Sustainable Asset
Robeco is one of the top European
Management, now called RobecoSAM.
ESG and quant managers but the firm
Robeco in Rotterdam and Robewill face stiff competition as it looks
coSAM in Zurich have in the past 12
to move into the UK, the US and Asia.
years worked largely independently of
The challenge for Van Hassel and his
beyond exCluSIonS
each other but that could also be set to
team will be managing that expansion
change, according to Van Hassel.
while
6 upholding Robeco’s academic
“When we think about RobecoSAM,
traditions and its pledge to Focus-onESG is obviously going mainstream so it
Focus.

Evolutionary development of motivations for SI
figure 20: evolutionary development of motivations for Si
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exclusions

integration

Avoiding investing in companies
that employ controversial business
practices or act unethically

Using financially material ESG information
to improve the risk/return profile

impact
Investing and engaging for a
socioeconomic impact, not just financial
returns

Source: Robeco
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figure 21: Take action now checklist

Purpose & priorities
Organize sustainable development
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establishing a strategy
Determine exclusionary principles,

Implementation & integration
Create ESG guidelines for managers

Transfer of power
Ian Stephenson, Global Head of Fund Services and Tim Wood, Head of UK
at HSBC Securities Services explain the need for a global solution in today’s
rapidly shifting transfer agency market.
and Hong Kong – where customers were outsourcing
transfer agency, middle office and fund accounting to
us.
Ian: Besides greater efficiencies and the ease of a
single interface, it was clear from the start that a global
platform would provide considerable benefits to our
asset management customers. In particular, it would
allow firms whose fund customers were distributed
across different regions to bundle them together at the
fund level. In turn, this would facilitate the process by
which a customer could be sold the same product – a
Hong Kong mutual fund, say – in multiple countries.
We are investing heavily in Taiwan, Hong Kong
and mainland China as well as the UK. These are
markets in which we see particular demand for a more
sophisticated transfer agency service.
The process began years ago with the retail end of the
market in Asia. We saw the potential for technology
to transform our offering to allow our clients to get
closer to their customers – improving access to data
and providing the ability to deal through mobile
phone apps, for example, as well as enhancing the
fund manager’s understanding of their clients across
multiple distribution channels
Initially, we extended the platform that we had built
in Asia to Europe. First this meant Luxembourg and
Ireland. By the end of 2014 we realised that there was a
need for the same service in the UK: while we provided
services to wholesale funds, what was needed to extend
this to retail funds. So we started working with our
technology partners to leverage our global platform in
this direction.

Why is transfer agency attracting asset
managers’ interest at the moment?
Ian: Historically, transfer agency was regarded as a dull
‘must-do’. It was, particularly in the UK, a necessary
service that didn’t feature in the buying decision when it
came to a servicing partner.
In the last five years, however, it has become clear that
this story is changing.
As functions such as investment accounting, custody
and middle office have become lead differentiators,
with the major providers all offering a suite of
solutions, transfer agency has emerged as one of these.
Communicating with transfer agents and accessing
the information they provide has become increasingly
important: asset managers have realised that a strong
transfer agent can help them in growing their customer
base and extending the range of services that can be sold
to it.
How is your global platform a response
to this shift?
Tim: It had got to a stage at HSBC where we had
more transfer agency platforms than countries that we
operated in. The obvious step was to create a global
platform onto which we could move all our services.
So, ten years ago we started to invest heavily, both
through developing our organic services – in particular,
with the help of our technology provider– and through
acquisition.
Our services had always been attractive in markets
where most traditional competitors had little or no
capacity – many custodians tend to be under represented
in Asia, for example. We already had considerable
scale in the Asian retail market – especially in Taiwan

How does a global solution benefit
clients when it comes to transfer agency?
Tim: In the first case, the idiosyncrasies of the many
markets we operate in means that we have been able
to create something that is functionally rich. Given the
range and diversity of the markets we must support,
there isn’t much that the platform can’t do.
Ian: In addition, as a large global firm we have the
resources to fund new functionality and can leverage
investment made in our other lines of business. Such
features include enabling the API transfer of data,
providing mobile interfaces like the dealing app and

For managers,
communicating with
transfer agents and accessing
the information they provide has
become becoming increasingly
important
Autumn Special 2018
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creating effective customer support. In the latter case we
have been able to draw from our existing retail banking
technology in telephony and biometrics to provide a
slicker and more efficient customer experience. This
would have been a hugely expensive undertaking
without the Bank’s pre-existing infrastructure
A global platform helps our customers negotiate
the challenges of local regulatory environments,
too. In Taiwan, for example managers are now
required to manufacture domestic products rather
than purely distribute their UCITs. Where once they
sold Luxembourg funds, managers must now create
Taiwanese ones – we are able to support this on
the same platform. As global regulatory challenges
continue, this type of integrated offering will provide
more and more benefits for managers. The core concept
is providing them with a single pipe down which to
exchange key information, which we can then put to
work supporting the services they deliver in multiple
local marketplaces.
We will see this more in mainland China, too.
Managers there are now permitted to set up wholly
owned fund management firms and, if they have a
three-year track record, enter the retail market. Again,
the functionality to service these private funds will be
valuable and we are working hard to partner with the
growing number of new firms created by this change.

We are investing heavily in
Taiwan, Hong Kong
and mainland China as well
as the UK
Tim: Our UK offering will be a game changer we
believe, adding - as it does from 2019 - the one leg of the
table that was missing in our services here. It is backed
up by the heavy investment we are making on the single
global platform, which is a central plank of our global
strategy for the asset management segment and one that
we are particularly focussed on currently.
What role will technological innovation –
notably the distributed ledger – play in the
future of transfer agency?
Tim: There is considerable interest in the potential
of distributed ledger to transform transfer agency.
Recording transactional activity and ownership
information is central to transfer agency and appears
particularly well suited to the distributed leger. HSBC
is involved in initiatives to see whether that technology
can help make transfer agency more efficient. Remember,
too, that historically transfer agency has been one of
the more manual components of asset servicing – even
today faxes are heavily used. So we are looking across
the range of available technologies to help build a
quicker, more accurate, lower cost solution.
The UK offering is a particular focus. Our work here
is particularly well placed to benefit from technological
innovation because we are building a solution from
scratch, unencumbered by the constraints of any legacy
system. As a new entrant to the UK market we have
the luxury of designing the operating model from the
ground up and in the process making the most of what
technology can offer.

How is transfer agency changing in
the UK and what are you doing to respond?
Tim: The UK has experienced considerable changes in
the commercial landscape recently. The move comes
as part of a wider trend that we’re seeing in the UK
towards a more bundled service offering. Previously
we might take the custody and fund administration
and other providers would often do the transfer agency.
With the current limited choice of service providers,
customers are looking to alternatives: suppliers of fund
administration, keen to retain business, want to provide
transfer agency in addition. New entrants have also
accelerated the shift towards one-stop shops.
These changes have challenged the traditional
perception that transfer agency sits at the dull and
dusty end of the product line. Increasingly, there is a
realisation that it can be a strong commercial proposition
with significant benefits.
Ian: For asset management customers and
intermediaries the quality of client service and ease of
contact is crucial. Receiving a professional, informed
and consistent contact experience through multiple
channels is an important differentiator. A firm like ours
already supporting transfer agency in 14 countries – the
UK is number 15 – is well placed to provide that bundled
proposition in which customers can be confident they
are getting the service they want.
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Ian: Transfer agency, especially for the UK, is undergoing
significant change and HSBC is well positioned to be
able to provide the services and technology that our
clients are demanding, both now and in the future.

Disclaimer
For Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties only.
Not for Retail customers.
Issued by HSBC Bank plc
8 Canada Square, London, E14 5HQ
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential Regulation Authority
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Impax sees perfect storm
for sustainable investing
By Luke Jeffs
These days, there isn’t a fund manager
worth his salt that can’t talk at length
about his commitment to ESG but few
can stand up to Ian Simm.
The founder and chief executive of
Impax Asset Manager celebrated in
July the 20th anniversary of the creation of the firm that has emerged in recent years as the world’s largest green
investment manager.
And the London-based manager
received later that month an endorsement from St. James’s Place when the
FTSE 100 wealth management giant
said it will invest the best-part of £300
million in Impax’s new fund, a move
that will likely attract other investors.
But Simm was in reflective mood
when he met with Global Investor
in August, preferring to focus on the
underlying environmental and social
challenges than his successes.
“The world population is set to increase over the coming years and more
of these people are moving to cities
so there are challenges around waste
management, power and water for example,” he said.
As well as green issues, Impax is also
looking at growing problems around
social inclusion which are changing
how people think about investing.

Outline structure

Ian Simm, founder and chief
executive. Impax Asset Manager

“In the past 20 years or so there
has been an increasing focus on the
shortcomings of the financial markets,
highlighted by issues such as millennials not being able to buy a home or
pension deficits. These have prompted
questions around the role and design
of financial markets and forced people
to be more thoughtful about their investments,” said Simm.
The changing sentiments on environmental and social issues have, as
far as the financial world is concerned,
been bundled together under the banner of ESG.
“ESG is a touchpoint for many of
these conversations and has been invoked over the years by those who
want to point to incidents where investment risk has not been well managed. For other people, ESG is a more

Detailed structure

Figure 1: The Impax Risk Lens
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fundamental challenge to what capitalism is all about, which is more of a
challenge to investment beliefs,” said
Simm.
Impax published in June “Beyond
ESG: investment risk through a lens”,
a paper that highlighted failings by investors to spot “large-scale asset value
destruction for individuals, institutions
and society”.
The report argued established approaches to investment risk suffer from
analysis that is inadequate, short term
or too narrow in focus. Impax argued
that ESG research is helpful but is not
enough on its own, rather firms should
use the Impax Risk Lens “which maps
out the operating environment from
which a company seeks to develop its
business over the long term”.
For Simm, ESG is “a useful but incomplete framework”, the problems
with which can be traced back to its
origins.
“The term ESG first emerged around
2004. Since then issues around governance and, environmental and social
factors have, for many, been glued together.
“Governance itself is fairly easy to
define. There are financial reporting
standards in place as well as compliance regimes and stock market oversight bodies. Environmental and social issues are more diverse. These are
broad terms but lack exact definitions.”
Simm cited initiatives such as the
Sustainability Accounting Standards
Board and the Taskforce on ClimateRelated Financial Disclosures set up by
Mark Carney and Michael Bloomberg,
but added: “No-one has set out to define ESG in a comprehensive fashion.”
Simm’s relationship with ESG is nuanced. “We don’t call ourselves an ESG
manager though we do conduct ESG
analysis,” he said.
Impax’s origins, by contrast, seem
more deliberate.
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“At the end of the 1990s, Impax defined a set of high growth sectors of the
economy called Environmental Markets comprising four buckets: clean energy, renewables and energy efficient
equipment; water and pollution control; waste and resource management;
and sustainable food and agriculture.
Simm added: “Over time, we’ve
seen the emergence of a broader opportunity arising from the transition to
a more sustainable global economy, for
example around healthcare, education
and financial inclusion in developing
countries.”
Impax launched in July its Global
Opportunities fund and immediately
secured a pledge of £286 million from
St. James’s Place which renamed its St.
James’s Place Ethical Fund the Sustainable and Responsible Equity Fund and
promised to launch the fund “later this
year”.
Impax and St. James’s Place said the
new fund will be managed by Kirsteen
Morrison and David Winborne of Impax.
Simm told Global Investor: “With St.
James’s Place we are developing our
Global Opportunities strategy which
goes beyond the environmental markets, adding emerging markets healthcare companies for example.”
The Impax chief added: “St. James’s
Place is our first major external client
for the Global Opportunities strategy,
and it is gratifying to receive their endorsement after many years seeding this fund. St. James’s Place is well
known for adopting a rigorous process
when selecting a fund manager, so this
a real stamp of approval for Impax.”
The Global Opportunities strategy
has a concentrated portfolio of 35 to
45 companies, invests over a five year
horizon with a low turnover and has
“broad geographic and sector exposure”.
The fund, which looks likely to significantly boost Impax’s $16.2bn under
management, was made possible by
Impax’s September 2017 acquisition of
Pax World Management, a US environmental specialist.
Simm said: “The Pax acquisition
is important because, before Pax, we
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were largely a European firm with only
about 15% of our staff and clients in the
US. We were also very much a global
equity house with a significant focus
on intermediated distribution whereas,
after Pax, we are about 50/50 across
Europe and the US in terms of clients
and staff, and have added fixed income
and smart-beta funds.”
Simm said a year after the acquisition Impax is looking to cross-sell its
various strategies aggressively to its
European and US customers.
“We’re currently reviewing opportunities to introduce additional capabilities to a broader range of clients. The
Global Opportunities fund, which is
managed in London and provides exposure to the full range of our investment ideas in listed equities, is one
example of a strategy that we can introduce to US clients while we can also
take investment strategies managed by
the Pax team to our European clients.”
Pax may have been a big part of the
Global Opportunities and St. James’s
Place successes but Simm played down
the likelihood of another acquisition.
“For now we are looking at an organic growth model and I think we have
good capacity for future growth. The
Pax acquisition was rather exceptional
as we had known them for more than
a decade and had a relationship with
them established from the top down.
Currently, we don’t have any aspiration to do something similar though
we are hiring at the moment and have
about a half a dozen positions to fill,”
said Simm. Impax currently has about
145 staff of which about 55 were from
Pax.

A challenge for Impax, like every financial firm, is the dynamic regulatory
environment and the rules on climate
change have been as fickle as any business sector in recent years.
Simm said: “We have been running
our private equity capability since 2005
which has been largely focused on
wind and solar farms though we have
not invested in any UK projects. That
is not because of bad regulation rather
there are simpler structures in other
European countries, which is a consequence of the way they’ve chosen to
regulate these markets.”
He continued: “That said, the landscape is changing across Europe and
other European countries have been
introducing market risk to their regulations in this area. Germany used to offer these projects guaranteed fixed prices for years, whereas in the UK there
were no guarantees of price levels.”
The 20th anniversary of a firm’s
foundation is naturally a time for reflection: “I think, looking back, that we
could have done more to communicate
our vision more broadly. Although
we’re currently the largest specialist
environmental investment manager in
the world, I think we could probably
have been bigger if we’d hired more
business development or communications people.”
But Simm is more focused on the
challenges ahead and ensuring the
company benefits from the changing
sentiments to sustainable investing:
“Over the next five to ten years, the
challenge is to push ourselves to stay
on the front foot to capitalise on these
opportunities.”

Figure 2: Mapping ESG issues to the investment process
– potential for misunderstanding
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Standard Bank eyes bright
future for African funds
Charl Bruyns, head of investor services at Standard Bank Group examines
some of the challenges facing the fund services industry in Africa and how
Standard Bank is helping to address these challenges.
Standard Bank is Africa’s largest bank by assets, with a
unique footprint across 20 African countries. Our strategic position enables us to connect Africa to select emerging markets as well as pools of capital in developed markets, while our balanced portfolio of businesses provides
significant opportunities for growth.
Africa’s growing and rapidly developing savings industry is driving demand for broader fund services capabilities. One of the key trends in the continent’s fund services
space in recent years has been an increased focus on middle and back office asset administration capabilities. This
is driving financial institutions to develop ever more value-added products for clients. Product capability, however, varies widely across the continent - from South Africa’s
mature and largely outsourced product base, to pockets
of smaller, more in-house capability in other sub-Saharan
African markets.
From the perspective of evolving middle office capability there is, in Africa, an increased expectation around
the role of the custodian. There is a growing discussion,
for instance, around what custodians can do to support
clients manage middle office services functions, especially daily valuations and post-trade compliance. These
discussions are prompting the fund services industry in
Africa to move up the value chain from a product and client servicing perspective. This trend is being extrapolated
across Africa’s multi-jurisdictional landscape as regional
clients ask their banking partners to partner them across
their chosen markets.

Charl Bruyns, head of investor services at
Standard Bank
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Currently in Africa there are regulatory limitations
around the kinds of middle office services that trustees
and custodians are allowed to provide. As these regulations are reviewed and bought in line with global regulatory models they will provide more clarity, even in a
mature market like South Africa. This will lead to the
growth of the industry in building enhanced middle office capabilities.
To run custody and fund services operations successfully requires scale. The size of the investment, the infrastructure spend and enhanced regulatory demands
require considerable capital and expertise. Since many
African markets offer insufficient scale it is also necessary
to be able to provide this knowledge, insight and capability regionally across multiple markets – all at different
levels of infrastructural and regulatory development. It is
important to note that in attracting investment flows from
foreign funds there is a minimum regulatory requirement
that needs to be met. As such, international regulations
such as MiFID II and UCITS V will be increasingly relevant to African markets if they are to remain attractive as
destinations for global flows.
Given that custody fund services are flow business there
needs to be a focus on both technology and operations to
create efficiencies as well as a strong control environment
to ensure asset safety. Given today’s increase in technologically-driven disruptions, partnerships with fintech
firms will be important in delivering a compliant, scalable
custody service for clients at competitive rates in Africa.
Since the strength of the core platform is key to digitallyenabling a business, Standard Bank has invested heavily
in its core platforms over the last eight years. Task automation is a vital component of this process as it takes both
inefficiencies and costs out of the system. When basic or
repetitive tasks are digitised, resources can be allocated to
more value-adding client delivery solutions. The expansion of capabilities towards APIs is a key component in
integrating your environment to your clients eco systems
and self-enabling clients.
Equally, building market infrastructure across Africa
is a key enabler of Standard Bank’s digital journey. While
there is currently limited Swift connection between CSDs
and custodians in certain sub-Saharan Africa markets,
for example, rapid progress is being made in improving
this. As a bank it is important to use technology to develop and improve market infrastructure so that market
participants can collectively enable the market to realise
the benefits of scale and compatibility for clients. To this
end, Standard Bank is actively partnering regulators and
clients to develop market infrastructure through local and
global custody associations in many African jurisdictions.
We are seeing good traction in this regard across most of
our markets in Africa, with the most significant progress
in the last five years.
In Africa, opportunity exists for value-adding and disruptive technologies to quickly leapfrog markets to great-
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er levels of efficiency and client service. For example, we
have seen three markets in sub-Saharan Africa invest in
e-voting platforms. The use of e-voting at listed company AGMs introduces far greater efficiency and accuracy.
Ghana is currently testing an e-voting platform which it is
looking to launch later this year, South Africa is currently
partnering on an e-voting platform and Botswana is also
looking to develop e-voting capability. In addition, Standard Bank is piloting a Corporate Action Blockchain platform in the Nigerian market. If this blockchain platform
works in Nigeria, it has the potential to be scaled across
other African markets.
Combined, these technological and operational trends
are fundamentally changing the capability and risk profiles of Africa’s increasingly integrated and globallyaligned fund services and securities industries. Africa’s
banks, fintechs and increasingly progressive legislators
are at the forefront of this evolution as the continent positions itself to leapfrog to higher levels of market efficiency, transparency and global integration.

About Standard Bank Group
Standard Bank Group is the largest African bank
by assets with a unique footprint across 20 African
countries. Headquartered in Johannesburg, South
Africa, we are listed on the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange, with share code SBK, and the Namibian
Stock Exchange, share code SNB.
Standard Bank has a 155-year history in South
Africa and started building a franchise outside
southern Africa in the early 1990s.
Our strategic position, which enables us to connect
Africa to other select emerging markets as well
as pools of capital in developed markets, and our
balanced portfolio of businesses, provide significant
opportunities for growth.
The group has more than 54 000 employees,
approximately 1 200 branches and 9 000 ATMs on
the African continent, which enable it to deliver a
complete range of services across personal and
business banking, corporate and investment banking
and wealth management.
Headline earnings for 2017 were R26 billion (about
USD2 billion) and total assets were R2 trillion
(about USD165 billion). Standard Bank’s market
capitalisation at 31 December 2017 was R317 billion
(USD28 billion).
The group’s largest shareholder is the Industrial
and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), the world’s
largest bank, with a 20,1% shareholding. In addition,
Standard Bank Group and ICBC share a strategic
partnership that facilitates trade and deal flow
between Africa, China and select emerging markets.

For further information, go to
www.standardbank.com
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Headline awards:

CEO of the Year
Rana Adawi

EIMA’s report issued for 2017. The company was also
awarded the “Most Innovative Asset Manager 2016 Egypt” from Investor Review in the UK.
Mrs. Rana Adawi was chosen as the Best Asset Manager in Egypt and the Arab region in a poll organized by Smart Vision in 2018. She was also recognised
as one of the Top 50 Most Influential Women in the
economy in Egypt in 2016 in a ceremony that was
organised by one of Egypt’s top financial magazines
under the auspices of the Prime Minister of Egypt.
She is a member of the: Top 50 Committee that is
taking an active role in the economic development of
the country, American Chamber of Commerce, and
British Egyptian Business Association - BEBA.
Mrs. Adawi’s previous roles include Head of Research at Fleming CIIC Securities, and Managing
Director of Egyptian Portfolio Management Group,
the portfolio management arm of the region’s largest investment bank EFG-Hermes Holding. Under
her mandate was the management of Egypt’s largest local mutual funds and equity portfolios of highnet-worth individuals investing in the Egyptian stock
market. Total assets under her direct management
exceeded EGP 5bn. Mutual funds managed by her
were ranked first through third for three consecutive
years (2005, 2006 and 2007) among all competing
Egyptian funds, and beating the index by no less than
50%.

Founder and Chairperson
Acumen Asset Management
Mrs. Rana Adawi comes with prime expertise in asset management and over 24 years of experience in
the financial services industry in Egypt working with
leading international and regional financial institutions. In 2010, Mrs. Adawi along with other prominent
business professionals founded Acumen Asset Management. The company manages portfolios of public
and private sector banks, public and private sector
institutions, and high-net-worth individuals.
Acumen Asset Management is currently managing
award-wining, top-performing funds, El Kheir Fund
and Ezdehar Fund. El Kheir Fund won the Best MENA
Equity Fund under $75m for three year performance
in 2017 by MENA Fund Manager, in addition to being
the top performing balanced fund in Egypt in 2017
and the highest grossing balanced fund in Egypt
for two, three and five years according to the Egyptian Investment Management Association (EIMA)’s
report issued for 2017. Ezdehar Fund also won the
Best MENA Equity Fund under $75m in 2017 and the
Best Balanced Fund in 2017 by MENA Fund Manager,
in addition to being the top performing Islamic balanced fund in Egypt in 2017 and the highest grossing
Islamic fund in Egypt for three years according to the
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Asset Manager of the Year

and the right level of regulation has led many investors to move money from Zurich or Geneva to Abu
Dhabi.
Alongside the development of the FTSE ADS Custom Saudi Minimum Variance Index and the listing
of the ETF, ADSI has also developed a ‘plug and
play’ fund platform for clients. This is based in the
ADGM and allows ADSI to work with family offices
to create tailor-made fund for them. These funds
can then be managed by ADSI for the family offices
providing them with a very innovative, flexible and
unique products which meets their investment requirements.

Emirates NBD Asset Management
Emirates NBD Asset Management is a leading player
in the region, combining local and global expertise.
The company offers a diverse range of funds that
covers a wide and stable investor base across the retail and institutional spectrum, while blue-chip global
partners such as Jupiter Asset Management and UTI
International support the ongoing development of
new and competitive products.
The company has a long track record of operating
in the MENA region, and as a result, built up a wealth
of expertise. The company’s fund management team
is trusted, experienced and specialised, and proud of
its personalised and long-term client relationships.

Broker of the Year

Mubasher Financial Services

International Asset Manager of the Year

Mubasher Financial Services is a trusted name in brokerage and is fully committed to the protection of
its client’s funds and securities. Mubasher Financial
Services BSC (C) is fully licensed and regulated by
the Central Bank of Bahrain while Mubasher Financial
Services (DIFC) Limited is regulated by Dubai Financial Services Authority.
Clients enjoy live pricing, world-class charting options and customisability that allow them to monitor
markets across the region on one screen. Clients also
can immediately act on that information with a wide
range of advanced order options at your fingertips,
from algorithm and iceberg orders to bracket and
good-‘til-date orders.
Some of the largest and most influential regional
and international institutional investors are among
the more than 125 institutional clients that rely on
Mubasher’s professionalism and reliability to execute
all types of orders. Through one broker and one account, they can access all MENA markets and many
US, European, African and Asian markets.

ADSI
ADSS has in seven years become a leading investment firm in the Middle East with a global reputation for the quality of the deals and opportunities it
provides to investors. At the end of 2017, a key development took place with the Wealth Management
division being split in two, allowing for the formation
of a dedicated Asset Management division, the ADSS
Investment Solutions Limited (ADSI) based out of
the Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM).
The new entity was formed to develop the opportunities and structures investors are looking for, and
which support passive and active investment strategies.
With the launch of ADS Investment Solutions and
the continued development of the wealth management team, it has been possible to provide the MENA
region the same upscale investment and wealth management services normally found in Switzerland.
The combination of the service, the technology

Equities Manager of the Year

ADFG

At the end of 2017, a key
development took place with
the Wealth Management division
being split in two, allowing for the
formation of a dedicated Asset
Management division, the ADSS
Investment Solutions Limited
(ADSI) based out of the Abu
Dhabi Global Market (ADGM).
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ADFG’s flagship fund, the “Goldilocks Fund” achieved
remarkable performance, generating a cumulative
226% return in three years (47% annualised) since
inception in July 2015. The Fund has employed “Constructivism”, an innovative strategy that employs constructive engagement with the boards and management of underperforming public-listed companies.
The strategy aims to align the interests of investee
companies’ board and management with shareholders, by applying best-practice corporate governance
frameworks.
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Fixed Income Manager of the Year

Sharia Fund Manager of the Year

Waha Capital

CI Asset Management

Waha Capital’s long/short strategy as well as the
team’s multi-year expertise in CEEMEA Fixed Income
has ensured that the portfolio has consistently produced positive returns year-on-year even in difficult
conditions, whilst outperforming peers in strong years.
YTD 2018 (as of end of June) the Fund has returned gross +4.9% in comparison to the index (JPM
CEEMEA CEMBI) which has returned -2.6%. Since inception in January 2012, the Fund has returned gross
+134.1% - ahead of MENA peers.
The investment framework is structured to ensure
consistent, repeatable returns. Investment ideas are
subjected to three layers of analysis:

CI Asset Management applies high standards of audit, compliance, corporate governance and risk management practices to align business practices with
the best interests of shareholders while maximising
transparency through timely information disclosure.
It is one of Egypt’s leading asset managers, with
total asset under management exceeding EGP 7.5
billion in funds and portfolios. CI Asset Management
manages nine mutual funds and a number of portfolios on behalf of high net-worth individuals and institutions.

Sukuk Manager of the Year
Best asset manager in UAE

1. Macroeconomic analysis at the global, regional
and sovereign level, using a proprietary framework, which drives broad investment views.

FAB
First Abu Dhabi Bank (FAB) is the largest bank in the
UAE and one of the largest in the MENA region with
over $183 billion in assets.
Despite market volatility and tough market conditions the firm has on-boarded new mandates (conventional and Shariah) during the last 12 months. Total AUMs now stand at over $1.9 billion as at June 30
2018. Wins have been seen on multiple fronts with a
good mix of fixed income, equity and asset allocation
solutions participating to offer our esteemed investors a well-diversified portfolio and superior performance.
The strength of the brand and its network provides
the Investment Management team with a deep resource base and strong customer relationships which
help to build a unique understanding of companies
in the region. The team has a strong knowledge of
the complex dealings and relationships in the region
enabling them to sift through the publicly available
information and understand which aspects are reliable and which are not.

2. Fundamental analysis – bottom up analysis on a
universe of 100 individual credits carried out by
Waha’s in-house credit research team, which is
then supported by numerous field trips and meetings with issuers to analyse and form credit views
on corporates and financials across CEEMEA.
3. Valuation models – the team has a number of databases and models used to determine the relative value across countries, issuers of same rating,
curve flatness/ steepness, pair trades etc.

Alternative Asset Manager of the Year

Gulf Islamic Investments
Gulf Islamic Investments LLC (GII) is a UAE based
Shariah compliant financial services company, regulated by the Securities and Commodities Authority
(SCA). GII inherits the track record of Union National
Financial Consultancy (renamed as GII) and Allied Investment Partners, two companies established over
the past decade to manage and advise on the management of private assets of members of the Abu
Dhabi Royal Family.
GII is committed to providing a diverse set of unique,
well-structured and risk mitigated investment opportunities with a goal to achieve consistent and superior returns in the fields of real estate, private equity,
venture capital and infrastructure. GII enjoys overall
track record of managing $2.5 billion in assets and
syndicating $5.5 billion in debt and raising over $1 billion in equity.
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The strength of the brand
and its network provides the
Investment Management team
with a deep resource base and
strong customer relationships
which help to build a unique
understanding of companies in
the region.
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Oil Producing Emerging
Markets: The Case of the GCC
2018 has been tough, currencies have tumbled and many bourses have
suffered from steep declines. The reason? The dollar has soared as the Fed
interest rate has risen, and it has coincided with the winding down of the US’s
long-standing quantitative easing programme.
fell 8.5% from April to early September, while the US
Dollar Index was up around 5% over the same period.
Oil prices are broadly forecast to make further gains.
ADSI always takes a medium to long-term view.
While the short-term benefits of a strong US currency
and steady oil prices above $70 are reasons to invest,
exposure to the region’s markets offer many more
benefits.
Dubai has led the GCC in diversifying, and now
other cities and countries are following suit. How? By
investing heavily to create and expand new industries
that can remake their economies. Tourism, real estate
and transport are amongst the sectors to have achieved
rapid growth this century and will continue to do so.
When Dubai launched its airline Emirates and built
Jebel Ali Port, conventional wisdom labelled them
vanity projects that were doomed to fail. Decades later,
the success of Dubai’s strategic thinking is unquestioned,
and the rest of the region’s leaders are applying similar
foresight to their own plans. Who would have thought
10 years ago that the Gulf would be home to its very
own Louvre museum?
GCC leaders are challenging preconceptions as to
what the region can achieve. They are distributing their
countries’ wealth to benefit their populations, and that
presents huge opportunities for investors.
Saudi Arabia spent much of its reserves supporting
government spending during the oil price slump.
Since crude prices rebounded, the Kingdom hasn’t
replenished those reserves - it would rather put that
money to productive use. It’s a strategy that will reap
huge rewards in the future.
Government spending is changing. The focus has shifted
from short-term gains to longer-term investments that
can transform a workforce. Take Artificial Intelligence
and smart technologies, for example. There will be
a lag before the impact of these strategies are shown
in economic data, but that gives investors a chance to
establish a position now.
So how can investors make a play on this economic

But despite the turmoil throughout the Emerging
Markets universe, most Gulf markets have made gains
this year - thanks to the region’s dollar pegs and a
return to oil prices not seen since late 2014.
Defying the gloom, Abu Dhabi and Saudi Arabia
added 12.2% and 5% respectively as of September 13.
It is true that, Dubai has struggled, dropping 16.6%
this year, but that is more to do with foreign investor
sentiment than anything related to companies’ actual
performance.
The plunge in oil prices from mid-2014, while
hurting state revenues, spurred the region’s leaders
to accelerate the transformation of their countries’
economies. Subsidies have been trimmed, excessive
government spending reined in and diversification
programmes have been launched. For a long-term
investor, the outlook is bright.
First though, let’s re-examine the case for oil and
whether Brent crude can maintain its 20% year-todate gain. The oil price slump was never justified
by fundamentals (demand continues to grow) and
ADS Investment Solutions has long expected prices
to rebound to sensible levels as reduced capital
expenditure in the industry inevitably led to supply
constraints.
Environmental concerns mean we should all shrink
our carbon footprint, but the reality is that renewable
energy will not replace fossil fuels any time soon.
Governments are honing policies to discourage oil
consumption, particularly by supporting a switch to
electric vehicles, but despite the hype, electric cars only
make up a tiny fraction of overall sales, with EY noting
in a July report that sales growth is ebbing. Put simply,
a burgeoning population and an expanding global
economy means rising demand for oil-based products,
from fuel to plastics and petrochemicals.
As a result, it makes sense for emerging market
investors to focus on oil producers where the local
currency is pegged to the dollar – and that makes the
Gulf a preferred target. The MSCI EM Currency Index
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It is a slow transformation process, so it is sensible to
start as a passive investor before becoming more active
as the market develops and investors’ familiarity with
the region and understanding of its equities increases.
ADSI also plans to launch a Gulf-wide ETF in early
2019 in partnership with a major European manager
specialising in momentum strategies. More details will
be announced in due course.
Also, on Saudi Arabia, unlike many of the headlines
you’ve read, I believe the postponement of Aramco’s
IPO is of little significance to Emerging Market investors
and the Kingdom’s decision should be seen as a
positive, not a negative. It shows Saudi Arabia is flexible
and willing to change its mind: the country doesn’t
need the cash and wasn’t selling out of desperation.
Aramco’s valuation depends on the price of oil, so the
IPO postponement indicates Saudi is confident crude
prices will increase further. If it thought otherwise, the
imperative would have been to complete the flotation by delaying the IPO, it suggests Saudi believes Aramco’s
valuation will go up.
Finally, a word on Dubai. The Emirate’s stocks have
been in the doldrums this year, as foreign investors – who
hold a negligible amount of Dubai stocks but account for
a significant chunk of trading – sold down the market
due to geopolitical worries. In fact, historically, foreign
investors have owned around 2% to 3% of Dubai’s stock
market capitalization, however, they accounted for 40%
to 60% of daily traded values, hence they have a great
effect on Dubai’s bourse when they are nervous about
subjects related to the region, whether financially or
geopolitically.
Abu Dhabi is vulnerable to the same risks, yet its stock
market is resurgent because foreign investors have little
influence. Instead, the focus is on Abu Dhabi’s stability,
the strength of its institutions and consolidation in key
sectors such as banking, which investors astutely see as
a positive.
Dubai is oversold, so for active investors there are
opportunities to accumulate undervalued, dividend
paying stocks in various sectors from real estate to
banking and telecommunications.
While fundamentals re-establish themselves over the
long term, the momentum factor is key in driving returns
and predicting changes in fundamentals in advance. In
the medium to long-term, I’m optimistic about UAE
markets. In the short-term, volatility will persist, which
again makes momentum-based strategies the wisest
trading approach.
Over the decades, Gulf markets have proved durable
and stable in a volatile region. Those strengths remain
but now there is dynamism that is creating opportunities
perhaps unmatched worldwide.

transformation? First, let’s look at what to avoid. Cyclical
industries prone to volatility should be approached with
caution. Any industry (aside from renewable energy)
that depends on subsidies is surely headed for trouble as
governments rightly phase out these market-distorting
payments. Instead, ADSI is most positive about Saudi’s
non-cyclical sectors such as healthcare and education.
For now, it’s better to take a passive approach, rather
than be an active investor, unless you have the time
and capacity to do the necessary due diligence on every
potential investment target. Gulf markets are typically
momentum-driven over the short to medium term,
so ADSI recommends looking for momentum-based
investment vehicles. The best investment vehicles to
have, would be to build ETFs based on stock indices with
specific and transparent calculation rules and features to
propose to investors.
Why’s this important?
Consider Saudi Arabia - both FTSE and MSCI will
add the Kingdom to their emerging market indexes
in 2019, so all passive funds worldwide tracking these
benchmarks will have to include Saudi Arabia in their
portfolios. Billions of dollars will come into the Saudi
stock market following these reclassifications, so it
makes sense to create a passively managed ETF on Saudi
Arabia, which is exactly what ADSI has done.
ADSI has joined forces with FTSE Russell to design
the FTSE ADS Custom Saudi Minimum Variance
Index, which is incorporated in the Abu Dhabi Global
Market (ADGM) and listed on the Abu Dhabi Securities
Exchange.
Launched in May, the index is 95% correlated with
the main Saudi benchmark and has been constructed to
minimise volatility so investors can benefit from share
price gains with reduced downside risk. By backdating
the fund’s performance as per its stock weightings, it
outperforms the Tadawul and achieves a lower drawdown.
As a passive fund, it is rebalanced twice a year and
has attracted strong interest from asset managers, fund
managers, family offices and wealthy investors targeting
emerging markets, especially those in the GCC.
Why? Because our ETF also offers a straightforward,
unrestricted way to enter the Saudi market. Considering
the size of the Kingdom’s private sector, there should be
dozens of ETFs, but there’s only a handful and ADSI is
amongst the pioneers.
As Gulf markets mature and attain more depth and
breadth, ADSI will start moving into more actively
managed funds. Don’t forget, most regional bourses
are barely 20 years old. They are extremely young, and
often investors expect too much from these markets.
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Levant Wealth Manager of the Year

SEDCO Capital

Bank Audi

SEDCO Capital is a global asset management firm
that offers attractive investment opportunities across
global markets through carefully engineered public
and private funds and special instruments. Established in 1976, SEDCO Capital has crafted a threedecade long track record of robust performance
combined with prudent investment strategies.
SEDCO has pioneered a world-class Prudent Ethical
Approach (PEI) that combines the best of Shariahcompliance with ethical investing to create exceptional performance while minimising downside risks.
The philosophy remains to embrace “Partnership”
with clients as well as continually innovating in line
with the latest and most recent investment trends
and identifying opportunities. SEDCO Capital’s investment philosophy is based on three solid principles included in all dealings: ethical principles; diversity; and partnership.

Founded in 1830, the Beirut-based Bank Audi operates principally in Lebanon, the MENA region and
Turkey, offering a full range of products and services
that principally cover commercial and corporate
banking, retail and personal banking and private
banking, as well as ancillary activities such as capital
market activities.
In addition to its historic presence in Lebanon,
Switzerland and France, the Group currently operates in Jordan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Abu Dhabi (through a representative office), Monaco, Turkey
and Iraq.
In the past decade, the bank has undertaken significant regional expansion and has the fourth largest
coverage among the top 15 Arab banking institutions
in the MENA region with operations in 10 countries,
excluding Lebanon, through a network of branches
and subsidiaries developed mainly through greenfield operations.
As a result of this regional expansion, an increasing
percentage of the Bank’s assets are contributed by
its operations outside Lebanon.
Bank Audi’s management intends to continue to
seek growth opportunities both in Lebanon and
abroad over the medium term.

Best New Fund

Al Rayan Investment (Ticker QATR)
Al Rayan Qatar ETF (Ticker: QATR) was the first
Shari’a-compliant exchange traded fund listed in Qatar and seeks to track the performance of the QE Al
Rayan Islamic Index (Price).
The QE Al Rayan Islamic Index (Price) consists of
Shari’a-compliant listed equities on the Qatar Stock
Exchange, which meet the exchange criteria. These
include adjusting stocks for market capitalisation,
average daily trading and preventing any one stock
from having too significant a weight in the index, regardless of market capitalisation.
As of April 2018, the index consisted of 19 stocks.
The index boasts healthy sector diversification as
well as a mix of large and medium-sized companies
reflective of the Qatari economy.

Cash Manager of the Year

Emirates NBD Asset Management
Emirates NBD Asset Management is owned by Emirates NBD Bank PJSC and incorporated in the Dubai
International Financial Centre and regulated by the
Dubai Financial Services Authority.
Emirates NBD Asset Management is unique because
it operates as an independent asset manager and
has the backing of the largest financial services company in the country, making it one of the strongest
asset management companies in the region.
The company provides a wide range of investment
solutions, from in-house managed public funds to
tailor made discretionary solutions across a range of
asset classes, including MENA equities, fixed income
and global risk profiled solutions, on either a Shariacompliant or conventional basis.
The company is also Fund Manager for ENBD REIT,
one of only two publicly traded real estate investment trusts in the UAE.

Wealth Manager of the Year

KAMCO Investment Company
KAMCO Investment Company offers a range of portfolio management solutions with robust execution
capabilities to suit investor’s risk appetite. KAMCO
focuses on providing the best strategic guidance and
quality advice, which in return has helped the firm
build long and lasting relationships with clients. With
20 years’ worth of wealth management experience,
KAMCO has developed a comprehensive and consistent understanding of clients’ expectations.
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Global Custodian of the Year

Sub-custodian of the Year

Citi

Standard Chartered Bank

As a recognised industry leader, Global Custody
forms a critical aspect and corner-stone of Citigroup’s
overall growth strategy. Citi continues to execute its
strategic plan for growth of the Global Custody business through the active pursuit of new business and
the further development and build-out of industry
leading solutions.
The MENA region remains key to this strategic development as an area of priority and focus which
continues to see fantastic growth year-on-year and
this growth includes the addition of a CMA license
and on-the-ground presence in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia added within the past year.
Citi’s unique and industry leading global custody
solution, products and services and the value proposition has significantly resonated with clients and has
directly translated to significant additional business
on Citi’s Global Custody platform.

Standard Chartered Bank (SCB) currently provides
custody services across 40 markets globally, and
six markets across the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). SCB has a long history in MENA, dating
back to 1920.
Having witnessed and participated in the growth
and development of the regional geography over
the past century, and specifically over the past decades, the bank is ideally positioned to offer a unique
service proposition and perspective, and deliver the
right solutions to clients to help them achieve their
evolving ambitions. The custody business supports
global clients with comprehensive network coverage
and deep local market expertise across MENA.

Fund Administrator of the Year

HSBC
HSBC Securities Services’ comprehensive service offering includes global custody, fund administration,
stock lending, treasury and cash management, trustee and depositary, and outsourcing services. The securities servicing business is carefully positioned to
tailor the extensive capabilities and global reach of
the HSBC Group, “HSBC”, to the unique and specific
needs of each of our clients.
The combination of this robust offering with HSBC’s
financial strength, client-focus, and commitment to
securities services has enabled HSS to continue to
meet and exceed the evolving needs of clients, and
enabled HSS to achieve significant growth over recent years.
HSBC Securities Services is a division within Global
Transaction Banking, part of the Corporate, Investment Banking and Markets business line of the HSBC
Group. HSS combines the four businesses of Custody
& Clearing, Corporate Trust & Loan Agency, Institutional Fund Services, and Alternative Fund Services.

The success of this strategy over the past year is
demonstrated via some critical new client wins and
additional values of assets under custody:
• Citi total Assets under Custody $22.8tn
• Citi overall increase in Assets under Custody YoY –
increase +$4 trillion
• Year on Year increase Assets under Custody: 18%
Citi continues to demonstrate its commitment to the
Middle East with a continued presence in the region
for over 60 years and is directly represented across
the GCC with an industry leading presence in Saudi
Arabia, UAE, Egypt, Qatar, Kuwait, Jordan, Bahrain,
Pakistan, Lebanon, Algeria, Tunisia, Iraq and Morocco
with more than 30 branches and offices.

As a recognised industry
leader, Global Custody forms a
critical aspect and cornerstone
of Citigroup’s overall growth
strategy. Citi continues to
execute its strategic plan for
growth of the Global Custody
business through the active
pursuit of new business and the
further development and buildout of industry leading solutions.
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Transition Manager of the year:

Citi
Citi is fully committed to providing a first class transition management service to MENA clients by delivering full and direct access to its extensive top-tier
trading, settlement and advisory capabilities. The US
bank has a strong record based on 20+ years in the industry and an understanding of the local client unique
requirements. CitiTM already works on behalf of some
of the largest corporate and public clients in the re-
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Consultancy firm of the Year

gion. The bank sees its competitive advantages in the
following categories:

Insight Discovery

Competitive Pricing: CitiTM is able to provide lower
pricing than most other transition providers because
the vast majority of all trading is executed and settled
by Citi, through our own infrastructure.

Over the past 12 months Insight Discovery has continued to expand and support even more asset management companies in the Middle East. Recent successes include:

Access to Liquidity: As the largest brokerage institution in the world Citi has a unique access to direct
liquidity. Citi has trading desks in over 80 countries
which is an un-rivalled global footprint.

Middle East Investment Panorama 2018 - now in its
ninth year this report remains the leading authority on the financial services landscape in the Middle
East.

Experienced and Proven Team: CitiTM is regularly
selected for large equity, bond, derivative and foreign
exchange events. We have a proven track record of implementing these events efficiently, in-line with our cost
estimates and without financial or operational error.

The 2018 report, which was published during October 2018, attracted over 20 sponsoring firms (included BlackRock, Schroders, Invesco etc).
Insight Discovery is also becoming the preferred
PR agency for leading asset management companies active in the Middle East. The firm now has seven retained PR clients.

Global TM Coverage: CitiTM is one of very few transition managers in the industry who have a truly global
TM presence. CitiTM has dedicated bespoke teams in
London (four TM staff), New York (five TM staff) and
Sydney (five TM staff).
The combination of three regional CitiTM offices
provides our clients with full 24 hour global coverage
for their transition projects. All three offices benefit
from the synergies of using the same systems and
project management approach.

Exchange of the Year

DGCX
Over the past twelve months, DGCX has continued
to show strong growth, with new all-time trading
highs, the launch of several innovative products and
product-related initiatives and deploying enhanced
cutting-edge exchange and clearing technology to
better serve the needs of clients.
In the qualifying period, the Exchange traded over
19.3 million contracts, setting a new overall volume
record, with notional value exceeding USD441 billion.
DGCX entered into several strategic partnerships,
with companies such as Ayedh Dejem Group and
Amanie Advisors LLC, aimed at developing Islamic products for the marketplace and boosting the
global Islamic finance sector.
In March 2018, DGCX launched the regions first
and world’s only exchange listed Shariah-compliant
Spot Gold contract, DGSG, which has since seen record Sharia compliant exchange trading as market
participants become reliant on the wider range of
products offered by the DGCX. The expansion of
the DGCX product suite adds more depth to the
marketplace and meets the investment and hedging
needs of global market participants as witnessed by
the increase in trading volumes and values.

Execution Transparency: CitiTM provides all clients
with a full set of transparent Transition Reports, along
with time/date stamps for every child order executed
during the transition across all asset classes.
In addition, CitiTM are able to offer a third party
post trade review for every transition.

Financial Centre of the Year

ADGM
ADGM is a proactive international financial center. It
has proved itself as a one stop shop for establishing financial services companies. The Registration
Team and the Regulator are exceptionally open and
responsive to client queries and turnaround times
are impressive. Clients have said they have found the
ADGM Teams to be supportive, efficient and professional at all times.
ADGM continues its innovative and collaborative
approach by further developing and introducing
rules and regulations with the input from all stakeholders. As a result, the ADGM continues to position
itself as a leading international financial centre.
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Proud to be recognized as the
Best Regional Asset Manager

UAE Asset Manager of
the Year 2018

Sukuk Manager of
the Year 2018
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ETF Provider of the Year

Law Firm of the Year

Best Asset Manager Qatar

Simmons & Simmons
Simmons & Simmons has a longstanding reputation
for being the leading legal and regulatory advisor
in the MENA region to the Asset Management and
Investment Funds sector. It has also developed a
leading reputation globally and within the MENA
FinTech sector.
Our team advises some of the leading global and
regional asset managers and banks on complex
cross-border regulatory issues, across the MENA
region, especially with regards to international fund
distribution.
This expertise has been recognised recently
through a number of awards, rankings and
commendations, including from The Middle East
Legal Awards, Chambers Global and The Legal 500.
The firm’s Middle East regulatory practice was also
awarded the inaugural IFN Law Firm of the Year
Award for FinTech in 2017.
The prize celebrated the firm’s work in advising on
the development of a regulated Shariah compliant
robo-advisory platform allowing global retail
investor access to a large range of Islamic funds and
Sukuk.
Simmons & Simmons has continued to work
closely with the asset management industry in the
Middle East and various regulators, including the
Securities & Commodities Authority (SCA). This has
included helping the industry and the SCA to work
together to develop the UAE’s system for foreign
fund registration and promotion. This has enabled
a greater level of engagement and cooperation
between the asset management industry and the
SCA, improvement in regulatory standards and
greater access for investors to leading international
funds and strategies.

Al Rayan Investment
Al Rayan Investment (ARI) offers access to Gulf listed
equities and global sukuk products. All investments
are Shariah-compliant.
Assets under management reached $883 million
at end-June 2018; 4% growth over a very difficult
12-month period in Qatar (+10% over 2 years). ARI investment mandates increased in number by 6% over
the year.
ARI manages the Al Rayan GCC Fund. Launched in
May 2010, this is the largest mutual fund in Qatar and
the largest Shariah-compliant GCC fund in the world
($69m). ARI is also fund manager for Al Rayan Qatar
ETF (ticker QATR), the largest single-country Islamic
ETF in the world. This $140m ETF was listed in March
2018 on the Qatar Stock Exchange (QSE). On the first
day of listing, QATR accounted for 20% of the entire
trading volume on the QSE.
ARI has carefully built a team with rich regional
expertise. The five-person investment team boasts
more than 75 years’ experience and have previously
worked globally and regionally (Oman, KSA, Bahrain
and UAE).

Forex Broker of the Year
Best Broker in UAE

ADSS
ADSS in seven years has become a leading investment firm in the Middle East with a global reputation for the quality of the deals and opportunities it
provides to investors. At the end of 2017, a key development took place with the Wealth Management
division being split in two, allowing for the formation
of a dedicated Asset Management division, the ADSS
Investment Solutions Limited (ADSI) based out of
the Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM). The new entity was formed to develop the opportunities and
structures investors are looking for, and which support passive and active investment strategies.
With the launch of ADS Investment Solutions and
the continued development of the wealth management team, it has been possible to provide the MENA
region the same upscale investment and wealth management services normally found in Switzerland. The
combination of the service, the technology and the
right level of regulation has led many investors to
move money from Swiss accounts to Abu Dhabi.
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Simmons & Simmons has a
longstanding reputation for
being the leading legal and
regulatory advisor in the MENA
region to the Asset Management
and Investment Funds sector.
It has also developed a leading
reputation globally and within
the MENA FinTech sector.
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When you’re striving to make
your next move your best one,
no support short of optimal will do.
What if a bank made that its job?
Partnering with each client to
design and implement unique
solutions that not only help
preserve asset value and manage
risk, but also put unrivalled insight
and guidance to work throughout
the life of every project?
As global transition management
and portfolio solutions specialists,
we’ve committed to making it ours.

WHEREVER
YOUR NEXT
MOVE TAKES
YOU.

Transition Management
Europe +44 (0) 20 7986 0611
Americas +1 212 723 5939
Asia +61 (0) 2 8225 6146
globaltm@citi.com

citi.com/progress
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Real Estate Investment Firm of the Year
Best Broker in Saudi

In Kuwait and KSA, EFG Hermes witnessed noticeable improvement in rankings and market shares
ahead of both markets’ inclusion in MSCI and FTSE
Emerging Market indices. In Kuwait, the firm captured a 24.2% market share in FY17, ranking third,
and a 31% market share in 1H18, ranking second.
As for KSA, the firm captured 1.6% market share in
FY17 and 2.4% market share in 1H18, ranked second
among foreign brokerages for both FY17 and 1H18.
The firm was among the top ranked brokerages
in Oman and Jordan in FY17, ranking second with
a market share of 18% in Jordan and fourth with a
market share of 19% in Oman.

Al Rajhi Capital
Al Rajhi Capital’s Brokerage Division offers a comprehensive brokerage and execution service utilising
state-of-the-art technology, which enables multiplatform stock trading across the GCC/MENA as well
as other major international capital markets.
Staffed by teams of experienced brokers who are
experts in the markets they cover, the highest level
of support is provided to investors enabling them to
optimise the performance of their investment strategies and portfolios.
Al Rajhi Capital’s brokerage business also provides
clients with a multi-market unified international online platform that allows our clients to invest and
trade in various Gulf, MENA and international markets including: Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Dubai, Egypt, Kuwait, Muscat, Qatar and the US.

International Exchange of the Year

Eurex
In 2018, Europe’s largest derivatives exchange Eurex continues to focus on helping and supporting
its clients. The introduction of Mifid II and regulatory
demands, rising capital requirements and Brexit has
posed difficult challenges for the whole market. Eurex uses its innovative power to develop solutions,
products and services that support the industry
needs.
The exchange constantly observes market developments as well as investment and regulatory trends,
and is in constant dialogue with customers as well
as regulators. This is key for our objective to develop innovative products and solutions matching the
market’s demand.
Many years of continuous investment and our superior technology ensure that Eurex remains in the
best position to serve customers. As one of the leading market infrastructure providers, Eurex is uniquely positioned to capture cyclical as well as structural
growth opportunities across both the listed and the
over-the-counter space.

International Broker of the Year
Best Broker in Egypt
Best Broker in Jordan
Best Broker in Kuwait

EFG Hermes
With more than 30 years of unparalleled regional experience, EFG Hermes expanded into multiple markets in 2017, establishing offices in Kenya, Pakistan,
USA and UK, which enhances the firm’s reach in Europe, UK and USA.
Moreover, the firm acquired 100% of a top-ranked
brokerage house in Nigeria in 2018. With this acquisition, the firm expanded its direct presence into 11
markets, namely Egypt, UAE, Kuwait, KSA, Oman,
and Jordan in MENA, Pakistan, Kenya, Nigeria, UK
and USA. Our services, however, are more far-reaching, as we offer execution in more than 75 markets
across Frontier, MENA and Emerging markets.
EFG Hermes maintained its leadership positions
across regional markets in 2017. In Egypt, EFG
Hermes maintained its number one ranking with a
market share of 38% for the year, and remained number one in 1H18 with a market share of 43%.
In the UAE, EFG Hermes came in 1st during FY17
and 1H18 with a combined market share of 19% and
25%, respectively. In Nasdaq Dubai, the firm is still the
market leader with a market share of 55% in 2017 and
a market share of 56% in 1H18.
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Technology Provider of the Year

SS&C Advent
Advent, a business unit of SS&C, is helping over
4,300 investment firms in more than 50 countries—
from established global institutions to small start-up
practices— to grow their business and thrive. Delivering unparalleled precision and ahead-of-the-curve
solutions for more than 30 years, Advent helps firms
minimise risk, work together seamlessly with our clients, and help shape the future of investment management.
What sets SS&C Advent apart is the seamless
combination of global reach and local expertise. The
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dedicated GCC teams in Dubai are composed of
seasoned professionals with a wealth of experience
in technology implementations and management,
along with front-line knowledge of local regulations,
industry practices and evolving market trends.
By keeping their finger on the pulse of clients’ requirements and regional developments, the local
teams are able to provide clients with the exceptional service and support for which SS&C Advent
has become known around the world.

Country-specific
asset management awards:
Bahrain

SICO
In the past one year (31th May 2017-June 30th) the
SICO flagship fund, Khaleej Equity Fund (KEF) was
the best performing fund in the region. During the
year, the fund was up 20% whereas the next best
peer fund, which is the Global GCC large-cap fund
was up only 9.4%.
SICO believes KEF is the top performing fund for
the past one year even across all funds with MENA
and Africa mandates.
It is pertinent to note that some SICO discretionary portfolios have performed even better than KEF
due to the lower fee structure. KEF was also the best
performing GCC fund in each of the last three years
since 2014 except 2016 when the fund was the second best performing GCC fund.

Private Equity Firm of the Year

Investcorp
Investcorp is a leading provider and manager of alternative investments in four lines of business: corporate investment; real estate; credit management;
and alternative investment solutions. With approximately $23 billion in total assets under management,
Investcorp continues to be one of the key players in
the MENA region’s growing private equity and alternative investments landscape.
In the first six months of 2018, Investcorp has been
actively involved in significant transactions around
the world, including an investment in the MENA region’s healthcare sector. The partnership with leading international hospital operator, VAMED, has resulted in the launch of a healthcare complex in the
heart of Reem Island, Abu Dhabi.
The complex will include a state-of-the-art, highly
specialised, integrated rehabilitation center, children’s and women’s hospital and a family medical
centre.

Egypt

Beltone Financial
Beltone is a regional market leader in asset management, with asset under management in excess of
EGP31.6Bn ($1.8bn), driven by the company’s mission to introduce innovative products and spearhead
market development initiatives. Beltone manages
assets across a wide product range including local
and regional equity, money market and fixed income
products denominated in both EGP and USD.
In 2004, Beltone collaborated with Banque Misr
to introduce the first money market fund in Egypt,
Banque Misr MM fund. The move helped the growth
of Egypt’s fixed income market and paved the way
for the launch of all 27 money market funds in Egypt;
Beltone is managing seven of them, of which six lie in
the top quartile for the past 12-months’ performance.
Moreover, Beltone innovatively introduced and is
currently managing a fixed income collective investment portfolio with AUM in excess of EGP5.2bn
($298m), serving hundreds of thousands of investors.
Since June 2017, Beltone focused on growing its
AUM locally and internationally driving AUMs from
EGP23.1bn ($1.3bn) to EGP31.6bn ($1.8bn), translating to 37% growth YOY. The AUM growth in the past
12 months enabled Beltone to maintain its position as
the largest asset manager with a market share of 41%
of all funds.

Research Provider of the Year

Marmore Intelligence
Marmore Mena Intelligence provides research-based
consulting solutions to help understand current market conditions, identify growth opportunities, assess
supply/demand dynamics, and make informed business decisions.
Marmore is a fully-owned research subsidiary
of Kuwait Financial Center ‘Markaz’. Since 2006,
Markaz Research has been at the forefront in disseminating thought-provoking, hard-data backed
research reports. Marmore continues that legacy
with a focused approach to providing actionable
solutions for business leaders and policymakers.
Since its inception, Marmore has published over
700 research reports and covered more than 35
varied industries and infrastructure segments; all focused primarily on the GCC economies.
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Kuwait

Oman

NBK Capital

Bank Muscat

MENA Asset Management is the department responsible for managing listed equities, fixed income
securities and global ETFs within NBK Capital. The
goal at MENA Asset Management is to develop and
manage investment strategies that address the continuously changing needs of clients. Currently, NBK
manages four mutual funds (GCC Equity Fund, Qatar
Equity Fund, Kuwait Equity Fund and Regional Bond
& Sukuk Investment Fund) in addition to Separately
Managed Accounts (SMA) for institutional and high
net worth clients.
As of June 2018, the flagship fund Gulf Equity Fund
generated a return of 14.4% YTD with a lower Standard Deviation of 15.8% while the indicative index (S&P
GCC Large/Mid Cap) recorded a return of 16.4% with
a higher Standard Deviation of 22.2%. On a 12 months
period the fund generated a return of 10% vs. the index of 16%.

Bank Muscat is the leading financial institution in
Oman with a strong presence in corporate banking,
personal banking, investment banking, Islamic banking, treasury, private banking and asset management.
The bank has a large network of branches and electronic channels in Oman, as well as branches in Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait and representative offices in Dubai
(UAE), Iran and Singapore.
The bank also owns Muscat Capital LLC, a brokerage and investment banking entity operating in Saudi
Arabia.
Bank Muscat claims as its strengths: global, regional
and local investment solutions across fixed income
and equities and structured products; discretionary
portfolio management; products tailored for specific
risk profile and returns expectations; strong client relationship and servicing; robust investment process
driven by research; and a range of investment products.

Lebanon
Saudi Arabia

Blom Asset Management

GIB Capital

Since inception in 2008, just months prior to the
global financial crisis, the Blom asset management
department has been at the forefront of sustainable
investment funds development. Throughout a decade, AUMs have grown by a compounded annual
growth rate of 29%.
The driving force behind the rapid built up of funds
has been the innovative product development methodology of the asset management team. Their expertise in engineering financial products not only
hedged investors from the financial meltdown but
provided them with steady returns that surpassed
other investments in the same class.
Accordingly, the trust of clients has been earned in
a rather difficult period of time when the global financial crisis started in 2008. Behind this trust has been
the parent group’s philosophy of delivering ‘Peace of
Mind’ to its clients which has been at the forefront of
the funds business strategy.

Established in April 2008, GIB Capital is a whollyowned subsidiary of Gulf International Bank (GIB).
With more than 10 years of experience in investment
banking services, GIB through GIB Capital continues to offer a comprehensive range of investment
banking products and services which are designed
to provide innovative and customised financial and
investment solutions for clients. GIB Capital provides
a full spectrum of investment banking services to
help corporates, family businesses, entrepreneurs,
governments and quasi-government entities obtain
financing through debt and equity offerings.
The GIB Capital portfolio incorporates financial advisory services in connection with equity placements
(initial public offerings and private placements),
mergers, disposals and acquisitions, privatisations,
debt capital market products and services, strategic
debt advisory and asset management.

Beltone is a regional market leader in asset management, with asset
under management in excess of EGP31.6Bn ($1.8bn), driven by the
company’s mission to introduce innovative products and spearhead
market development initiatives. Beltone manages assets across a wide
product range including local and regional equity, money market and
fixed income products denominated in both EGP and USD.
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SECURITIES FINANCE

natixis

Natixis looks to New Dimension
French finance giant Natixis is nine months in to a broad and ambitious
initiative to further develop its business and deliver punchy financial targets by
2020. By Luke Jeffs
The Paris-based group’s “New Dimension” plan
was announced in November 2017 under the tagline “Deepen, Digitalise, Differentiate” with an aim to
“deliver sustainable value creation”. Natixis offered a
key first indicator of its progress under this new regime
when it reported in August its financial results for the
first six months of 2018.
The results were robust, with revenues up 3% on an
underlying basis to €4.99bn and pre-tax profit up 7% to
€1.49bn. The Asset and Wealth Management business
was strong, with income up a tenth to €1.6bn and profit
up a fifth to €515m. Corporate & Investment Banking
(CIB), the group’s top earning business line, was off
slightly, with revenues down 4% to €1.9bn and profit
falling 7% to €737m.
Speaking at the time of the announcement in August,
Natixis’ CEO, Francois Riahi, who was only appointed
to that role in June this year, said: “Our CIB businesses
continued to record solid revenues and a high level
of profitability despite a small dip in Global Markets
revenues, which was due to a high basis of comparison
with the second quarter of 2017.”
Luc François, Head of Global Markets and Head of
EMEA at Natixis, told Global Investor the CIB return
on equity of 17.2% was pleasing, adding: “While Global
Markets revenues were down slightly, the beauty of
Natixis’ diversified business model is that our activities
even each other out.”
He continued: “Generally, this is a good environment
to be operating in. There is clearly some geo-political
risk around, which reduces investors’ risk appetite, so
we are not as optimistic as last year. But it is still a very
decent environment.”
The New Dimension plan has some ambitious
objectives for Natixis’ CIB business, specifically to
“become the ’go-to bank’ in four selected sectors and to
be recognised as a solutions-based innovative house”.
François told Global Investor: “In terms of client

segments, we are targeting insurance, private equity
and financial sponsors on a global basis. In our four
selected sectors – energy & natural resources; aviation;
infrastructure; and real estate & hospitality – we are
building a comprehensive advisory and investment
banking offering atop our long financing expertise in
these fields.
In other bold moves, Natixis has created a green and
sustainable hub to provide issuer and investor clients
with sustainable finance expertise, and has adopted
a focused approach to growing its mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) coverage beyond its core European
markets.
François said: “Part of the strategy linked to our M&A
capability is to implement a multi-boutique model by
taking majority stakes in various M&A boutiques.
“This year, we have taken stakes in Vermilion Partners
in China, Fenchurch Advisory Partners in the UK and
Clipperton in France. These, combined with similar
deals over the past few years, mean we now have six
M&A boutiques focused on specific regions or sectors.”
And François promised “more of these types of deals”.
“This is a constant process which depends on the
opportunities that present themselves and the match
between the boutique and the existing group. These
could be in Asia or Europe.”
Natixis has a reputation as a high-touch bank that
works with clients to address their specific requirements
rather than a ’pile ‘em high, sell ‘em cheap’ shop, and
this approach is reflected across its Global Markets
business.
François said: “Our strategy in Global Markets, and
specifically in equity derivatives, is that we don’t want to
be a flow house that supplies prices and liquidity; rather,
we are pushing more for a solutions-based approach,
adding value for our clients.”
He said Natixis seeks to differentiate itself in equity
derivatives by offering flexibility around different

We have taken this year stakes in Vermilion Partners in China,
Fenchurch Advisory Partners in the UK and Clipperton in France.
These, combined with similar deals last year, mean we now have six
M&A boutiques focused on specific regions or sectors.
Luc Francois
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underlyings, a choice of pay-offs, wrapping formats
or working with third-party distributors to market
products.
François added: “We compete on more than just price
by being focused on adding value for clients. We have
also adopted the solutions-based approach in equity
derivatives, for example where we provide real-time
and electronic pricing and trading devices to third-party
distributors.”
Natixis took an innovative approach to Mifid II
compliance on the eve of the introduction of the vast
European regulation in January when it announced a
partnership deal with European equities broker ODDO
BHF.
Francois told Global Investor: “The deal with ODDO
was announced in December and completed in July. All
of the Natixis cash equities business, including sales
and research, has been transferred to ODDO while the
ODDO Equity Capital Market (ECM) business has been
transferred to Natixis. Under the deal, Natixis relies on
the research capabilities of ODDO and we also use their
distribution for our ECM business.”
Natixis also bought 5% of ODDO capital.
The deal was a response to the Mifid II rules as
they pertain to equity research and, specifically, the
unbundling of research from execution which has
implications for how banks like Natixis get paid for the
research they supply to clients.
François said: “The Mifid II rules on research are one of
the elements we considered when making this decision.
Mifid II has compressed the fees being paid by investors
for equity research. For example, when you are too small
you are at risk of being excluded, which is why being
part of a bigger group is a good thing.”
He continued to say that the ODDO deal helped
Natixis mitigate the impact of the new research rules,
but the bank was not unaffected by Mifid II.
“Eight months on, the rules have been well digested.
In terms of cash equities, we were less concerned or
exposed to the Mifid II discussions because we had
handed that business over to ODDO. But with Mifid II,
implementation was costly both in terms of systems and
the teams we had to put in place”, said François.
Natixis, like many other investment banks including
its larger US peers, has also responded to post-2008
financial crisis capital adequacy and leverage ratio
rules by looking to reduce the total assets it holds on its
balance sheet, a move that can free up billions of dollars
of much-need funds for these banks.
François told Global Investor: “We want to be an assetlight bank so we don’t want huge positions sitting on
our books; rather, we want to originate and distribute
more.”
He added: “With this plan to be an asset-light bank
in mind, we have expanded the scope of investors we
work with, which now include asset managers, insurers,
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Luc Francois, Head of Global Markets and
Head of Europe, Middle East and Africa
Corporate & Investment Banking at Natixis
pension funds and other non-bank financial institutions.
We have also developed new ways to distribute loans,
repackaging and tranching them to suit the investment
appetite of different investors.”
Natixis maintains a strong presence as the arranger
of collateralised loan obligations (CLOs), particularly
in Europe and the US, while it has also combined its
fixed income and equity repo businesses into a single
global securities financing arm. François said the bank
also continues to invest in its trade finance and treasury
solutions business.
Natixis’ New Dimension plan sets ambitious targets
for the CIB arm, including two fifths of revenues from
the Americas and Asia by 2020 and at least 7% revenue
growth each year from investment banking and M&A.
François said: “I’m quite comfortable with these
targets. Our M&A side is performing well but investment
banking is a little below expectations over the first half.
While we are not expecting the second half to be more
bullish than the first, the overall picture is one of solid
growth, which is pleasing.”
He concluded: “We are looking to do much more than
just hit our targets over this three-year plan; we aim to
build a sustainable business model based on long-term
partnerships with our clients. Our focus is therefore on
how to be more client-centered and more solutionsfocused, and our external surveys show us that we are
heading in the right direction.”
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ISF Survey 2018
The International Securities Finance survey
celebrates the greatest contributions from
agent lenders and prime brokers as well as the
vendors of technology and data services
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ISF Survey 2018
The International Securities Finance
survey 2018 monitors how the
world’s top securities lenders and
borrowers rate each other across different asset classes, regions and functions. The main body of the study
covers equities lending and borrowing, breaking the constituent companies down into two groups, with
G1 comprising the 15 largest players
and G2 representing mid-tier financing firms. The survey also covers
fixed income lending as well as technology vendors and data firms.
The survey publishes the leading
six firms based on their counterpar-

ties’ rankings across the different
categories so the entire lists are not
included.
The survey includes both weighted
and unweighted scores. Weighted
scores take into account the importance that the individual respondents give to that particular category
while the unweighted scores are
based on each category being given
equal importance.
Over 40 companies were recognised in this year’s survey with State
Street taking top spot in the G1 equity lending table and Natixis winning
the G2 equities lending category.

Lifetime Achievement Award:
Jamila Jeffcoate, State Street

Autumn Special 2018

Morgan Stanley was the top G1 equities borrower and ScotiaBank was
the top G2 equities borrower, having
moved to the G2 list.
BNY Mellon was the top fixed income lender while Pirum and EquiLend were among the top technology firms.

Jamila Jeffcoate, winner of the 2018 International Securities Finance Lifetime Achievement Award, has been
with State Street in London since 2003, having worked
previously at Deutsche Bank where she managed their
securities lending trading desk for 5 years.
In 2013, Jamila was responsible for the implementation
of Enhanced Custody, State Street’s principal offering
which provides financing arrangements to alternative
asset managers. She is currently Head of Agency Securities Lending in EMEA, responsible for the Trading and
Relationship Management functions in the region.
“Jamila is an integral part of the Agency Lending business at State Street and it is fantastic to see her receive
this Lifetime Achievement award in recognition of the
incredible work she has done not only here but also for
the wider industry,” said Alex Lawton, State Street’s
Head of Securities Finance, EMEA.
“She is an established market expert, has seen and
driven a large amount of change and evolution in our
industry over the years and has managed teams through
some of the most challenging of times. She has also always been a strong and continual advocate for raising
standards in the industry and defining best practice.
“Equally as important has been Jamila’s efforts in mentoring people in the industry and acting as a role model
to all. Her forthright, honest and sincere approach combined with her expertise and experience, mean there
are always people asking her for help and advice and
people often comment on what an inspiration Jamila has
been to them as they have started out or moved through
their careers.
“We are privileged to have her as a colleague at State
Street and many congratulations on the award and deserved recognition”
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G1 Equity Lenders
State Street:
The US bank was the top-rated G1
equities lender in both the weighted
and unweighted lists, improving on
last year’s results where State Street
came top in the weighted category
and second to BNY Mellon in the unweighted list.
State Street was also top in the both
the weighted and unweighted sections for the Americas, narrowly edging out BNY Mellon which beat State
Street into second place last year.
The bank was third in the unweighted and second in the weighted lists for Europe, the Middle East
and Africa (EMEA) and second on
both sides to Citigroup in the AsiaPacific.
State Street was also second globally and in the Americas to BNY
Mellon when rated by G1 borrowers,
third in EMEA and the Asia-Pacific
according to G1 counterparties.
G2 borrowers preferred State Street,
making it the top lender globally and
in the Americas, and their fourth
pick in EMEA.
BNY Mellon:
The New York-based finance giant
followed up a strong performance
in 2017 by claiming the second spot
in the G1 global equities lending
weighted and unweighted lists. BNY
Mellon was also second in the Americas for the weighted and unweighted lists, second in the weighted list
for EMEA and third in the EMEA unweighted list.
BNY Mellon was top-rated globally, in the Americas and in the EMEA
unweighted table by the G1 borrowers. It was second in the Asia Pacific
as ranked by G1 borrowers and top
globally and in the Americas according to G2 borrowers.

G1 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

G1 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score
State Street

800.33

1

State Street

675.33

2

BNY Mellon

784.17

2

BNY Mellon

651.25

3

Citi

613.75

3

Citi

521.31

4

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

473.00

4

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

389.74

5

UBS Switzerland

429.83

5

UBS Switzerland

355.43

6

Blackrock

370.75

6

Blackrock

315.82

G1 LENDERS: AMERICAS		

G1 LENDERS: AMERICAS		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE

Rank		Score

Most Improved Lender
HSBC Securities Services
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Rank		Score

1

State Street

433.17

1

State Street

361.60

2

BNY Mellon

420.92

2

BNY Mellon

349.33
162.20

3

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

196.67

3

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

4

Citi

156.17

4

Blackrock

136.31

5

Blackrock

154.83

5

Citi

129.98

6

Goldman Sachs Agency Lending

136.67

6

Goldman Sachs Agency Lending

111.96

G1 LENDERS: EMEA		

G1 LENDERS: EMEA		

UNWEIGHTED	

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Citi

260.58

1

Citi

223.30

2

BNY Mellon

237.67

2

State Street

200.01

3

State Street

233.58

3

BNY Mellon

197.62

4

UBS Switzerland

209.00

4

UBS Switzerland

171.57

5

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

189.92

5

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

154.25

6

Blackrock

144.75

6

Blackrock

121.26

G1 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G1 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Citi

197.00

1

Citi

2

State Street

133.58

2

State Street

113.72

3

BNY Mellon

125.58

3

BNY Mellon

104.30

4

HSBC Securities Services

112.50

4

HSBC Securities Services

95.64

5

UBS Switzerland

100.50

5

UBS Switzerland

82.78

6

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

86.42

6

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

73.29

168.03

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

BNY Mellon

534.83

1

BNY Mellon

446.19

2

State Street

506.50

2

State Street

426.30

3

Citi

390.83

3

Citi

334.60

4

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

284.67

4

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

232.85

5

UBS Switzerland

235.83

5

UBS Switzerland

195.51

6

Blackrock

204.67

6

Blackrock

175.19

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: AMERICAS

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: AMERICAS

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

G1 Equity Lenders

Rank		Score

1

Rank		Score

1

BNY Mellon

274.17

1

BNY Mellon

2

State Street

268.17

2

State Street

228.67
223.91

3

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

155.67

3

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

128.95

4

Citi

104.17

4

Citi

86.63

5

Goldman Sachs Agency Lending

100.33

5

Goldman Sachs Agency Lending

82.82

6

Blackrock

90.33

6

Blackrock

81.66
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Citi:
The US banking giant was third
globally in both the weighted and
unweighted lists. Citi was topranked on both sides for the AsiaPacific and EMEA but came fourth
in the Americas unweighted list and
fifth in the Americas in the weighted
category.
Citi was third globally and fourth
in the Americas in both the weighted and unweighted list as rated by
G1 borrowers. It was first in the
weighted list for EMEA and second
in the unweighted list. Citi was also
top by both measures for the AsiaPacific as judged by G1 borrowers.
G2 borrowers made Citi third globally, fifth in the Americas, second in
EMEA and first in the Asia-Pacific.

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: EMEA		

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: EMEA		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

RBC Investor & Treasury
Services:
The Canadian bank was ranked
fourth globally in both the weighted
and unweighted lists. RBC was also
third in the Americas, fifth in EMEA
and sixth in the Asia-Pacific in both
lists.
G1 borrowers said RBC Investor & Treasury Services was fourth
globally, third in the Americas and
fourth in the unweighted list for
EMEA. G2 borrowers placed RBC’s
lending business sixth globally in
the Americas unweighted list. RBC
was also third in EMEA and second
in the Asia-Pacific according to G2
borrowers.

Rank		Score

UBS Switzerland:
The Swiss arm of the custody bank
ranked fifth globally in both the unweighted and weighted categories.
UBS was fourth in the weighted
and unweighted sections for EMEA
and ranked fifth in the Asia-Pacific

Rank		Score

G1 Equity Lenders
One to Watch
BNP Paribas
Securities Services
Agency Lending
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Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

BNY Mellon

158.00

1

Citi

2

Citi

148.67

2

BNY Mellon

131.67
131.57

3

State Street

146.67

3

State Street

125.08

4

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

98.00

4

UBS Switzerland

78.13

5

UBS Switzerland

94.67

5

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

77.67

6

Blackrock

86.67

6

Blackrock

71.93

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Citi

138.00

1

Citi

116.30

2

BNY Mellon

102.67

2

BNY Mellon

85.95

3

State Street

91.67

3

State Street

77.32

4

HSBC Securities Services

81.00

4

HSBC Securities Services

69.68

5

UBS Switzerland

57.67

5

UBS Switzerland

46.55

6

Brown Brothers Harriman

42.00

6

Brown Brothers Harriman

37.83

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED	

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE
Rank		Score

1

State Street

293.83

1

State Street

249.03

2

BNY Mellon

249.33

2

BNY Mellon

205.06

3

Citi

222.92

3

Citi

186.72

4

JPMorgan

214.00

4

JPMorgan

182.59

5

UBS Switzerland

194.00

5

UBS Switzerland

159.92

6

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

188.33

6

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

156.89

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: AMERICAS

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: AMERICAS

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

State Street

165.00

1

State Street

137.69

2

BNY Mellon

146.75

2

BNY Mellon

120.65

3

JPMorgan

85.67

3

JPMorgan

72.93

4

Blackrock

64.50

4

Blackrock

54.65

5

Citi

52.00

5

Citi

43.35

6

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

41.00

6 BNP Paribas Securities Services Agency Lending33.30

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: EMEA

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: EMEA

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		
Rank		Score

1

UBS Switzerland

114.33

1

UBS Switzerland

2

Citi

111.92

2

Citi

93.45
91.64

3

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

91.92

3

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

76.58

4

State Street

86.92

4

State Street

74.94

5

JPMorgan

84.42

5

JPMorgan

71.65

6

BNY Mellon

79.67

6

BNY Mellon

66.05

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G1 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Citi

59.00

1

Citi

51.73

2

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

55.42

2

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

47.06

3

JPMorgan

43.92

3

JPMorgan

38.01

4

Blackrock

43.50

4

Blackrock

36.65

5

UBS Switzerland

42.83

5

State Street

36.40

6

State Street

41.92

6

UBS Switzerland

36.24
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region. The top borrowers made
UBS fifth globally and in the AsiaPacific, and fourth in EMEA in the
weighted category.
The G2 borrowers rated UBS Switzerland the top lender in the EMEA
region and fifth in the unweighted
list for the Asia-Pacific.
BlackRock:
The US asset management giant
was placed sixth overall in the
global category, making it the top
non-bank lender. BlackRock was
also fourth in the weighted category
for the Americas and fifth in the
unweighted list.
BlackRock was also sixth in the
overall list for the EMEA region and
ranked sixth by the largest borrowers globally and in the Americas.
The G1 borrowers also made
BlackRock sixth in the EMEA region. G2 borrowers made BlackRock
the fourth lender in the Americas
and in the Asia-Pacific region.
Goldman Sachs Agency
Lending:
GSAL was ranked the sixth best
lender in both the unweighted
and weighted categories for the
Americas. Goldman Sachs Agency
Lending was ranked fifth in the
unweighted and weighted categories by the largest borrowers in the
Americas, narrowly behind Citi.
HSBC Securities Services:
The British bank was the most improved group one lender in 2018,
something reflected in its strong
showing in the Asia-Pacific where
it broke into the top six lenders by
coming fourth in both the unweighted and weighted categories.
HSBC was also rated fourth in the
Asia-Pacific by the largest borrowers for both the unweighted and
weighted categories.
The British banking giant also
made a serious challenge in the most
innovative lender category. Group
two borrowers in particular like
HSBC and the strides it has made
with new technology and hires.
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JPMorgan:
The US bank strengthened its position among G2 lenders, finishing
fourth overall in the unweighted
and weighted lists, narrowly behind
Citi. JPMorgan was third in both
lists for the Americas and the AsiaPacific and fifth in both categories
for EMEA.
eSecLending:
eSecLending wins this year’s Most
Innovative Group One lender award
as the Boston-based firm has sought
in 2018 to build on its strong presence in the US.
Peter Bassler, managing director,
global head of business development at eSecLending, said at the
start of the year there are significant
public and private mandates up for
grabs.
“The number of request for proposals (RFPs) in the US is as robust as I’ve seen it for a long time,”
Bassler told Global Investor.
The executive, who joined eSec
in 2008, says the business on offer
ranges from public pension plans to
private asset managers.
“We certainly don’t see beneficial
owners taking a step back,” he added. “In fact, we see more lenders reevaluating stock loan and returning
to the market.”
“Many thought the Trump administration was going to bring a lot
of volatility to the US stock market
in 2017 and that’s not been true,”
Bassler explained.
eSecLending sees itself as structurally different to other agents, which
allows the firm to capitalise on both
execution strategies. eSecLending
does not operate a pool or a queue,
rather each client is managed as a

segregated program. The firm aims
to maximise each client’s performance within specific guidelines and
uses all tools to make this happen.
BNP Paribas Securities
Services Agency Lending:
The French bank’s agency lending
business has shown improvements
over the past year and was awarded
the One to Watch Lending award,
partly a reflection of the lender’s aggressive hiring in the sector.
In November 2017, BNP Paribas
Securities Services hired Adnan
Hussain from RBC to run its global
agency lending business.
Simone Broadfield, a former Citi
executive, was also appointed head
of agency lending for Asia Pacific.
At the time, Eric Deudon, global
head of market and financing services at BNP Paribas Securities Services, said the senior appointments
would help the firm deliver on its
strategy to “accelerate the development of the agency lending business.”
In the US, Michael Saunders, head
of investments & trading, securities
services North America BNP Paribas, continues to oversee securities
lending.
“We are seeing elevated participation rates of new participants coming into the market,” Saunders told
Global Investor earlier this year.
“Most of this new supply is generated from asset owners with large
pools of HQLA seeking a return
who previously were adamantly opposed to lending or unaware that
there was robust demand for their
supply of assets. This trend is representative of our conversations with
prospects around the world.”

Many thought the Trump administration
was going to bring a lot of volatility to
the US stock market in 2017 and that’s not
been true
Peter Bassler, eSecLending
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP: BNY Mellon

Harnessing change
a more positive regulatory environment generally.
More particularly, we have seen increased securities
finance activity and climbing on-loan volumes due to
the ongoing impact of the US tax reforms late last year,
rising interest rates and some diversion in the policy decisions being taken by central banks around the world.
That said, the marketplace has still encountered some
challenges.
One significant factor has been the flow of M&A opportunities. Activity in the M&A sector has attained record levels – reaching roughly $2.1trn so far this year,
with roughly half of this concentrated in North America.
However, many of these have been cash deals, as corporates have looked to find a home for the large cash balances repatriated in the wake of the tax reform passed by
Congress in December.
Declining returns from global equities was another
headwind this year. After a great 2017, the S&P500 has
had a tougher 2018 so far. For the US, the high concentration of equity gains in a few key industries, notably technology, financial services, and health care, means that a
hiccup in any major sector can have a big impact on the
value of the rest of the index. European market indices
have followed a similar course, as have those in Asia.
My point is that while price gains in securities on loan
obviously translates into increased income available
from those trades, these sluggish index valuations have
a knock-on impact on industry revenues. It is therefore
particularly noteworthy that - assuming stable reinvestment rates - real growth for securities finance this year
has been strong, comfortably outpacing price gains in
the S&P500 and other markets.
A further challenge has been presented by the strong
US dollar, which has strengthened a little over 6%
against the Canadian dollar and roughly 7% against the
euro over the past six months. This strength has shrunk
the real value of overseas revenue from securities finance programs for some US firms.
What all this means for the coming year is hard to say.
Besides tougher valuation conditions, there is the question of where US economic growth is headed, with many
commentators questioning how long the strong recent
US GDP data can be sustained.

Robert Chiuch, Global Head of
Equity and Fixed Income Securities
Finance Trading at BNY Mellon
Markets, explains how the sector
has prospered in spite of a tough
recent macro environment and
discusses the likely impact of recent
technological innovation
How would you characterise the performance
of the sector so far this year and how does this
augur for the future?
The strong performance of securities finance across all
segments so far this year, has occurred in the face of some
recurring headwinds. Starting with the positives, the US
has obviously enjoyed robust economic conditions over
the past 12 months, and that has been complemented by

What does the current tightening cycle mean for
fixed income trading?
While the ECB left interest rates on hold on July 26, it

Declining returns from global equities were another headwind
this year as sluggish index valuations had a knock-on impact on
industry revenues
Autumn Special 2018
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is continuing to unwind its QE policy. It has also reaffirmed its commitment to halving its monthly bond purchases from €30bn to €15bn in September before ending
them entirely in December.
We’re also seeing monetary tightening happening in
the US, with the market predicting two further rate rises
in 2018. Of the major central banks currently tightening
monetary policy, the BoJ remains the exception, leaving
rates unchanged while introducing forward guidance
for the first time by declaring that “extremely low” interest rates would remain “for an extended period of time”.
The combination of tighter monetary policy and tax
reforms in the US are having a significant impact on the
corporate bond market in particular, which has traded
in a relatively narrow range since the middle of 2016.
Meanwhile, recent evidence in short-term investment
grade bonds points to demand for inventory exceeding
supply.
The US tax break, which provided for significant repatriation of company profits, has put downward pressure
on new debt issuance since corporates flush with cash
have no need to issue bonds, and this will work to depress spreads further.
Over on the sovereign and quasi-sovereign bonds side,
meanwhile, that market continues to enjoy a period of
structural strength, further driven by global demand for
HQLA.
Ultimately, I would say securities finance has learned to
prosper in a low-yield environment, as recent enhanced
returns testify. Certainly, there will be a transition period
through the current phase of policy adjustments but, as
resets occur and things normalise, we can look forward
to higher interest rates improving spreads.

Whether fintech’s future
impact will be achieved
through consolidation or
fragmentation is hard to say
have become an important element of our business, but
while they will be useful to some, we realise that they
may not be useful to all.
Does the fintech revolution represent a risk or an opportunity for incumbents like BNY Mellon?
While ours is a business with relatively high barriers
to entry –including large capital and infrastructure requirements– the relatively unencumbered fintech sector
is growing at remarkable speed. Through the innovation
that emerging players create, and the pressure they put
on existing providers to improve, the long-term legacy
of the fintech era will be more liquidity, improved transparency and quicker, smoother execution.
We’ve already seen that certain sections of the market,
such as pre- and post-trade processing, have proved particularly well suited to this sort of innovation. We’re also
continuing to see innovation in the GC space.
In general, the impact on fixed income lags that seen
in the equity space so far, suggesting that it is an area
where we could yet see further innovation.
Certainly, incumbents need to keep abreast of the competitive forces being unleashed by this new wave of financial innovators. However, whether their impact will
be achieved through consolidation or fragmentation is
hard to say.
One outcome could be a barbell effect, with providers
increasingly bunching at either end of the scale in terms
of size, capital resources and specialisation. Such a scenario would comprise, on the one hand, a small number
of one-stop shop firms, that have achieved scale through
consolidation and for which superior capital resources
facilitate an improved service in certain sectors, which
customers favour. On the other, you could see a number
of more specialist niche providers targeting specific segments and functions, where their technological innovation offers customers compelling value.
However things pan out, I think there is a general point
to be made concerning large firms. Those incumbents
that are able to harness the current tide of financial innovation will be those who make the best use of their
existing competitive advantages.
Crucial among these is their proximity to customers
and familiarity with customers’ needs. Customers look
to their major providers to interpret, filter and curate the
current innovation, but only because they have the resources and experience to perform these services well.
As soon as customers begin to question providers’ skill
in separating the wheat from the chaff, I think this advantage is likely to disappear.

What has been the impact of CCP reforms?
CCPs have now established themselves as an important
work stream for nearly all market participants. We have
been particularly active in the Eurex CCP, working hard
to facilitate its launch, acting as early adopters and encouraging migration onto the new platform for a range
of customers.
In general, however, while global regulatory reform
has indirectly incentivized cleared repo and securities
lending, in practice the adoption of CCPs has been slower than many anticipated. The principal reason for this
has been the operational challenges required to connect
and transact.
With hindsight this may not be so surprising. New initiatives always take time to bed down. Participants must
be educated regarding the benefits of connecting and
given time to familiarise themselves with a CCP’s rules.
Even after systems go live there are typically teething
issues and getting participants on board entails navigating a range of differing operational challenges.
On balance, I think CCPs need to be viewed not as a
panacea but as one of several tools in the toolbox. They
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SECURITIES FINANCE

G2 EQUITY LENDERS

G2 Equity Lenders
Most Innovative: CACEIS
Most Improved: Natixis
Natixis:
The French banking group has come
from nowhere to claim top-spot in
the G2 global lenders weighted and
unweighted categories, comfortably
beating BMO Global Asset Management into second place. Natixis’
Most Improved G2 Lender award
was reflected in the fact that the firm
won the EMEA G2 lenders awards
in both the weighted and unweighted categories despite not making
the top six last year.
Natixis was fourth in the Asia-Pacific region across both unweighted
and weighted categories and third
globally of the G2 lenders in the unweighted list when ranked by G1
borrowers. Natixis was also third in
EMEA and fifth in the Asia-Pacific
when rated by G1 borrowers.
The French firm is popular among
G2 lenders, winning the unweighted and weighted categories globally,
in EMEA and Asia-Pacific, and coming fourth in the Americas.
BMO Global Asset
Management:
The asset manager has also had a
strong year, taking second place in
the overall global unweighted and
weighted lists behind Natixis, an
impressive result given the firm finished outside of the top six last year.
BMO Global Asset Management,
which bought London-based F&C
Investments in 2014, was also second in the unweighted and weighted lists for G2 lenders in the Americas.
The fund manager was fourth in
the unweighted list and third in the
weighted category of G2 lenders
rated by G1 borrowers. BMO was
top in the Americas rated by G1 borrowers, third in the list of G2 lenders
rated by G2 borrowers, and second
in the Americas, fifth in EMEA and
sixth in Asia-Pacific as rated by G2
borrowers.
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G2 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

G2 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Natixis

336.44

1

Natixis

281.95

2

BMO Global Asset Management

314.67

2

BMO Global Asset Management

263.50

3

National Bank Financial

301.92

3

National Bank Financial

251.72

4

CACEIS Bank

297.17

4

CACEIS Bank

246.67

5

Candriam

266.67

5

Candriam

225.55

6

Amundi

260.17

6

Amundi

215.53

G2 LENDERS: AMERICAS		

G2 LENDERS: AMERICAS		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

National Bank Financial

250.50

1

National Bank Financial

211.26

2

BMO Global Asset Management

235.00

2

BMO Global Asset Management

198.37

3

Sumitomo Mitsui

110.33

3

Sumitomo Mitsui

93.16

4

Candriam

77.50

4

Candriam

65.04

5

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust Int

70.25

5

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust Int

60.89

6

Natixis

69.33

6

Natixis

57.82

G2 LENDERS: EMEA		

G2 LENDERS: EMEA		

UNWEIGHTED	

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Natixis

225.11

1

Natixis

191.48

2

Amundi

193.83

2

Nordea

160.85
159.48

3

Nordea

190.17

3

Amundi

4

Candriam

185.67

4

Candriam

157.67

5

CACEIS Bank

167.33

5

CACEIS Bank

140.07

6

Societe Generale

116.58

6

Aviva

95.35

G2 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC		

G2 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC		

UNWEIGHTED	

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

CACEIS Bank

84.50

1

CACEIS Bank

69.73

2=

Amundi

52.00

2

Amundi

43.76

2=

Sumitomo Mitsui

52.00

3

Sumitomo Mitsui

42.96

4

Natixis

42.00

4

Natixis

32.65

5

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust Int

35.00

5

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust Int

31.78

6

Aviva

16.00

6

Aviva

13.45

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Candriam

233.17

1

Candriam

196.73

2

CACEIS Bank

177.33

2

CACEIS Bank

146.84
139.39

3

Natixis

164.44

3

BMO Global Asset Management

4

BMO Global Asset Management

164.00

4

Natixis

138.71

5

Nordea

150.67

5

National Bank Financial

126.47

6

National Bank Financial

150.17

6

Nordea

125.81

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: AMERICAS

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: AMERICAS

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

BMO Global Asset Management

164.00

1

BMO Global Asset Management

139.39

2

National Bank Financial

147.50

2

National Bank Financial

125.24

3

Candriam

77.50

3

Candriam

65.04

4

Zurcher Kantonalbank

59.33

4

Zurcher Kantonalbank

48.88

5

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust Int

49.00

5

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust Int

42.73

6

Sumitomo Mitsui

44.33

6

Sumitomo Mitsui

38.16
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Thought leadership: wells fargo

Efficiency Gains
Rob Sackett, head of Securities Lending at Wells Fargo
Securities, explains how all sides in securities lending stand to
benefit from progress in automation and discusses why the
early life cycle of the firm’s business is good news for clients.
five or 10 years ago, and their value is achieved through
the ability to take in multiple variables that are critical
to making a trading decision. Key inputs such as rate
trends, availability, stock movements, corporate actions
and other key inputs can now be coded into a trading
model.

What can technology offer
the sector currently?
Automation is a theme that is
top of mind with participants
in the securities lending market. Both borrowers and
lenders are cognizant that current platforms are not
appropriately optimized to allow them to achieve both
operational cost efficiencies as well as provide the tools
necessary to identify potential trading opportunities.
While automation is critical to the success of both the
lending and borrowing participants, it may not be
suitable for all aspects of trading. For example, some
participants may want to maintain human oversight
around trading Hard To Borrow (HTB) stocks as there
are multiple variables to consider including stability of
borrow, counterparty allocation and other factors that
may not be easy to quantify into an algorithmic solution.
Recently there is a growing consensus that automated
trading solutions may be extended to cover warm
stocks and that firms that continue to manage via high
touch means could be missing out on achieving lower
operational costs and increased trading efficiencies.
The efficiency benefits that accrue to both agents and
prime brokers borrowing and lending of warm names
through a more automated system can be significant.
Automated interfaces provide scalability, reduce the risk
of operational/trading errors and allows borrowers/
lenders to focus on more value add services that they can
provide. Some participants have automated a significant
portion of this life-cycle process but still overlay with
manual oversight.
This of course needs to be balanced with implementation
and ongoing maintenance costs, as well as supervision of
testing systems.
The ultimate goal for all participants is to utilise
technology to lower costs, increase scalability, reduce
operational losses and provide data to make more
informed decisions. Algorithms can provide securities
lending participants with tools that were not available

How widespread is the adoption
of greater automation?
Automation is critical to the success of all the participants
in the securities lending market. As more data has
become available this has led to greater transparency
within the marketplace. This has provided counterparts
an opportunity to incorporate this data into their process
flows, which has a direct impact on trading decisions. The
industry is demanding that participants become more
efficient, and central treasury groups are demanding
a wider array of analytics to understand profitability.
In addition, as machine learning, big data and artificial
intelligence (AI) have become more commonplace, it has
led to the advance of black box or high frequency trading
strategies that cannot be serviced in legacy high touch
business models. Counterparts that can’t keep up with
the pace of automation may not be able to participate
fully in the new norms.
In order to achieve the maximum benefit of automation
both lender and borrowers need to understand their
counterpart’s data models and how to integrate into their
workflow. Another component that is often overlooked is
normalizing metadata across counterparts and ensuring
the integrity of the data to ensure an optimized outcome.
The ability of counterparts to connect among themselves
is critical to the success and growth of the securities
lending market and it is through achieving these factors
can the market truly be optimized.
How important have CCPs become
in smoothing the trade process?
The role of CCP’s has grown considerably post the
financial crisis as counterparts continue to look to
optimize their firms’ financial resources such as capital,
balance sheet, RWA’s and RoE. CCP’s provide a conduit
for eligible market participants (broker –dealers) to
conduct business in a more capital efficient manner with
their trading partners. The biggest hurdle to overcome
in achieving a more optimized operating model would

The ultimate goal for
all participants in using
data is to make smarter trading
decisions
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be to extend the eligible participants to include banks/
agent lenders.
This restriction on counterpart eligibility has necessitated
considerable amount of trading occurring outside of
CCP’s between agent banks and borrowers. Given these
considerations, a number of smaller to medium sized
firms may choose not to actively participate in non CCP
securities lending activity given the increased capital
required to conduct business. One of the advantages of
Wells Fargo is the strength of our balance sheet, which
allows us to participate in this segment of the market.
This has allowed us to build relationships across a
considerable amount of counterparties.
The strength of Wells Fargo’s balance sheet has allowed
us to be more flexible in taking on clients with various
strategies and this flexibility has been critical to the
success and growth of our prime brokerage platform.
We have the ability to take on and service asymmetrical
portfolios and are not managing to a daily client
optimization model. This has allowed us to build our
business organically and achieve efficiencies through
client acquisitions while not limiting our clients with
daily targets they need to adhere to. Increasingly prime
brokers are having discussions with their clients around
the definition of a ‘good client’ which requires them to
maintain portfolio compositions that align to the dealer’s
key measurements: return on equity (RoE), return on
assets (RoA), and risk weighted assets (RWA) and capital
utilization. For some participant these ‘neutral’ portfolios
are not feasible given their trading strategies and a prime
broker that can service these asymmetrical portfolios is a
valued partner.
Given Wells Fargo continued investment in its Prime
Brokerage business, we are able to assimilate client
assets into our portfolio more seamlessly. It allows our
desk to have the flexibility to borrow and lend a wider
array of assets as we organically build out the portfolio
efficiencies. We realize that in order to achieve portfolio
optimization by building a balanced book over the longterm is the willingness and flexibility to take in a wide
array of assets while building out our client franchise.
The ability to finance longs, shorts and the gamut of
credit, from investment grade to high yield are valued
with our client segment. This capability allows our
clients to focus on trading their strategies to optimize
returns rather than focusing on building a portfolio that
is efficient to their financing provider. We view this as
a partnership with our clients and our ability to fund
portfolios of all shapes will allow us to develop a strong
relationship with our customers as we build towards the
long term.

Pricing is still top of mind
with clients
able to leverage these relationships to get better transparency. Larger counterparts may also require some
term commitment to allow them the liquidity to trade
their strategy. Finding the right balance between term
and asset composition is essential given the incremental
costs associated with term financing. Post the financial
crisis, Prime Brokers are now focused on aligning the
weighted average maturity (WAM) of their asset / liability structures.
Another trend we have seen recently is a growing appetite for less liquid assets such as high yield instruments, master limited partnerships (MLP) and convertible assets. The challenge that clients need to understand
is if current pricing levels are sustainable for the longer
term or are just due to a liquidity rich environment.
What are clients expecting you to do with data?
With the question of regulation now moving out of the
foreground, clients are particularly focused on data. One
of the biggest changes in the securities lending markets
over the past decade has been the increasing level of
transparency with the advent of third-party data providers. Clients are now looking to their prime brokers
to make the best use of this data while overlaying with
the broker’s proprietary research and market data to
provide traders with differentiated market views. This
must be shaped into useable real-time solutions through
a smooth-functioning client portal that can provide near
real time reporting, risk and data analytics.
Clients also expect data to be supplied in ever-more
granular detail. Corporate actions are a particular focus
for clients currently, in part owing to the current push
around proxy voting. A firm’s ability to differentiate
themselves in this segment is critical to clients. The ability to get accurate data in a timely fashion can give confidence to your clients to place more balances with your
firm.
Clients want improved transparency in general and
as their providers develop their data models and strategy this will become an increasing point of interaction.
Types of data that is being asked for can include securities being re-hypothecated; a precise and timely account
of dividend dates and information on special dividends
and a clear read out of where their assets are – are they
unencumbered, are they overseas, are they in tri-party?
The more information the parties can share allows for a
long term mutual beneficial relationship.

What other concerns are
pre-occupying your clients?
Pricing is still top of mind with clients. Given that clients
tend to have multiple financing counterparts, they are
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G2 EQUITY LENDERS

National Bank Financial:
The Canadian financial services firm
also had a strong year, finishing third
overall globally in the unweighted
and weighted categories compared
to sixth last year.
National Bank Financial was top in
the Americas in both the unweighted
and weighted categories, which improved on last year’s result of second.
National Bank came sixth globally
and second in the Americas when
rated by G1 borrowers. The firm was
second globally and comfortably top
in the Americas according to G2 borrowers.
CACEIS Bank:
The custody arm of Credit Agricole
was rated the Most Innovative G2
lender, ranking fourth overall in both
the unweighted and weighted categories.
CACEIS had a very strong year in
Asia-Pacific where it finished this
year first in the unweighted and
weighted categories, compared to
fourth last year. The bank was also
fifth overall in both the unweighted
and weighted EMEA lists.
The Credit Agricole arm was second globally, first in Asia-Pacific and
sixth in EMEA as rated by G1 borrowers. For G2 borrowers, CACEIS
was sixth globally, second in EMEA
and fifth in the Asia-Pacific.
Candriam:
The European fund management
group also improved on last year’s
results, ranking fifth overall in global
unweighted and weighted categories. The Luxembourg-based firm
was fourth in the Americas and
EMEA, compared to sixth in those
categories last year.
The manager is particularly popular among G1 borrowers who made
Candriam their top lender globally
in both the unweighted and weighted categories compared to fourth last
year. G1 borrowers also made Candriam third in the Americas compared to fifth last year and first in
EMEA versus fourth last year.
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G2 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: EMEA		

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: EMEA		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Candriam

155.67

1

Candriam

131.69

2

Nordea

140.00

2

Nordea

118.08
100.06

3

Natixis

116.78

3

Natixis

4

Amundi

104.33

4

Amundi

85.22

5

Danske Bank

81.83

5

Danske Bank

68.79

6

CACEIS Bank

76.00

6

CACEIS Bank

63.51

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G1 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

CACEIS Bank

71.00

1

CACEIS Bank

2

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust Int

35.00

2

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust Int

58.96
31.78

3

Amundi

33.00

3

Amundi

26.74

4

Sumitomo Mitsui

31.00

4

Sumitomo Mitsui

25.46

5

Natixis

11.67

5

Natixis

8.66

6

DekaBank

9.00

6

DekaBank

6.96

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED	

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Natixis

172.00

1

Natixis

143.24

2

National Bank Financial

151.75

2

National Bank Financial

125.25

3

BMO Global Asset Management

150.67

3

BMO Global Asset Management

124.11

4

Sumitomo Mitsui

133.50

4

Sumitomo Mitsui

111.09

5

Amundi

122.83

5

Amundi

103.56

6

CACEIS Bank

119.83

6

CACEIS Bank

99.83

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: AMERICAS

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: AMERICAS

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

National Bank Financial

103.00

1

National Bank Financial

2

BMO Global Asset Management

71.00

2

BMO Global Asset Management

86.02
58.98

3

Sumitomo Mitsui

66.00

3

Sumitomo Mitsui

55.00

4

Natixis

33.33

4

Natixis

27.82

5

Societe Generale

33.00

5

Societe Generale

27.50

6

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust Int

21.25

6

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust Int

18.16

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: EMEA		

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: EMEA		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Natixis

108.33

1

Natixis

91.42

2

CACEIS Bank

91.33

2

CACEIS Bank

76.56

3

Amundi

89.50

3

Amundi

74.26

4

Societe Generale

73.58

4

Societe Generale

59.93

5

BMO Global Asset Management

69.50

5

BMO Global Asset Management

57.09

6

Aviva

56.08

6

Aviva

47.34

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G2 LENDERS RATED BY G2 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Natixis

30.33

1

Natixis

24.00

2

Sumitomo Mitsui

21.00

2

Sumitomo Mitsui

17.50

3

Amundi

19.00

3

Amundi

17.02

4

Aviva

16.00

4

Aviva

13.45

5

CACEIS Bank

13.50

5

CACEIS Bank

10.77

6

BMO Global Asset Management

10.17

6

BMO Global Asset Management

8.04
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Amundi:
The French asset management giant was ranked sixth globally by all
respondents and faired particularly
well in EMEA and the Asia-Pacific
where it came second in the unweighted list compared to fourth last
year and joint second respectively in
the unweighted category compared
to fourth last year.
Amundi was also fourth in the
EMEA region and third in AsiaPacific according to G1 borrowers.
The asset manager was ranked fifth
globally by G2 borrowers who also
made Amundi third in EMEA and
Asia-Pacific.
Sumitomo Mitsui:
The Japanese bank improved on its results last year by coming third overall
in the Americas and joint second for
the unweighted list in the Asia-Pacific
bloc. G1 borrowers made Sumitomo
Mitsui fourth in Asia-Pacific and sixth
in the Americas. G2 borrowers placed

the Japanese firm second in Asia-Pacific, third in the Americas and fourth
globally in both the unweighted and
weighted categories.

by G1 borrowers.
Societe Generale
Agency Lending:
The lending arm of the French bank
was ranked sixth in the EMEA unweighted category and performed
well with G2 borrowers who made
Societe Generale Agency Lending
their fourth choice in EMEA and
their fifth pick in the Americas.

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust
International:
Mitsubishi UFJ Trust International
came fifth in the Americas after failing to make the top six last year in that
category and improved on last year’s
sixth place to rank fifth in the AsiaPacific region. The Japanese firm also
came second (compared to sixth last
year) in Asia and fifth in the Americas
as ranked by G1 borrowers. G2 borrowers rated Mitsubishi UFJ Trust International sixth in the Americas.

Aviva:
The British pensions and insurance
giant came sixth overall in the EMEA
weighted category and both AsiaPacific sections. G2 borrowers made
Aviva fourth in the Asia-Pacific region and sixth in EMEA across both
the unweighted and weighted lists.

Nordea:
The Nordic banking group consolidated its strong position in Europe,
finishing second in the weighted
group and third in the unweighted
list. Nordea was also rated fifth globally and second in the EMEA region

Danske:
The Danish bank was rated fifth by
G1 borrowers in both the unweighted and weighted lists for Europe, the
Middle East and Africa.

Top 10 sounds good
in any language.
Especially in prime finance.

Our cross-border expertise was recently recognized with a Top 10 borrower
ranking in the Americas, EMEA, and Asia Pacific regions.* So when you’re
looking to extend your global reach, turn to the proven prime finance solutions
and seamless execution of BMO Capital Markets.
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* 2017 Global Investor International Securities Finance (ISF) Survey.
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and Bank of Montreal (China) Co. Ltd and the institutional broker dealer businesses of BMO Capital Markets Corp. (Member SIPC) in the U.S., BMO Nesbitt Burns Inc. (Member Investment Industry
Regulatory Organization of Canada and Member Canadian Investor Protection Fund) in Canada and Asia and BMO Capital Markets Limited (authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
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SECURITIES FINANCE

G1 BORROWERS

G1 Borrowers:
Morgan Stanley:
The US investment bank won the
best global borrower across both the
unweighted and weighted categories
for the third consecutive year. Morgan Stanley increased its score by
almost 100 points in both lists to an
impressive 900.92 in the unweighted
group and over 775 in the weighted
group.
The bank’s dominance was due
again to strong performance across
all three regions. Morgan Stanley
was top across both lists in the EMEA
region, second to UBS in Asia-Pacific
and third in the Americas.
This regional consistency was
borne out in the ranking by G1 lenders who made Morgan Stanley the
top borrower in EMEA and the third
borrower in the Americas and AsiaPacific. Larger lenders made Morgan
Stanley the second best borrower
overall behind UBS.
G2 lenders gave Morgan Stanley a
perfect review, with the US bank coming out top globally, in EMEA, the
Americas and the Asia-pacific region.

G1 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

G1 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score
Morgan Stanley

900.92

1

Morgan Stanley

775.37

2

UBS

863.17

2

UBS

743.23

3

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

815.42

3

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

677.26

4

Citi

806.67

4

Citi

674.41

5

Goldman Sachs

402.08

5

Goldman Sachs

361.76

6

JPMorgan

338.17

6

JPMorgan

293.20

G1 BORROWERS: AMERICAS

G1 BORROWERS: AMERICAS

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE

Rank		Score
Citi

289.17

1

Citi

2

UBS

278.00

2

UBS

236.14

3

Morgan Stanley

269.33

3

Morgan Stanley

232.37

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

242.33

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

208.67

5

Goldman Sachs

126.00

5

Goldman Sachs

112.77

6

BMO Capital Markets

125.00

6

BMO Capital Markets

99.04
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G1 BORROWERS: EMEA

G1 BORROWERS: EMEA

UNWEIGHTED	

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Morgan Stanley

366.08

1

Morgan Stanley

318.49

2

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

314.75

2

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

259.52

3

Citi

301.83

3

Citi

252.30

4

UBS

296.00

4

UBS

250.61

5

Goldman Sachs

173.25

5

Goldman Sachs

156.23

6

Barclays

168.83

6

Barclays

148.07

G1 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G1 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		
Rank		Score

1

UBS

289.17

1

UBS

2

Morgan Stanley

265.50

2

Morgan Stanley

224.51

3

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

258.33

3

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

209.07

256.49

176.13

4

Citi

215.67

4

Citi

5

Goldman Sachs

102.83

5

Goldman Sachs

92.77

6

JPMorgan

82.33

6

Credit Suisse

72.49

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

UBS

788.83

1

UBS

2

Morgan Stanley

719.83

2

Morgan Stanley

615.14

3

Citi

713.33

3

Citi

597.37

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

712.67

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

586.15

5

Goldman Sachs

286.33

5

Goldman Sachs

259.00

6

BMO Capital Markets

238.33

6

Barclays

195.87

683.30

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: AMERICAS

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: AMERICAS

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE

Rank		Score

UBS came top globally
in the weighted and
unweighted categories
ranked by G1 lenders

Rank		Score

1

Rank		Score

UBS:
The Swiss banking giant was again
the second global borrower behind
Morgan Stanley and even narrowed
the margin on its rival by increasing
its score in 2018 by a massive 160
points. UBS was top in the Asia-Pacific region, second in the Americas
and fourth in EMEA.
UBS did well ranked by G1 lenders,
coming top globally, in the Americas
and Asia-Pacific in the unweighted
and weighted categories. The Swiss
bank was ranked fourth in the EMEA
region by the largest lenders. G2
lenders made UBS the sixth best borrower in the Americas.

Rank		Score

1

Rank		Score

1

UBS

259.00

1

UBS

2

Citi

255.33

2

Citi

217.09

3

Morgan Stanley

230.00

3

Morgan Stanley

198.73

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

211.67

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

181.22

5

BMO Capital Markets

125.00

5

BMO Capital Markets

99.04

6

Goldman Sachs

101.33

6

Goldman Sachs

91.18
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G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: EMEA		

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: EMEA		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Morgan Stanley

255.67

1

Morgan Stanley

219.04

2

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

242.67

2

UBS

206.39

3

Citi

242.33

3

Citi

204.15

4

UBS

240.67

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

195.86

5

Barclays

99.50

5

Barclays

90.83

6

Goldman Sachs

98.67

6

Goldman Sachs

89.22

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

UBS

289.17

1

UBS

256.49

2

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

258.33

2

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

209.07
197.37

3

Morgan Stanley

234.17

3

Morgan Stanley

4

Citi

215.67

4

Citi

176.13

5

Goldman Sachs

86.33

5

Goldman Sachs

78.60

6

Barclays

79.00

6

Barclays

64.53

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Morgan Stanley

181.08

1

Morgan Stanley

160.23

2

JPMorgan

129.17

2

JPMorgan

106.83
102.76

3

Goldman Sachs

115.75

3

Goldman Sachs

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

102.75

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

91.11

5

Citi

93.33

5

Citi

77.04

6

BNP Paribas

80.33

6

Societe Generale CIB

65.46

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: AMERICAS

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: AMERICAS

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Morgan Stanley

39.33

1

Morgan Stanley

33.64

2

Citi

33.83

2

Citi

28.89

3

JPMorgan

31.00

3

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

27.45

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

30.67

4

JPMorgan

26.43

5

Goldman Sachs

24.67

5

Goldman Sachs

21.59

6

UBS

19.00

6

UBS

15.72

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: EMEA		

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: EMEA		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Morgan Stanley

110.42

1

Morgan Stanley

2

JPMorgan

80.17

2

Goldman Sachs

99.45
67.01

3

Goldman Sachs

74.58

3

JPMorgan

65.40

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

72.08

4

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

63.66

5

Barclays

69.33

5

Barclays

57.25

6

Citi

59.50

6

Citi

48.15

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G1 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

Bank of America
Merrill Lynch:
Bank of America Merrill Lynch was
ranked third across the unweighted
and weighted sections by lenders
for the second year running. The US
bank was rated second in EMEA,
third in the Asia-Pacific region and
fourth in the Americas.
G1 lenders made Bank of America
Merrill Lynch second in EMEA and
Asia-Pacific, and fourth globally and
in the Americas. G2 lenders made the
US investment bank the fourth best
borrower globally, in the Americas
and EMEA.
Citi:
Citi improved on last year’s headline result, finishing fourth this year
compared to fifth last year. The US
banking giant was ranked top borrower overall in the Americas, third
in the EMEA region and fourth in
Asia-Pacific.
Ranked by the largest lenders, Citi
was second in the Americas, third
globally and in EMEA, and fourth
in the Asia-Pacific. The G2 lenders
made Citi the second borrower in the
Americas, fifth globally and sixth in
EMEA.
Goldman Sachs:
The US bank was voted the Most Innovative Borrower for 2018. Goldman Sachs was consistently ranked
in the top five across the different
categories. It was ranked overall fifth
globally, in the Americas, EMEA and
Asia-Pacific.
According to the largest lenders,
Goldman was fifth globally and in
the Asia-Pacific market, and sixth in
the Americas and EMEA. G2 lenders
rated Goldman Sachs highly, making
the US investment bank their third
choice globally and in EMEA, their
fifth pick in the Americas and sixth
in Asia-Pacific.

1

Morgan Stanley

31.33

1

Morgan Stanley

27.15

2

BNP Paribas

26.50

2

BNP Paribas

21.24

3

BMO Capital Markets

20.00

3

BMO Capital Markets

17.03

4

JPMorgan

18.00

4

Societe Generale CIB

16.07

Most Innovative

5

Societe Generale CIB

17.50

5

JPMorgan

15.00

Goldman Sachs

6

Goldman Sachs

16.50

6

Goldman Sachs

14.17
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G1 BORROWERS

JPMorgan:
JPMorgan moved into the top six in
2018, taking sixth spot globally in
both the unweighted and weighted categories. The US investment
banking giant also came sixth in the
unweighted category for the AsiaPacific market.
G2 lenders gave JPMorgan a strong
report in this year’s survey as the
US bank came second globally and
in the EMEA region. The smaller
group of lenders also made the bank
third in the Americas and fourth in
Asia-Pacific.
BMO Capital Markets:
The banking arm of the Canadian
financial services group was ranked
the Most Improved Borrower in
this year’s survey and broke into
the top six for the Americas, finishing sixth narrowly behind Goldman
Sachs. BMO Capital Markets also
finished sixth globally and fifth in
the Americas according to G1 lenders. The smaller group of G2 lenders
also made BMO Capital Markets the
third best borrower in the Asia-Pacific region.

G2 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

G2 BORROWERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score
Scotiabank

880.50

1

Scotiabank

744.35

2

Natixis

635.83

2

Natixis

538.28

3

Nomura

544.33

3

Nomura

461.12

4

Jefferies

477.50

4

Jefferies

403.30

5

ABN AMRO

337.33

5

ABN AMRO

292.46

6

Macquarie

316.42

6

Macquarie

268.11

G2 BORROWERS: AMERICAS		

G2 BORROWERS: AMERICAS		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Scotiabank

236.00

1

Scotiabank

2

Fidelity Prime Services

207.33

2

Fidelity Prime Services

180.11

3

Wells Fargo

204.33

3

Wells Fargo

173.48

4

Nomura

158.50

4

Nomura

131.16

5

Jefferies

137.33

5

Jefferies

118.50

6

State Street Principal

118.83

6

State Street Principal

104.53

196.42

G2 BORROWERS: EMEA		

G2 BORROWERS: EMEA		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Scotiabank

346.17

1

Scotiabank

300.92

2

Natixis

305.17

2

Natixis

256.69

3

ABN AMRO

225.33

3

ABN AMRO

194.40

4

Jefferies

223.50

4

Jefferies

187.17

5

Nomura

193.50

5

Nomura

163.85

6

SEB

165.33

6

SEB

139.57

G2 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G2 BORROWERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Barclays:
The British bank had a stronger
showing in this year’s survey than
last year’s. Barclays was rated sixth
borrower in EMEA, narrowly behind Goldman Sachs, and was also
placed sixth globally in the weighted list. The larger group of G1 lenders made Barclays the fifth borrower in the EMEA unweighted and
weighted categories, and the sixth
borrower for the Asia-Pacific region.
The smaller group of G2 lenders
also ranked Barclays the fifth borrower in EMEA.

Rank		Score

1

Rank		Score

1

Scotiabank

298.33

1

Scotiabank

247.01

2

Macquarie

230.17

2

Macquarie

196.49

3

Natixis

212.00

3

Natixis

182.21

4

Nomura

192.33

4

Nomura

166.12

5

Jefferies

116.67

5

Jefferies

97.63

6

ABN AMRO

71.67

6

ABN AMRO

63.95

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Scotiabank

810.00

1

Scotiabank

2

Natixis

515.33

2

Natixis

683.77
437.19

3

Nomura

475.50

3

Nomura

403.36

4

Jefferies

395.17

4

Jefferies

330.86

5

Macquarie

289.50

5

Macquarie

245.38

6

Fidelity Prime Services

261.67

6

Fidelity Prime Services

224.56

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: AMERICAS

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: AMERICAS

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Scotiabank

223.00

1

Scotiabank

185.67

G1 borrowers

2

Fidelity Prime Services

183.67

2

Fidelity Prime Services

159.56

Most Innovative

3

Wells Fargo

164.67

3

Wells Fargo

140.03

4

Nomura

146.00

4

Nomura

120.82

Goldman Sachs

5=

Jefferies

118.67

5

Jefferies

102.32

5=

Natixis

118.67

6

Natixis

99.38
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G2 Borrowers:
Scotiabank:
The Canadian bank won the G2 headline category handsomely, by a massive 250 points in the unweighted
category and over 200 points in the
weighted list. Scotiabank secured top
spot globally, in EMEA, the Americas
and Asia-Pacific overall, and in all of
those regions as rated by G1 lenders.
For G2 lenders, Scotiabank was fifth
globally, in the Americas and EMEA.
Natixis:
The French firm secured the prize
for Most Innovative Group Two Borrower and turned in a solid set of
results across the regions. Natixis
was second to Scotiabank globally
and in the EMEA region, and third
in Asia-Pacific. The larger G1 lenders
made Natixis second globally and in
EMEA, fourth in the Asia-Pacific and
fifth equal in the Americas.
The smaller G2 lenders gave Natixis
a stellar write-up, making the French
firm top globally and in the AsiaPacific region, and second in EMEA.
Nomura:
The Japanese bank also had a strong
year among the G2 borrowers, coming third in the global list despite not
having made the top six last year.
Nomura was fourth in the Americas and Asia-Pacific, and fifth in the
EMEA region. G1 lenders rated the
Japanese firm third globally and in
the Asia-Pacific bloc, and fourth in
the Americas and EMEA.
The smaller lenders made Nomura
the sixth lender globally and in the
Americas, and the third ranked borrower in the Asia-Pacific unweighted
category.
Jefferies:
Jefferies turned in a solid performance across the board, featuring in
almost every list across the three regions and two groups of lenders. The
US firm was ranked fourth globally
and in EMEA, comfortably ahead of
the next place borrower, and fifth in
the Americas and the Asia-Pacific.

Autumn Special 2018

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: EMEA		

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: EMEA		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Scotiabank

288.67

1Scotiabank

251.09

2

Natixis

226.67

2Natixis

190.60

3

Jefferies

159.83

3Jefferies

130.91

4

Nomura

154.17

4Nomura

130.03

5

ABN AMRO

144.67

5ABN AMRO

127.93

6

SEB

116.00

6SEB

96.85

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G1 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Scotiabank

298.33

1

Scotiabank

247.01

2

Macquarie

214.17

2

Macquarie

183.49

3

Nomura

175.33

3

Nomura

152.51

4

Natixis

170.00

4

Natixis

147.21

5

Jefferies

116.67

5

Jefferies

97.63

6

ABN AMRO

56.67

6

ABN AMRO

50.32

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: GLOBAL		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Natixis

120.50

1

Natixis

101.09

2

ABN AMRO

95.67

2

ABN AMRO

80.09

3

Jefferies

82.33

3

Jefferies

72.45

4

Credit Agricole CIB

71.50

4

Credit Agricole CIB

62.96

5

Scotiabank

70.50

5

Scotiabank

60.58

6

Nomura

68.83

6

Nomura

57.77

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: AMERICAS

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: AMERICAS

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Wells Fargo

39.67

1

Wells Fargo

2

State Street Principal

30.50

2

State Street Principal

33.45
25.58

3

Fidelity Prime Services

23.67

3

Fidelity Prime Services

20.55

4

Jefferies

18.67

4

Jefferies

16.18

5

Scotiabank

13.00

5

Scotiabank

10.75

6

Nomura

12.50

6

Nomura

10.34

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: EMEA		

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: EMEA		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

ABN AMRO

80.67

1

ABN AMRO

66.47

2

Natixis

78.50

2

Natixis

66.09
62.96

3

Credit Agricole CIB

71.50

3

Credit Agricole CIB

4

Jefferies

63.67

4

Jefferies

56.27

5

Scotiabank

57.50

5

Scotiabank

49.83

6

SEB

49.33

6

SEB

42.72

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

G2 BORROWERS RATED BY G2 LENDERS: ASIA-PACIFIC

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

Natixis

42.00

1

Natixis

35.00

2

Mizuho Securities

18.00

2

Mizuho Securities

14.78

3

Nomura

17.00

3

ABN AMRO

13.63

4

Macquarie

16.00

4

Nomura

13.61

5

ABN AMRO

15.00

5

Macquarie

13.00
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G2 BORROWERS / Fixed Income Lending

G1 lenders placed Jefferies fourth
globally, third in EMEA, and fifth in
the Americas and the Asia-Pacific.
The smaller group of G2 lenders put
Jefferies as the third borrower globally, and the fourth-ranked borrower in the Americas and EMEA.
ABN AMRO:
The Dutch borrower came in fifth
globally across the unweighted and
weighted categories, third in the
EMEA region specifically and sixth
in the Asia-Pacific region overall.
G1 lenders made ABN the fifth borrower in the EMEA region and sixth
overall in the Asia-Pacific market.
The smaller group of G2 lenders
rated ABN as the second borrower
globally and the top borrower in
EMEA. The G2 lenders also rated
ABN as the fifth borrower in AsiaPacific.
Macquarie:
The Australian bank broke into the
top six globally this year, finishing
sixth and narrowly behind ABN
AMRO. Macquarie scored highly in
its home Asia-Pacific market, coming second in that region overall to
Scotiabank.
G1 lenders made Macquarie the
fifth bank globally and the second
best borrower in the Asia-Pacific region. The smaller G2 lenders placed
Macquarie fourth in the unweighted
list and fifth in the weighted list for
the Asia-Pacific.
Fidelity Prime Services:
The prime services unit of the US
asset management firm maintained
last year’s strong performance in
the Americas by finishing a close
second to Scotiabank in both the
unweighted and weighted lists. The
G1 group of lenders made Fidelity Prime Services their sixth bor-

G2 borrowers
Most Innovative
Natixis

Autumn Special 2018

rower globally while the G2 group
of smaller lenders ranked Fidelity as
the top borrower in the Americas.
Wells Fargo:
Wells Fargo, the US specialist, also
did well in its home market, coming
third overall in the Americas unweighted and weighted categories
and narrowly behind Fidelity Prime
Services.
The largest G1 lenders placed
Wells Fargo third in the Americas
while smaller lenders put the US financial group as the top borrower in
the Americas.
State Street Principal:
The borrowing arm of the US banking giant followed a solid performance last year by finishing sixth in
the Americas in both the unweighted and weighted sections. State
Street Principal was the secondranked borrower in the unweighted
and weighted categories according
the smaller G2 group of lenders.
SEB:
The Swedish bank finished again in
the top six for the EMEA unweighted and weighted categories, finishing sixth behind Nomura. The largest G1 lenders made SEB the sixth
best borrower in the EMEA region
in both unweighted and weighted
sections. The smaller G2 group of
lenders also made SEB the sixth borrower in the EMEA region.
Mizuho Securities:
The Japanese bank broke into the
top six of G2 borrowers as ranked by
G2 lenders for the Asia-pacific, having failed to make the list last year.
Mizuho Securities came second in
both the unweighted and weighted
categories.
Credit Agricole:
The French bank scored well when
ranked by the smaller G2 group of
lenders. They made Credit Agricole
their fourth borrower globally and
their third best borrowing firm in
the EMEA region.
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Fixed Income
Lending:
BNY Mellon:
The US banking giant was voted
the Most Innovative Fixed Income
Lender and the top global fixed income lender in both the unweighted and weighted categories for the
second consecutive year. BNY Mellon extended its dominance in the
unweighted list with an impressive
912 points. The US bank also came
top in the unweighted and weighted
lists for the Americas, fifth for fixed
income lending in the EMEA region
and sixth in the Asia-Pacific.
UBS Switzerland:
The Swiss arm of the custody bank
improved on last year’s third by finishing second this year in the global
unweighted list, due to a strong
performance in EMEA and the AsiaPacific region. UBS Switzerland was
comfortably top in the unweighted
and weighted sections for EMEA
and the Asia-Pacific. The success in
Asia is particularly impressive because the Swiss bank did not make
the top six in that region last year.
State Street:
The US bank had a solid year, coming third in the global unweighted
list and second in the global weighted section. The bank was also second in both categories for the Americas, a feat it achieved last year. State
Street was also fifth in both lists for
the Asia-Pacific and sixth in the
EMEA region.
Citi:
Citi improved on last year’s fifth in
the global rankings to come fourth
this year in both the unweighted
and weighted sections. The improvement was based on a strong

FIXED INCOME
Most Innovative
BNY Mellon
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performance in the Americas, where
it reclaimed last year’s third place,
and in EMEA where Citi climbed
one place to fourth.
Clearstream:
The Luxembourg-based settlement
firm rose one place in the global
fixed income lending rankings to
take fifth in both the unweighted
and weighted groups. The global
ranking was largely down to its performance in the EMEA region where
it climbed to second in both the unweighted and weighted categories
from sixth last year.
JPMorgan:
The US bank’s fixed income lending
business finished sixth overall in the
unweighted category, where it was
narrowly behind Clearstream, and
in the weighted list. JPMorgan had a
good year in the Asia-Pacific where
it rose to claim second place in the
unweighted and weighted list, from
fourth place last year.
RBC Investor &
Treasury Services:
The custody arm of the Canadian
banking group narrowly missed
out on a top six fixed income lending placing after an improved performance in the Americas where it
more than trebled its score to claim
fifth place in the unweighted table
and fourth place in the weighted
section.

GLOBAL FIXED INCOME		

GLOBAL FIXED INCOME		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

BNY Mellon

912.00

1

BNY Mellon

850.74

2

UBS Switzerland

870.00

2

State Street

809.59
797.00

3

State Street

858.00

3

UBS Switzerland

4

Citi

562.00

4

Citi

512.77

5

Clearstream

497.00

5

Clearstream

463.90

6

JPMorgan

473.50

6

JPMorgan

428.74

AMERICAS FIXED INCOME		

AMERICAS FIXED INCOME		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

BNY Mellon

558.00

1

BNY Mellon

2

State Street

513.00

2

State Street

526.09
483.71

3

Citi

202.00

3

Citi

186.85

4

BlackRock

200.00

4

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

184.52

5

RBC Investor & Treasury Services

199.00

5

BlackRock

184.45

6

Northern Trust

151.00

6

Northern Trust

145.64

EMEA FIXED INCOME		

EMEA FIXED INCOME		

UNWEIGHTED	

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

UBS Switzerland

584.00

1

UBS Switzerland

533.90

2

Clearstream

406.50

2

Clearstream

382.00

3

Societe Generale Securities Services

366.00

3

Societe Generale Securities Services

341.11

4

Citi

319.00

4

Citi

288.75

5

BNY Mellon

301.00

5

BNY Mellon

274.21

6

State Street

276.50

6

State Street

264.36

ASIA-PACIFIC FIXED INCOME		

ASIA-PACIFIC FIXED INCOME		

UNWEIGHTED		

WEIGHTED BY IMPORTANCE		

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1

UBS Switzerland

137.00

1

UBS Switzerland

125.22

2

JPMorgan

109.50

2

JPMorgan

100.34
88.47

3

BlackRock

96.00

3

BlackRock

4

Credit Suisse Zurich

91.00

4

Credit Suisse Zurich

87.13

5

State Street

68.50

5

State Street

61.52

6

BNY Mellon

53.00

6

BNY Mellon

50.44

Societe Generale
Agency Lending:
The lending arm of the French banking giant broke into the top six for
EMEA, coming third in both the unweighted and weighted sections for
that region.
Credit Suisse Zurich:
The Swiss division of the bank became this year a top six fixed income
lender, coming fourth in both the
unweighted and weighted categories for the Asia-Pacific, reflecting
the firm’s addition of a night desk to
cover APAC hours.
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UBS’ success in Asia is particularly impressive because the Swiss bank did
not make the top six in that region last year.
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TECHNOLOGY VENDORS / DATA VENDORS

Technology
Vendors:
All respondents to the equity and
fixed income lending surveys were
also invited to rate their technology
and data vendors.
Pirum Systems:
Pirum Systems was the winner for
Post-trade service – Global		
Rank		Score
1

Pirum Systems

6.43

2

EquiLend PTS

6.23

the second year of the global posttrade technology vendor category.
The fintech firm scored an impressive 6.43 out of a maximum seven
globally, 6.42 in the Americas, 6.3 in
the EMEA region and a stellar 6.69
in the Asia-Pacific region. The tech
firm also won seven out of the eight
sub-categories of post-trade services.
Pirum also secured the best EMEA
software solutions award for its PiSecurities Finance Trading Platfor – Global
Rank		Score
1

EquiLend/BondLend

5.93

Securities Finance Trading Platform – Americas

Post-trade service	– Americas	
Rank		Score
1

Pirum Systems

6.42

2

EquiLend PTS

6.39

Rank		Score
1

EquiLend/BondLend

6.23

Securities Finance Trading Platform – EMEA

Post-trade service – EMEA

Rank		Score

Rank		Score

1		

Matchbox

6.16

1

Pirum Systems

6.30

2		

wematch

6.10

2

EquiLend PTS

6.06

3		

EquiLend/BondLend

5.87

Software solutions – EMEA

Post-trade service	– Asia-Pacific	
Rank		Score
1

Pirum Systems

6.69

Data Vendors:
The Data Vendors Awards are divided into three sections and ask respondents to rank the various data
firms based on the number of firms
they use.
DataLend:
Among respondents that use three
data vendors, DataLend maintained last year’s success by coming out the clear winner globally, in
the Americas and the EMEA region.
Where two data firms are used,
DataLend also dominated, emulating last year’s success by winning
globally and in every region. Where
a firm is using only a single data
vendor, DataLend was the top supplier globally, in the Americas and
the Asia-Pacific.

Rank		Score
1

Pirum CollateralConnect

6.33

firm had three data suppliers. Markit
Securities Finance was also second
globally and in the EMEA region
when the respondent had two data
firms, and joint second in the Americas. Markit was the top data vendor
in the EMEA region where respondents used only one data firm.

rum CollateralConnect product.
EquiLend:
EquiLend/BondLend was voted the
best securities finance trading platform globally and in the Americas
while it ranked third in the EMEA
region. EquiLend PTS was close second for lending post-trade services
globally, in the Americas and the
EMEA bloc.
Matchbox:
Matchbox, which was founded in late
2015, featured in the ISF Technology
Awards for the first time and claimed
top spot for the best EMEA Securities
Finance Trading Platform, edging out
wematch into second place.
Wematch:
Wematch ran Matchbox close for the
EMEA Securities Finance Trading
Platform award, scoring 6.10 out of
7. The vendor also won three categories: ROI/Value; Ease of Integration;
and Innovation.
FIS Astec Analytics:
The FIS data service was second in
the Americas and third globally and
in the EMEA region where three data
vendors were being used. Where two
vendors were in play, FIS was joint
second in the Americas, and third
globally and in EMEA.

DATA VENDORS
ONE VENDOR RESPONDENTS: RANKING (7 IS BEST)
VENDOR

AMERICAS

ASIA-PACIFIC

EMEA

GLOBAL

DataLend

5.81

5.93

5.33

5.58

X

X

X

X

5.12

5.30

5.37

5.33

FIS Astec Analytics
Markit Securities Finance
DATA VENDORS

TWO VENDOR RESPONDENTS: RANKING (1 IS BEST)
VENDOR

AMERICAS

ASIA-PACIFIC

EMEA

GLOBAL

DataLend

1.42

1.30

1.31

1.35

FIS Astec Analytics

1.57		

1.93

1.66

Markit Securities Finance

1.57

1.69

1.65

1.64

DATA VENDORS
TWO VENDOR RESPONDENTS: RANKING (1 IS BEST)

Markit Securities Finance:
Markit’s securities finance unit was
the second-rated data vendor globally and in the EMEA region when a
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VENDOR

AMERICAS

ASIA-PACIFIC

EMEA

GLOBAL

DataLend

1.65

X

1.60

1.60

FIS Astec Analytics

2.11

X

2.78

2.32

Markit Securities Finance

2.24

X

1.67

2.09
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What does CSDR mean for custodians?

What does CSDR
mean for custodians?
European settlement regulation has changed the way the region’s
depositories function but the Central Securities Depositories Regulation also
has implications for custodians, writes Pablo Mayo Cerqueiro.
Part of its post-crisis regulatory reform, the EU brought forward the Central Securities Depositories Regulation
(CSDR) in 2014 with the aim of bolstering safety and harmonisation across
Europe’s settlement infrastructures.
European CSDs – 20 of which have
also adhered to the Eurosystem’s common settlement platform Target2-Securities (T2S) over the last few years –
have been required to convert to a T+2
settlement cycle under the CSDR and
apply for authorisations from their respective national authorities.
A CSD expert told Global Investor
that part of the purpose of the CSDR
is to increase competition among CSDs
but argued that the enhanced requirements might eventually trigger consolidation in the field.
The arguably more controversial elements of the regulation, however, have
yet to kick in: settlement discipline
measures in the form of cash penalties

and mandatory buy-ins to penalise settlement fails and drive-up efficiency.
The International Capital Market Association (Icma), a trade body, has repeatedly warned of the supposed dangers of mandatory buy-ins – at present
these are voluntary recourse mechanisms – for securities finance.
But what have the live elements of
the regulation meant for custodians
and what effects could the CSDR’s
so-called settlement discipline regime
have on them?
Though not the direct object of the
regulation, custodians are brought into
the scope of the CSDR in a number of
ways, according to experts.
For instance, custodians have had to
adapt to reduced settlement cycles to
comply with the CSDR. Starting in July
2019, they will also have to report internalised settlements – those that do not
go through a CSD – on a quarterly basis.
The CSDR also requires custodians
to offer segregated accounts to their clients and inform them of the costs and
risks of the different account arrangements.
Jean White, senior consultant,
regulatory solutions at Northern
Trust, said the CSDR has not prompted
a rush of investors switching to segregated accounts but noted that the bank
has ongoing conversations with clients

around account arrangements.
“This isn’t by any means the end of
the story…. It’s more the beginning of
an open conversation about the options
that are available to our clients, rather
than having been sort of a big bang,”
White said, adding that her bank is
“well placed” to support clients and
has been proactive in offering choice.
To Mark John, head of product and
business development EMEA at BNY
Mellon’s Pershing, a shift to segregation could generate settlement friction
and expose custodians to fails.
“If you are, in general, creating a
greater universe of accounts that hold
inventory, if that inventory needs
to move as one greater shape, then
(through) the transfer of that inventory
from multiple pots into a singular pot,
you’re creating settlement friction potentially…. And if you fail, then you’ve
effectively created a CSDR settlement
discipline exposure,” he said.
Because they hold assets for clients
at CSDs, custodians will have to handle
cash penalties for unsettled trades, processing payments and receipts. Now,
the question is how exactly they will do
it – and whether they will absorb costs
or pass them back to the client.
“We’re a bit too early in the analysis
to truly understand what the implications (of the settlement discipline re-

This isn’t by any means the end of the
story…. It’s more the beginning of an
open conversation about the options that are
available to our clients, rather than having
been sort of a big bang
– Jean White, Northern Trust
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What does CSDR mean for custodians?

If you didn’t realise today that you’re a
poor performer, then you’re destined to
be hit by CSDR charges. If you’re not being hit
by those today, then you will be hit by those
tomorrow
– Mark John, BNY Mellon’s Pershing
gime) will be,” said Northern Trust’s
White, noting, however, that “operationally there will need to be some
change on our end”.
“There are various industry working
groups trying to assess and work out
what this means for the industry. And
obviously, as any regulatory change,
this will end-up leading to changes in
legal documentation, which are always
also linked to commercial discussions
between an entity and its clients…. It’s
not entirely clear which way the market is going.”
The European Commission only issued the regulatory technical standards
for the CSDR settlement discipline regime in late May. Once the standards
are published in the EU’s Official Journal, firms will have two years to prepare before punitive measures come
into play.
“Current implementation date for
the subjects related to the settlement
discipline is set at September 2020.
However, my expectation is that until
everything is clear and defined (from
a regulatory perspective), the real implementation is postponed,” said Cristina Belotti, head of business solutions
at Societe Generale Securities Services
(SGSS).
But Milan-based Belotti expects that
clients will ultimately pay the fines unless the settlement fail is their custodian’s fault. She said SGSS is developing
a mechanism to manage cash penalties
because it is “quite easy” for segregated accounts “but a bit more challenging for omnibus accounts” comprising
multiple clients.
What about mandatory buy-ins?
Pershing’s John said custodians will
also be faced with those in representing their clients.
“Central counterparties and CSDs
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are going to be the initiators of those
mandatory buy-ins. If my client is using me as access to a CCP or a CSD,
then that mandatory buy-in is going to
come to me (the custodian) in the first
instance because I’m representing that
client,” he said.
To Belotti, however, mandatory buyins should carry “no direct cost for
custodians” because “buy-ins are on
specific transactions, and a custodian
always knows to which of its clients the
transaction pertains”.
“It’s not a duty upon the custodian
(to assist clients with the mandatory
buy-ins),” she said. “The custodian
must simply execute instructions, but
it’s really a point where we can improve the service and help clients and
therefore differentiate ourselves in a
competitive environment.”
Though primarily an operational
regulation, some say the CSDR could
present opportunities for custodians to
provide new services to their clientele
and grow their business.
“Custodians should be able to see
and forecast transaction fails, they will
also be able to see whether it’s a receivable or a payable, and therefore they
may be able to say: ‘I’m going to offer
a service to the client telling them what
their exposure and risk is, based on
the liquid/illiquid rules, and then offer to lend them the stock to avoid the
buy-in,’” Kerril Burke, CEO of Dublinbased fintech Meritsoft, told Global Investor.
SocGen’s Belotti said custodians
could help clients close a trade without having to go through a mandatory
buy-in as a tailored service around the
regulation.
“That could be a value-add service
that we could offer to the client, for
example, with a fail coverage service
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quickly in place that can help a client
close in a proper way a fail thanks to a
commercial agreement with the custodian with the best fee for the purchase
of the underlying securities and maybe
avoiding having to go through a mandatory buy-in.”
In a buy-in, the failed-to buyer appoints an agent to source the undelivered securities in the market. Belotti
said a purely custodial firm would not
be able to perform such a task but a
group like Societe Generale could purchase the securities via its investment
bank.
Northern Trust’s White argued the
CSDR “seems to be driving standardisation of process predominantly in the
operational space rather than necessarily being an opportunistic regulation”.
Pershing’s John said the fact that
there is a regulation around settlement efficiency indicates that there is a
problem in the industry that needs to
be solved, arguing that the CSDR will
shine a spotlight on those firms with
poorer settlement rates.
“If you didn’t realise today that
you’re a poor performer, then you’re
destined to be hit by CSDR charges.
If you’re not being hit by those today,
then you will be hit by those tomorrow
– and that’s going to be the ultimate attention-getter in terms of what are you
doing wrong and what do you do to fix
it,” he said.
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What’s Missing in
Japanese Disclosure?
By Tomoaki Sako, General Manager, Settlement and Clearing Services
Department, Mizuho Bank, Ltd.
“Consider how public disclosure materials should be drafted
and provided. The purpose is to encourage companies to
release sufficient information to investors in a timely manner,
supporting their investment judgments, and also to encourage
companies to make public disclosures to promote constructive
dialogue.” This is the “homework” that Mr. Aso, the
Minister of State for Financial Services, assigned to
Financial System Council back in November 2017. In
response, under the administration of Financial Services
Agency (JFSA), Disclosure Working Group (WG)
was formed, and 14 members representing various
organizations, including asset managers, broker-dealers,
listed companies, law firms, and academic institutions,
tackled the issue together for 7 months. The WG released
a report in June, recommending the establishment of a
principle-based guidance. Let’s quickly go through the
full minutes of meetings of the WG, published at JFSA’s
website to see the gist of discussions.

relatively poor management’s discussion and analysis
(MD&A), risk analysis, cross-shareholding, and
executive compensation framework. The members
spent considerable time on these points, according to
the minutes.
Learning from the Practices Abroad
Later in the first meeting, after having drawn attention
to foreign investors, JFSA explained the gist of the
disclosure framework in the United Kingdom and the
United States, and it was introduced that in the UK,
Strategic Report is required under the Companies Act “to
promote the success of the company”; and the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC) published the Guidance in
2014, encouraging companies to structure information
in a “clear and concise” way with appropriate linkage
between each disclosed item to improve cohesiveness
of the report. By contrast, in the US, public disclosure
is regulated under the framework of Securities Act; and
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) reviews
MD&A in light of its regulation and the guidance. It was
also introduced that executive compensation program
and calculation method are the items to be disclosed
under both framework of the UK and the US.

The Goal
In the very first meeting of the WG, some members
proposed to set the ultimate goal as sustainable
improvement of corporate value and capital efficiency
when considering this public disclosure reform. Effective
disclosure was expected to accelerate the constructive
dialogue between companies and investors, and then
such dialogues to improve the corporate value, thus
being bringing benefit to investors, including foreigners
and individuals.

MD&A
In comparison with the disclosures made under the
foregoing frameworks in the UK and the US, the MD&A
by Japanese companies tend to be seen insufficient for
foreign investors. In light of their standard, those MD&A
look like rather boiler-plate expression; therefore, less
deep and dissatisfactory. The WG saw the necessity of the
framework that encourage more active involvement of
top-level corporate executives when drafting an MD&A,
as required in the US under the SEC guidance.
One of the guest speakers mentioned that Japanese
stocks left undervalued although, arguably, most
foreign investors would agree that Japanese companies
would have been undervalued; whereas investing into
undervalued companies would be the very basic rule of
investment. Such phenomenon would probably be due
to insufficient disclosure on strategy and commitment
by executives toward the improvement of cost of equity
capital, leading to the improvement of corporate value.
Poor capital efficiency seemed to be one of the top

The Issues
Firstly, JFSA emphasized the importance of the views of
foreign investors when exploring the ideas of effective
public disclosures. Interest of foreign investors certainly
was one of the focal points of the WG discussions,
and several guest speakers, like representatives from
Hermes Investment Management, California State
Teachers’ Retirement System (CalSTRS), Canada Pension
Plan Investment Board (CPPIB), Farallon Capital
Management, Indus Capital Advisors, and Goldman
Sachs, were invited to talk about the challenges that
foreign investors would face as to disclosure when
making investment in Japanese companies.
Most key issues discussed by the WG were raised
from the viewpoint of foreign investor, for example,
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concerns among foreigners, according to the minutes. An
example repeatedly brought up in a series of meetings of
the WG was the lack of sufficient justification on a pile
of cash booked in the balance sheet. The lack of detailed
analysis on each of many business segments was also
mentioned as a possible cause of capital inefficiency,
leaving a wide room where hidden business segment left
out without reaching their full potential. Another guest
speaker commented executive compensation framework
may not be adequately designed to motivate them to
improve the cost of equity capital and corporate value.

by the guest speaker could related to the issue whether
to make particular disclosure requirement mandatory
under a statute, or voluntary option available under a
principle-based guidance.
Statements made in the Securities Report under FIEA,
as mandatory disclosure, could be subject to legal
penalties for misrepresentation; therefore, Securities
Report are generally drafted in a way to minimize the
risk. Boiler-plate wordings might be being used as the
measure of mitigating potential legal risk.
In one of the meetings, a WG member from a law firm
explained that, in the UK, directors bear limited liability for
the company, and bear no liability for other stakeholders
including shareholders. That could be one of the reasons
that Strategic Reports issued by the companies in the UK
are arguably regarded one of the best practices among
many countries. In comparison, in the US, a safe-harbor
rule protects the disclosing party; however, companies
are still afraid of being sued, and tend to avoid including
narrative statements in financial reports.
In Japan, should there be a safe-harbor rule, such rule
still could be over-ruled by the court, and might not
work as the shield in the end, as one of the WG members
mentioned. It was also pointed out that non-statutory,
voluntary disclosure through “Annual Report” of
Japanese companies tend to include significantly more
narrative information, comparing to the statutory
Securities Report.
Therefore, building a framework for disclosure in
combination of the applicable statute and the guidance
would require due consideration and balancing.

Risk Analysis
Disclosure as to risk analysis, too, was called attention
of the member of the WG as an area to be improved.
The WG recommended to set a framework, urging
companies more effective disclosure of risk inherent to
each company’s situation as to the various kinds of risk
that a company is exposed, in the order of importance
assigned from the view point of executives.
The linkage between MD&A and risk analysis was also
acknowledged by the WG as the point of improvement,
as required under the guidance in the UK.
However, a guest speaker from the US commented that
the list of potential risks could sometimes get quite long
in the disclosure material of the US companies, as the
counter measure against potential lawsuit filed based on
the disclosure, and such long list of risks could include
many immaterial ones.
Language
The WG also acknowledged the voices of foreign investors
requesting disclosures in English. About 90% of Nikkei
225 constituents release English translation of voluntary
“Annual Report”; however, English translation of the
statutory “Securities Report” required under the Financial
Instruments Exchange Act (FIEA) are not released in most
cases; thus causing difficulties among foreigners to fully
informed of “strategic shareholding” that would include
“cross-shareholding” as such information generally
is only included in the Securities Report, not in the
voluntary “Annual Report”. “Strategic Shareholding” is
another major issue that foreign investors generally have
difficulties with understanding, and the WG proposed to
enrich the disclosure as to the “strategic shareholding”
by showing the number of increased/reduced issues and
total increased/reduced balance along with the reasons
for increasing the position. The disclosure threshold,
which is presently set at more than 1% of capital (or if
such issues are less than 30, then top 30 issues), is also
recommended to be reviewed to widen the scope of
disclosure.

Going Forward
The WG recognized the importance of actually
accumulating appropriate disclosure practices by
Japanese companies besides establishing the disclosure
rules and principle-based guidance. In order to do so,
the WG emphasized the necessity of reflecting the
existing best practice already conducted by certain
companies to such Guidance to get such best practice
widely among all companies to elevate the quality of
disclosure, which would invoke constructive dialogue
between stakeholders and companies that lead to further
improvement in disclosure practice.
Based on the proposals made in the final report
released by the WG in June, JFSA is to start drafting the
guidance.

[Information contained herein is derived from sources
believed to be reliable. While due care has been exercised
in preparing this information, Mizuho Bank, Ltd. makes no
warranty, expressed or implied, regarding the accuracy,
completeness or usefulness of this information, and
Mizuho Bank, Ltd. assumes no liability with respect to
consequences relying on this information for investment
or any other purposes.]

Statutory or Principle-based?
The concern resulting in the long list of risks in the
disclosure by the companies in the US as mentioned
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Uncleared margin
rules loom large
over buy-side
The cost of doing business in the over-thecounter (OTC) markets is set to soar for a
significant number of buy side firms over the
next two years. As part of a G20 effort to
protect counterparties against the losses of
potential defaults, non-cleared OTC products,
with the exception of physically settled FX
swaps and forwards and some temporary
exemptions, must be backed by a substantial
amount of collateral, writes Louisa Chender

As of September this year, counterparties with a gross notional amount of
non-cleared derivatives above €1.5 trillion (£1.34 trillion) are already posting
initial margin. Firms have been brought
into scope since 2016 according to a
threshold that is lowered each September until it reaches €8 billion in 2020.
As opposed to a steady phase-in as
intended, there will be a big spike at
phase five in 2020 as it encompasses
almost 10 times as many participants,
as estimated by the Financial Conduct
Authority based on a sample of UK
firms. Experts anticipate this will be
a catalyst for operational and strategic
changes as those firms strive to implement the rules in an already cost-constrained environment.
Stay below the threshold
For firms that are hovering on the edge
of the uncleared margin thresholds,
reducing the notional amount of noncleared derivatives in their portfolios
to remain out of scope is a tempting
solution.
“Firms might change their strategy
to fall under the threshold, but they
still need a process in place to calculate
uncleared initial margin so they still
need to do all of the work but might
not have to post the collateral,” said Simon Millington, head of product management at Cloudmargin.
“They still need to be operationally
ready, have documents in place, and
they have to calculate initial margin
even if on a day-to-day basis they are
not using it.
“It won’t be as labour-intensive, but
they still need to have the framework
in place to be compliant.
“Any decisions that they make now
could have an impact, and their investments need to be future-proofed,” Millington explains.
For example, if firms do decide to
slash the amount of non-cleared derivatives in their portfolios, it could take
some time to unwind certain positions
or to clear certain trades.
Controversial calculations
Nevertheless cost saving opportunities could lie in the method counter-
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parties use to calculate the amount of
initial margin that they are required to
post.
The International Swaps and Derivatives Association (Isda) developed
a standardised initial margin model
(SIMM) which has so far been the
method of choice among dealers that
are already in scope.
“The most compelling reason for
firms to adopt SIMM is that the initial
margin amounts will be substantively
lower in most cases,” Tara Kruse, global head of Infrastructure and data at
Isda, said.
The trade body’s analysis shows that
for phase five firms, calculations could
be two to three times higher under the
alternative model - the schedule-based
approach.
This is because firms that have diversified portfolios will benefit from
the netting opportunities built into the
SIMM.
However, those with less diversified
portfolios could end up with lower initial margin amounts under the schedule-based approach, which is easier to
implement and support.
“The firms will need to consider
how they will support SIMM. There
is preparation involved for schedulebased calculations, but it is not as extensive,” Kruse adds.
Uncleared margin rules generally
require a quantitative initial margin
model to be recalibrated at least annu-

Firms might
change their
strategy to fall under
the threshold, but
they still need a
process in place to
calculate uncleared
initial margin so they
still need to do all of
the work but might
not have to post the
collateral
– Simon Millington,
Cloudmargin
ally and cover the risk at a 99% confidence level over a 10 day theoretical
close-out period.
This 10 day period was disputed in
April when Rama Cont, chair of mathematical finance at Imperial College
London, conducted a study commissioned by Isda.
He argued that it is not realistic given that it does not take into account the
liquidity characteristics of the assets,
the size of the position or the fact that
participants would hedge their exposure to the defaulted counterparty.
“Rama Cont’s study turned out to
be a controversial paper because it

dealt with some of the fundamental
assumptions made in the Isda SIMM,
particularly the 10 day horizon,” Hiroshi Tanase, executive director, derivatives valuations at IHS Markit, said.
“However, I am not seeing anything
that would make anyone sceptical of
the methodology,” he adds.
According to Tanase, the Isda SIMM
will likely prove to be a viable method
for all firms in scope.
“Having said that, some phase five
firms (mostly hedge funds) may have
very specific portfolios, and it is not
100% certain that SIMM will work for
their portfolios,” he adds.

In-scope Uncleared Margin Products
Source: BNP Paribas Securities Services
EUROPE

US

AUSTRALIA

✔

✔

✔

3 years exemption*

✔

✔

OTC DERIVATIVES OTHER THAN
THOSE LISTED BELOW
EQUITY OPTIONS

CROSS-CURRENCY SWAPS
PHYSICALLY SETTLED FOREX
FORWARDS AND SWAPS

✔

Excluding on
Excluding on
Excluding on
✔
✔
principal exchange
principal exchange
principal exchange
Exempt

Exempt

Exempt

HONG KONG

JAPAN

SINGAPORE

✔

✔

✔

3 years exemption

✔

✔

Exempt*

Exempt

✔

Excluding on
principal exchange
Exempt

Exempt*

Exempt

* Margin rules only apply to uncleared single stock equity options and index options from 4 January 2020 (Art.38(1))
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Because a large number of dealers have
used the tri-party structure thus far, it
is possible that they may encourage buy side
firms to use the same structure
– Amy Caruso, DTCC-Euroclear GlobalCollateral
“If a portfolio contained only interest
rate swaps then SIMM would certainly
provide a sensible number.
“However, if you have a portfolio
where the bulk of its risks are nonstandard risk factors such as a correlation risk or a second order risk, the risk
of the portfolio will not be accurately
captured by SIMM,” he explains.
A likely scenario is that sell side
firms who are already using the SIMM
model will encourage buy side clients
to use the same model in order to avoid
a bifurcated process, but this shouldn’t
pose any problems.
What firms will have to be prepared
to face is the inevitable number of mismatches that will arise when initial
margin numbers are reconciled. This
could in practice be time consuming to
resolve.
“Tracking the source of the error can
be challenging due to the nature of the
underlying data,” Tanase explains.
For example, if two participants are
using different methods to do risk sensitivity it could give rise to different
numbers.
Another common reason for mismatches is differences in trade population.
If one counterparty bases their calculation at a particular time of day, while
the other counterparty bases their calculation at the end of the day, differences may arise as to whether a certain
trade gets included in the portfolio or
not.
“Since initial margin is based on risk,
final trades could have a big impact on
initial margin,” Tanase said.
Avoid additional work
Isda advises firms to disclose whether
they will be in or out of scope 12-18
months before the initial margin golive date to allow time for each counter-
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party to prepare.
According to Richard Barton, product manager for AcadiaSoft Agreement
Manager, firms could end up taking
on additional work as they try to keep
track of who is in scope.
“Firms are not necessarily certain as
to whether they come under the threshold,” he said.
This means some firms are having
to prepare as if they are in an earlier
phase and vice versa, and there could
be a “sprint” to handle those situations.
“For example, when drawing up
agreements, as you get to 2019 and 2020,
firms could spend time working on a
relationship that wasn’t needed in the
end,” Barton explains.
“They instead would want to work
on the ones they are certain of and then
might also work on the ones that are
less so.”
One of the requirements for initial
margin under the uncleared margin
rules is that it must be held in a segregated account and must be posted by
each counterparty.
Many firms that are not yet in scope
will have to open new accounts, establish relationships with custodians, disclose relevant information to the other
counterparty and decide on minimum
transfer amounts and initial margin
thresholds.
The mass renegotiation of contracts
presented a huge challenge for firms
that have already been brought into
scope.
However, in anticipation of the influx of participants during the next two
years, vendors have been coming up
with ways to automate the processes
and provide interoperable tools for
firms that are able to invest in the infrastructure.
“What was needed was a standard
workflow that would let you choose
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where to work from but provide a common way to connect with counterparties when you needed to,” Barton said.
“If you can do that then the benefits
are huge in terms of onboarding, dispute resolution etc.”
Operational efficiencies
Managing and administering collateral
in-house could also be a costly and burdensome process.
This is why a trend towards the triparty model, typically used in repo
and securities lending markets, is now
gaining traction for non-cleared derivatives.
The firms in scope so far have used
the tri-party segregation model and
built on the tri-party repo model for
collateral whereby the settlement takes
place between the counterparties.
“Because a large number of dealers have used the tri-party structure
thus far, it is possible that they may
encourage buy side firms to use the
same structure,” Amy Caruso, chief
commercial officer at DTCC-Euroclear
GlobalCollateral, said.
“This allows for operational efficiency when valuing the collateral, assessing the collateral using algos that the
counterparties establish, and moving
the collateral to the appropriate account.
“The tri-party model also allows for
improved straight-through processing
between valuation and selection, thus
creating further operational efficiency,”
she adds.
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If not done in a timely manner, newly
in-scope counterparties may not be
able to trade non-centrally cleared derivatives,
limiting their options for both taking on and
hedging risks, and also potentially impacting
liquidity in the derivatives markets
Albeit a less common option today,
firms coming into scope could also
opt for a third-party account structure
where the pledging counterparty values and selects the collateral if it is more
suited to their needs.
To clear or not to clear
According to an Isda survey on the 20
largest market participants (phase-one
firms), the amount of initial margin collected for non-cleared derivatives increased by almost 22% to $130.6 billion
at year-end 2017 compared to the first
quarter of 2017.
Some $56.9 billion comprised discretionary initial margin posted by counterparties not currently in scope, demonstrating that the market is exceeding
the regulation and clearing more than
is mandated.

However, in a paper published in
July, Isda and the Securities Industry
and Financial Markets Association reiterated that for those that are not already posting initial margin, the race
against time has started, and the costs
and risks of failing to comply are enormous.
“If not done in a timely manner,
newly in-scope counterparties may not
be able to trade non-centrally cleared
derivatives, limiting their options for
both taking on and hedging risks, and
also potentially impacting liquidity in
the derivatives markets,” they wrote.
Those that are unable to access their
OTC trading venues may need alternatives to hedge their exposures.
However, cleared products may not
prove to be viable alternatives due to
a lack of scope for diversification and

How EMIR data help regulators better
understand the impact of policies
Threshold
(in ebn)

Percentage of firms
potentially subject to
Initial Margin

Percenage of activity
potentially subject tp
Initial Margin

3,000

0.5%

87.9%

2,250

0.6%

90.7%

1,500

0.6%

90.7%

750

0.6%

90.7%

500

0.6%

91.7%

250

0.8%

93.5%

100

1.4%

95.4%

50

2.4%

97.1%

30

3.1%

97.8%

25

3.2%

97.9%

20

3.7%

98.2%

8

5.9%

98.8%

No threshold

100%

100%

Source: FCA Research Note
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customisation, leaving them with
more risk on their own balance sheet.
Furthermore, for buy side firms the
grass may not be greener at a clearing
house.
For example, some CCPs may charge
additional margin, such as so-called
liquidity or concentration add-ons, for
large positions.
Hedge funds looking to exploit price
differences between two related markets, like bonds vs futures, are likely to
be most impacted and they could face
up to 70% additional margin costs, according to a study by margin analytics
firm OpenGamma in May.
In 2014, a Deloitte study estimated the additional costs for centrally
cleared OTC derivative transactions
per 1 million notional amount traded
would be €13.60.
The additional cost for OTC derivatives that are not centrally cleared was
found to be around €170.50.
The vast cost disparity will drive important decisions as firms seek to retain
the most optimal derivatives in their
portfolios while facing scrutiny from
investors seeking higher returns.
As more data on margin becomes
available, firms will be able to establish
which portfolios are consuming the
most margin and work out how to optimise collateral in order to better manage their business.
Meanwhile in response to the standard setting bodies’ consultation on
incentives to centrally clear OTC derivatives, trade bodies expressed mixed
views about whether uncleared margin
regulations will incentivise participants to clear.
On
the
one
hand,
incentives to clear are redundant if a product is not suitable for clearing.
On the other hand, liquidity tends to
build where participants find it most efficient to trade, so there could be a shift
away from more complex instruments
to standardised products that have
lower margin requirements.
What is certain is that margin requirements, introduced for the first
time for many, will force participants to
better internalise the cost of their risktaking – as the G20 intended.
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INTL FCStone invests to meet
demand from new clients
The increased importance of non-bank clearing firms providing services to the
global derivatives markets has been one of the key trends of the past five years.
Growing from its traditional base in the US commodities
markets, INTL FCStone has invested in its clearing offering
and market access and is looking to continue to increase
its coverage to meet the growing client demand for its services globally.
Strong foundations and a global reach
INTL FCStone has a long and esteemed history in the derivatives markets dating back to 1924. The modern firm is
the result of a series of mergers during the 2000s (including
International Assets Holding Corp and the Hanley Group)
and is now one of the largest publicly traded non-bank
FCMs, with a market cap in excess of $1bn and segregated
customer funds of over $2.5bn.
INTL FCStone is now expanding beyond its core commodities market to become a full-service clearing provider.
The firm’s large balance sheet and background of financial
stability has obvious appeal to a wide variety of clients in
the futures market, ranging from high net worth individuals to high frequency trading groups.
“We have invested significantly in technology and market access and can offer clients direct market access to a
wide range of exchanges globally,” says Clayton Passero,
managing director of business development.
The firm currently has direct clearing memberships with all
the major US and European derivatives exchanges as well as
the DME, NZX and B3. In addition, it offers additional exchange access to the major Asian and South American exchanges it does not have a direct clearing membership with.
With strong foundations across the US already, INTL
FCStone has identified huge opportunities for expansion
in Europe and Asia, where clients are increasingly seeing
the benefits of working with dedicated futures firms over
their traditional clearing providers. 2018 has seen the firm
invest in new staff in these areas to build out the clearing
offering globally, and sales operations have been boosted
with the hires of Barry White in Singapore and Andrew
Jennings and Sophie Hurcum in London. This is part of
a strategic drive to synchronise the global teams, and harmonise the client offering across their different locations.
In line with this, the onboarding process has also been
streamlined, with much of the traditional paperwork now
moved online for clients to complete electronically.
Seizing new opportunities
Cost and capital pressures on European and US banks,
along with the introduction of MiFIR indirect clearing
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regulation requirements have led to a widescale review
of clearing services provided to derivatives market participants, and at many banks this has resulted in clients
being off-boarded for falling below minimum threshold
requirements.
This has created an opportunity for non-bank FCMs like
INTL FCStone to expand their client bases, and fill this
gap in the market.
The firm is ideally placed to offer DEA and clearing services where many brokers and banks alike are no longer
able to facilitate this high level of market access service.
“We have had record months for the last quarter and are
picking up business across proprietary trading groups,
hedge funds and CTAs, IB, and Omnibus from other
clearing firms,” says Passero.
Client focused
At the heart of the philosophy of the company is a focus
on delivering excellence in customer service, where clients are not just seen as a number. From initial contact,
through the onboarding process, on to first execution and
beyond INTL FCStone prioritises gaining an in-depth
understanding of each client’s business, in order to tailor
support to their specific needs.
This personal touch is a deliberate move away from
the ‘one size fits all’ model so frequently employed by
larger institutions, and the firm has put considerable investment towards improving this client experience, with
Passero noting that “non-bank clearing firms can offer an
equivalent reach to the major banks but without much of
the capital burden that limits how banks can service their
clients in the current environment”.
In addition to 24-hour access to the traditional Client
Services and Operations teams clients can also utilise the
firm’s web-based portal; a bespoke tool where they can
monitor their accounts in real-time, extract their own reports and view all the information they need (including
market intelligence and margin calls) in one place.
Contact:
Clayton Passero,
Managing Director,
Business Development, CES
Clayton.Passero@intlfcstone.com
Direct: (312) 780-6884
Cell: (630) 427-5105
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HKEx has recorded a stellar
performance during the judging
period posting record revenues
in H1 2018, 32% higher than in
the previous year.

EXCHANGES AND CCPs
Exchange of the Year:
HKEx
HKEx has recorded a stellar performance during
the judging period posting record revenues in H1
2018, 32% higher than in the previous year. The exchange has innovated and secured notable wins
across all its market segments from the launch of
Bond Connect to the record number of listings on
its cash market. It has launched several new derivatives contracts including Iron Ore Futures and
the world’s first CNH/USD dual currency Gold Futures contract. In addition, it has innovated with
the launch of stock options in the after-hours trading session. The exchange’s innovations in previous
years continue to bear fruit with record highs in
Stock Options and USD/CNH Futures and benefitting from the expansion of quotas in its Stock Connect programme after which activity continued to
grow. The exchange also achieved the most significant amendments to its listing rules in its history
designed to encourage more early stage companies to the market while protecting investors. One
judge said: “HKEx has reaped the rewards from its
well-designed strategy to provide international access to China’s markets. But it is also forging new
paths with the listing rules changed and the focus
on biotech listings. Far from playing second fiddle
to China, HKEx continues to justify Hong Kong’s
position as a global market in its own right.”

Exchange of the Year, Equities:
HKEx
HKEx had a record year for listings in 2017 with
174 new companies coming to the market. In
addition, trading volumes boomed during the
judging period rising to an average daily trading
volume of HK$146.1bn in the first quarter of the
year, an increase of 97% on the same quarter the
previous year.
Volumes on Stock Connect also continued to
rise substantially as quotas were increased by
the CSRC reflecting the increased confidence in
the platform on the Mainland. However, the judges highlighted the hard-fought changes to the
listing rules that were finalised in May this year
as the main accolade of the exchange during the
judging period.
The rule changes are designed to attract early
stage biotech companies and other tech companies to the market and “go a long way to re-establishing Hong Kong’s advantage in Asia’s cash
market” according to one judge.

Exchange of the Year, Derivatives:
SGX
SGX may be at the centre of a dispute with the
Indian exchanges over the use of data from
the Nifty benchmark but judges hailed its launch
of 50 single stock futures on Indian contracts as
a key reason behind their decision to award it
Exchange of the Year for derivatives. The contracts have traded over $1bn in notional in the six
months since their launch.
The exchange continues to be the leading venue of USD/CNH futures with average daily volumes surging to $2.1bn in June. In addition, the
exchange developed FlexC FX futures to provide an on-exchange alternative to the over-thecounter markets and further futurised the OTC
market being the first exchange to launch Net
Total Return futures in Asia.
Its commodity derivatives markets also continue to grow with strong performances across its
“virtual steel mill” project.

Emerging market exchange of the year:
DCE
The opening up of China’s derivatives markets
is being driven forward by the work and innovation of the Dalian Commodity Exchange. During
the judging period, the exchange opened up its
iron ore futures contract to international trading
in what one judge said was “among the most significant developments in Asia’s derivatives market for years”. The exchange has also been growing volumes in its soybean meal options contract
and is preparing for the launch of corn options. In
addition, it has opened up a representative office
in Singapore and become a licenced Automated
Trading Service in Hong Kong to enable offshore
direct trading in iron ore futures. “Dalian is at the
cutting edge of the internationalisation of China’s
markets,” said one judge.
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Best new derivatives contract:
INE Crude Oil

struments denominated in Chinese Yuan, Korean Won and Indian Rupee. This was the first
time SwapClear had cleared derivatives in these
currencies and the contracts were launched in
response to regional demand. In the first month
of launch over 30 market participants cleared
$138bn in notional of non-deliverable interest
rate swaps (IRS). The central counterparty (CCP)
continues to add new clients from Asia and in Q1
2018 25 new clients started clearing IRS across
the region driving volumes to an increase of
172% year-on-year from APAC clients. It also saw
strong regional growth in its ForexClear offering
with APAC currency clearing volumes up 126%
from May 2017 to May 2018. “LCH is clearly the
dominant player but it continues to innovate and
justify its position in the market, no one is coming close to them currently,” said one judge.

“Hands down the best new derivatives contract
launched in Asia if not the world this year,” said
one judge of the International Energy Exchange’s
crude oil contract, which was launched in March.
The debut of the Chinese-yuan denominated oil
futures marked the culmination of years of development by the Shanghai Futures Exchange
for its subsidiary market, which was founded to
trade the contract. The contracts are designed
to build a locally relevant benchmark for oil and
required the construction of a trading system
that would allow multi-currency marketing and
direct involvement from international traders.
“The contract is not perfect and there are still a
couple of issues to iron out but you can’t deny
the importance of this contract and the extensive work of the INE in developing the contract
in the face of huge complexities has to be recognised,” said one judge.

Index provider of the Year:
MSCI

M

MSCI’s decision in June 2017 to include Chinese
stocks in its closely-followed emerging markets
index was to some in the market long overdue.
The move fired the starting pistol on a hugely
complex process of embedding the stocks into
its benchmark in one of the most significant
benchmark rebalances in history. Judges decided to award MSCI as Index provider of the year
in recognition of the work the MSCI team put in
to the successful integration of the first phase
of including part of the Chinese A-share index
into the benchmark. “This was a hugely complex
process and one that posed a number of risks
to our positions but the MSCI team was open in
explaining what they were doing and how they
were doing it and maintained our confidence
throughout the process,” said one judge.

International Exchange of the Year:
CME Group
“CME’s presence in Asia demonstrates its commitment to the regional market but what distinguishes it from its peers over here is that it is
always looking for the next local contract. While
other exchanges seek to grow participation in
their existing contracts in Asia, CME also seeks
to launch contracts that are designed for Asia,”
said one judge perfectly encapsulating why CME
continues to dominate this award category. During the judging period, the exchange has opened
another new office in APAC bringing the total
number of local hubs to seven. In addition, it has
done deals with Taifex and JPX to launch new
contracts and further internationalise their markets. The exchange continues to be the “go to”
market to react to global events in Asian trading hours seeing over 11 million futures contracts
trading on Globex during Asian hours on February 7.

Judges decided to award MSCI
as Index provider of the year
in recognition of the work
the MSCI team put in to the
successful integration of the
first phase of including part of
the Chinese A-share index into
the benchmark.

Clearing house of the Year:
LCH
The most significant regional launch for LCH
during the judging period was the May 2018
launch of non-deliverable interest rate swaps
allowing market participants to clear the in-
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asia awards: technology
Derivatives trading system of the Year:
Fidessa

TECHNOLOGY

Fidessa has continued to invest in its market
leading platform and grow its presence in the
Asia market during the judging period. New client wins across the region show that its derivatives platform is not just for the tier one banks as
it seeks to further diversify its client base geographically and among company types. New enhancements to the platform include the synthetic
strategy trader designed to simplify the complex
process of cross market spreads. The firms also
worked closely with the INE in the run-up to the
launch of the crude oil contract in Shanghai. ION
is in the process of acquiring Fidessa bringing
this market leading derivatives trading system
and talented workforce into its fold.

Equity trading system of the Year:
Tora
Tora prides itself on developing all its technology in-house with one development team
building products that are integrated from the
outset. The firm believes this sets it apart from
rivals which deliver separate products stitched
together from different acquisitions and builds.
It says this enables it to implement its order and
execution management system faster than any
comparable solution in the market. Clients like
its transparency on pricing with all buy-side clients being given full visibility on the total cost
of ownership of the product including the costs
borne by its sell-side providers. It has continued
to win new clients in Asia and developed several new initiatives including the first AI-based
quantitative execution selection optimiser and
the launch of an AI-driven pre-trade best execution analytics tool. One judge said: “Tora clearly
demonstrates a detailed understanding of the
needs and requirements of money managers
and consistently develops new services to meet
them.”

Multi-asset trading system of the Year:
Charles River Development
The Charles River Investment Management Solution provides a multi-asset Order and Execution
Management System delivered via Software as
a Service integrated with data, FIX connectivity
and trade analytic capabilities all within a single
platform. Traders can manage trade execution
strategies, streamline complex work flows, find
liquidity, execute trades across all asset classes
and currencies, and ensure compliance from one
blotter. Using the software, clients can eliminate
the multiple interfaces, fragmented workflows
and order staging problems inherent with separate order and execution management platforms. Judges highlighted new initiatives such as
the new fixed income workstation and the integration with OTAS analytics. “Many firms claim
to have multi-asset solutions but this product is
truly multi-asset and allows traders to manage
across a wide range of liquidity and instruments
from a single platform,” said one judge.

Fixed income trading system of the Year:
AxeTrading
AxeTrading has been growing fast in its launch
market in Europe for the past decade but during the judging period has expanded into Asia
Pacific with the opening on an office in Sydney
and Singapore to further expand its fast growing regional client base. AxeTrading’s platform
provides connectivity to trading venues, offers trader toolkits and data management protocols to harvest intelligence from across multiple workflow streams providing users with a
truer picture of liquidity in the fixed income
market. During the judging period the firms
signed up a leading Singaporean bank and in
April 2018 we announced a global partnership
with BGC Partners to provide the global technology for their agency desks worldwide.
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Best new product, Post trade:
SmartStream
As regulators ask not only for additional reconciliations but evidence that systems are in place to provide robust controls and high-quality data, pressure
is growing on firms, many of which still use spreadsheets. To respond to this, SmartStream developed
the latest version of its TLM Reconciliations Premium giving the user independence and operational
flexibility. The third major release of its TLM Recon-
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP: MSCI

MSCI: a benchmark overhaul
bringing the world to China

P

ulling off one of the most
significant benchmark rebalances in history wasn’t easy.
For several years global index
provider MSCI sought to include China
A-shares on its emerging market index
in vain. But as China made efforts to
liberalise, the MSCI made a move said
to be a pivotal point for the emerging
markets asset class.
A rocky road to inclusion
After three failed attempts since 2014,
MSCI granted approval in July 2017 for
A-shares to finally join its $1.9 trillion
emerging markets index.
China stocks were already included
via B-shares that are traded in foreign
currency and are open to foreign investors.
However on May 31, MSCI was able to
add 226 China large-cap A-shares - listed on the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock
exchanges and quoted in renminbi. This
gave investors the opportunity to invest
on a meaningful scale for the first time.
“As we started to embark on the process we had a number of discussions
with regulators as well as global investors, who pointed to the lack of transparency of the quota system and capital
mobility restrictions as major concerns,”
Jack Lin, head of APAC client coverage
at the global index provider, says.
During discussions which spanned
over five years, MSCI worked with the
authorities to resolve issues around
capital gains tax and other limits placed
on foreign capital coming in and out of
China.
Qualified investor schemes, which
were introduced by China as a way to
cautiously open its domestic market,
had failed to provide the minimum
level of market access that international institutional investors were familiar
with.
Another stalling point related to the
downturn in 2015 when a large number of stocks were suspended from
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trading, raising questions from foreign
investors about why.
“The issues were not going to be resolved overnight but the communication seems to be there and authorities
are continuing to liberalise and welcome foreign capital,” Lin says.
“So far we are quite happy with the
process but it is a continuous dialogue
with the relevant authorities and the impact on the policy changes are gradual,”
he adds.
Timing also played a part. Global investors did not share the same enthusiasm when MSCI proposed to add China
A-shares to its mainstream indexes five
years ago.
The MSCI China Index already represented the largest country by market
cap in the MSCI Emerging Markets Index. However, foreign investors were
unfamiliar with it because they were
unable to access it.
One of the big developments on the
Chinese side came in December 2016
when the Shanghai-Hong Kong stock
connect program was expanded to include Shenzhen-traded shares. At last
international investors were given the
accessibility they were seeking.
The journey ahead
According to Lin, the inclusion of Ashares was an important development
to coincide with liberalisation efforts.
Since MSCI announced that it would
include China A-shares in its key indexes, the amount of Special Segregated Accounts – a proxy of international
investors’ readiness to trade A-shares
- soared from 1,700 at the beginning of
Stock Connect to more than 6,300 today.
According to MSCI, more than 1,800
China A-shares, including those being
added to the MSCI Emerging Markets
Index, are held by Stock Connect investors - which is fast establishing itself as
the primary channel to access A-shares.
“International investors can now contribute to the growing Chinese market,
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which is one that offers great diversification in terms of asset classes compared to other markets,” Lin says.
“We think that the inclusion process
will continue and over time the weight
of the inclusion in A-shares will increase,” he adds.
With 5% inclusion, China A-shares
currently comprise less than 1% of the
MSCI Emerging Markets index. Since
MSCI announced it would include Ashares, the Northbound Connect AUM
rose significantly. Some $46 billion of
foreign capital inflows were registered
between June 2017 and September 2018,
but Lin says there is potential for a significant increase.
“Chinese stocks listed in mainland as
well as Hong Kong and other parts of
the world could comprise more than
40% of the MSCI Emerging Markets Index, so this is a very important development that affects capital flows in a very
significant way,” he explains.
“The long-term implications are great
both for China as well as global investors.”

Contact
Jack Lin
Managing Director, Head Of
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Jack.Lin@Msci.Com
+852 2844 9303
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ciliations Premium solution came with the flagship
new feature, TLM View, which provides a flexible,
user driven approach to analytics, with no reliance
on IT support, allowing access to the full range of
real-time and historic data in the reconciliation repository. Another key element of the latest release
is TLM SmartRecs, SmartStream’s rapid onboarding and automated match rule creation solution
– which now has further features, including data
transformation functions and enhanced analysis of
incoming data.

ing available to a wider audience without requirement for coding skills,” said one judge.

Best new product, Market surveillance:
Trading Technologies
Trading Technologies has long been a market
leading in the front end providing connectivity
and functionality for traders across the world.
However, in October 2017 it made a significant
strategic move in the acquisition of Neurensic, an AI regtech start-up focused on trading,
compliance surveillance and banking. Following the acquisition, the Chicago-based tech
firm launched TT Score, a cutting-edge trade
surveillance and compliance product that combines Neurensic’s machine learning technology
with high-speed, big data processing power to
provide trading managers with a comprehensive
assessment of compliance risk. The software
is the industry’s first parameter-free trade surveillance solution and learns from instances of
market abuse over time. The launch of TT Score
provides firms that lack the resources to host
proprietary trading surveillance systems with access to AI technology for cutting edge compliance surveillance. The software is now fully integrated with the TT trading platform.

Best new product, Risk management:
Technancial
JANUS Risk Manager is Technancial’s multi-asset,
multi-currency and multi-market real-time risk
management, transaction monitoring and surveillance system, with a flexible rules-based validation system supporting FX, government bonds
and exchange traded financial instruments in one
single application. During the judging period, JRM
was successfully deployed with two major Asian
brokerage houses, with different objectives, using
the identical product out of the box. One judge
said: “This system is really focused on what is today the main concern of the industry: trade monitoring, compliance and trade surveillance. This
tool brings a missing piece from front to back,
especially in the space of SDMA flow that has always been a challenge to monitor due to the high
frequency of trading and the little (to no) access
from brokers to these infrastructures.”

Best new product, Reporting:
SmartStream
SmartStream and RegTek.Solutions have joined
forces to offer independent, turnkey reconciliation solutions for global regulatory reporting. Reconcile.Trade, which was launched at
the end of last year, is a managed service that
provides independent, turnkey reconciliations
that directly address regulators’ demands for
the proactive oversight of trade and transaction reporting. Reconcile.Trade combines market-leading reconciliation software with trusted
expertise to provide firms with out-of-the-box
regulatory intelligent reconciliations. The joint
service combines RegTek.Solutions’ specialised
trade and transaction reporting software, and
market experience with SmartStream’s leading
reconciliations platform, to offer comprehensive,
‘regulation-aware’ reconciliations that are preintegrated with leading trade repositories, approved reporting mechanisms and national competent authorities.

Best new product, Trading and execution:
Qbitia
Qbitia’s Qcaid is an innovative algorithmic trading platform developed to enable institutional financial investors to manage their entire workflow.
Its user-friendly desktop application allows users not only to automate their trading strategies,
but also to design them simply by dragging and
dropping elements onto a canvas, simultaneously
analyse hundreds of them and, finally, execute in
live simulation or in the real market. Qcaid’s customisable interface makes this process very intuitive just by “clicking” and without requiring any
programming knowledge. Pairs trading, scalping,
market-making strategies or spreader execution
can be easily developed, as well as strategies with
multiple assets and time frames. “This is a very
nice software kit which makes algorithmic trad-
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP: AXE TRADING

AxeTrading capitalising
on Asian expansion

S

ince its foundation in 2009 AxeTrading has been a pioneer
during the adoption of electronic trading in fixed income.
Having established a strong presence
in the European market, AxeTrading is
now growing its client base across Asia
and the rest of the world, helping its
clients to overcome the inherent fragmentation in the fixed income market.
AxeTrading, a London-headquartered fixed income trading technology
firm, focuses on providing clients with
pricing, execution and data workflow
tools.
It provides connectivity to trading
venues as well as offering data aggregation tools to give clients a single view
of liquidity across both voice and electronic markets enabling them to make
better informed trading decisions.

Asia expansion
Over the past 12 months, AxeTrading
has opened offices in Sydney and Singapore to continue to grow its client
base in the region and capitalise on
increased interest in electronic trading
and its product suite.
Dinos Daborn, director and co-founder of AxeTrading, sees huge potential
for tools that facilitate electronic trading across Asia.
“Fixed income Etrading is behind the
curve in Asia but the market structure
is changing rapidly and there is widespread appetite to adopt electronic
trading and a growing understanding
of the efficiencies it brings,” he says.
Daborn says that the profile of markets across Asia make them well suited
to the liquidity discovery tools offered
by AxeTrading.
“There isn’t one dominant market in
the region, it is all very regional, and
that fragmentation leads to the necessity to have technology to aggregate
data and be more efficient.”
“As the Asian local bond markets go
through a maturing phase, we have
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seen a need for our clients to look to
market themselves internationally. AxeTrading has a number of solutions to
help”, adds Kem Husain, Head of Asia
Pacific Sales of AxeTrading.
“Another thing we see in Asia is the
ambition of local exchanges. They are
looking to grow their fixed income
presence and have a greater dominance
in their market than you see from exchanges in Europe.”
Overcoming fragmentation
But while the local exchanges are seeking to centralise liquidity in local markets on their platforms, this does little
to overcome the inherent fragmentation of numerous small markets.
Private banks and high-net worth
individuals active in the bond market
in Asia are trading across multiple currencies in multiple jurisdictions and
need the ability to centralise and aggregate trading flow and market data
to make better trading decisions.
Daborn says there has been a lot of interest in the firm’s ability to work with
local financial institutions to white-label its technology and provide their clients with access to international bond
markets through the financial institutions’ websites.
“A lot of private banks and high-net
worth individuals do not have access
to fixed income trading platforms like
Bloomberg and MarketAxess so AxeTrading’s technology allows financial
institutions to leverage their existing
infrastructure and offer clients a broader access,” he says.
“Local banks really understand the
local market so are well positioned to
take the market forward. We are seeing
more and more interest from financial

institutions across Asia and I expect
that trend to continue.”
China’s opening
Daborn is bullish about the continued
development of Etrading in fixed income across Asia. He points to initiatives such as the continuing development of HKEx’s fixed income platform
Bond Connect as central to the evolution of the market.
Bond Connect, which connects the
Chinese market with the international
market in Hong Kong, opened last year
and currently allows Northbound trading so international investors can invest in Chinese bond markets.
It is widely expected that the Southbound route will open up in the next
12-18 months, which will facilitate onshore Chinese investment in international bond markets. Daborn says that
this will be “the major development in
Asia’s fixed income market,” when it
happens.
Global ambitions
Elsewhere, AxeTrading continues to go
from strength-to-strength with continued growth in the US, where the firm is
looking to open up an office, and across
Europe.
Daborn says that interest in Europe
is continuing to be driven by MiFID II,
where the long-term impact of the market is beginning to become apparent.
“One of the main developments has
been the vast amount of data that is beginning to come out. How you use that
data is a key driver of change in Europe
and a key opportunity for us to partner with third party data analytics to
provide tools that use the data to drive
trading decisions,” he says.

Contact
Kem Husain
khusain@axetrading.com
+61 (0)2 8074 3113.
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asia awards: banks,
Thought
brokers
Leadership:
and buyside
Standard Chartered

to evaluate and monitor their portfolios and its
strong position in structured products. The bank
has invested heavily in its technology offering and
offers a range of impressive functions in its SG
Markets platform. These include the Vol Hub, an
interactive tool providing data charts and reports
to analyse worldwide equity and equity derivatives products and YouTrack, a web platform that
enables investors to manage discretionary strategies. Judges also highlighted Societe Generale’s work in equity and fund-linked structured
products where it recorded growth of over 75%
during the year trading over 24,000 instruments.

BANKS, BROKERS AND BUYSIDE
Non-bank Broker of the Year:
Straits Financial
Having previously won Commodity Broker of
the Year, Straits Financial Group returns to pick
up the award for Non-bank FCM of the Year as
it continues to demonstrate its readiness and
ambition to explore new frontiers in developing
markets and broadening its suite of products and
services. During the year, the firm cleared the
first trade on the INE market in Shanghai having
worked quickly to establish connectivity on day
one. The firms was also there on day one for the
launch of international access to Dalian Commodity Exchange’s iron ore futures contract and Singapore’s new Apex Exchange. “Straits has been
known to be an innovator amongst their peers
and aggressively strives to seek efficiency and
value for their clients. As a firm, they take the
necessary “hard” steps to ensure that they can
provide access to many markets and products for
their clients,” said one judge.

Bank or broker of the Year, Commodities:
ADMIS
ADM Investor Services Singapore recorded
impressive growth during the judging period
with its customer base growing by 60%, profits
by 40% and AUM by 101% as it continues to bring
on new clients across the region. The firm is well
positioned in the Chinese market where it has onboarded several new end user clients and has diversified away from its core base trading in mainly
oil products into agriculture, freight and petrochemicals. It has innovated with the launch of Tripartite Agreements to mitigate rules preventing
margin financing and become an approved Overseas Intermediary on the Dalian Commodity Exchange. One judge praised the company as a
“strong multi-product, multi-market firm expanding its Asia presence with a good team on the
ground and willing to look hard for solutions to
client’s needs.”

Bank or broker of the Year, Derivatives:
Citi
Citi returns to pick up the Bank of the Year for an
impressive fifth time after another year of growth,
innovation and investment in the Asian market. Its
futures, clearing and collateral revenue in APAC
is up 40% this year having won mandates from 11
top-tier clients in the region. The bank has also innovated to meet the demands of clients in a fastchanging market including granting onshore access to India’s futures markets in response to the
move to discontinue offshore licensing of India’s
benchmarks. Its OTC clearing business continues
to lead the field in Japan and was the first to clear
five of the six major Asian rates contracts cleared
by CME and LCH. The firm also helped clients
meet regulatory reporting requirements being
the only APAC clearing provider that could offer
ASIC and MAS delegated reporting services.

Emerging market non-bank FCM of the Year:
Yuanta
Yuanta Futures was the first futures company
listed on the Taiwan GreTai Securities Market in
2007. Since then, it has led the way in the Taiwanese futures market achieving strong financial performances year after year. Yuanta Futures has acquired 12 Exchange memberships from the world’s
most recognized Exchanges. The firm offers a 24hour global trading platform, consumer services,
and in-depth research. “Yuanta is well known to be
the leading securities and futures broker in Taiwan.
Over the years and in particular, during the period
in question, they have continued to solidify their
position as the top broker for both retail and institutional investors,” said one judge. > page 86

Bank or broker of the Year, Equities:
Societe Generale
Societe Generale takes home the Bank of the Year
award in the equity segment after it impressed
judges with the range of tools it can offer clients
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Thought Leadership: Standard Chartered

Innovation and local reach
drive Standard Chartered’s
client clearing service
Client clearing in Asia is gathering
steam as mandates come into force
across the region and the globalisation of the OTC market reform pulls
in an increasing pool of market participants. Standard Chartered has combined its pedigree and deep history in
the Asian market with its status as a
major international bank to develop
a client clearing offering well suited
for the fast growing Asian investment
market.
Standard Chartered is a relative
newcomer to the world of OTC clearing having built the offering out following the hiring of Luke Brereton
and Andrew Sterry as co-heads of the
Prime Services business.
“We built our clearing platform after
many others in the industry, and had
the advantage of developing based
on a known regulatory landscape and
utilising technology providers that
had already developed expertise and
experience in the market,” says Sterry.
“We have evolved our technology
platform in a way that everything
we build is complementary and developed with the foresight of what is
coming next and how it adds value to
what we currently do.”
That philosophy has enabled Standard Chartered to build a market leading client clearing offering in Asia
with key innovations around its approach to risk management, pricing
structures, offsetting cleared and uncleared exposures and dynamic allocation functionality across SEFs and
MTFs.
Evolving with the market
The bank has evolved its clearing offering with its client base working
with clients to develop their understanding of the clearing model and
the cost and pricing implications of its
adoption.
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They have done so against a changing regulatory environment across
Asia as various jurisdictions introduce OTC clearing mandates at different speeds and with different scopes.
“Asian regulators have learnt from
the experiences in the US and Europe with their introduction of clearing mandates,” says Brereton. “They
have taken the right approach and not
used a sledgehammer when a more
delicate operation is required.
“The majority of swaps trading
activity originates from the US and
Europe so there are clearly different
approaches required for regulators in
Asian markets.”
One challenge for clients in Asia
and other emerging market economies has been the difference in their
demand for clearing and the provision of clearing services by CCPs and
clearing members.
“If you are a bank in Asia you might
look at your portfolio and calculate
that if you clear a large portion of
your derivatives book you will get
favourable capital treatment” says
Brereton.
“But if the derivatives that you are
most active in are not supported by
a CCP, you will not be able to clear
them. A lot of banks would like to
take advantage of the benefits that
come with clearing but they are not
able to clear a vast majority of their
portfolio.”
He cites a number of instruments
that are currently not capable of being
cleared such as cross currency swaps,
certain local swaption products and
several Asian currencies.
This has resulted in the bifurcation
of portfolios between cleared and
non-cleared and the associated increase in costs.
To mitigate this, Standard Chartered
has developed a technology-driven
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approach to risk management that
enables these positions to be margined on a net-risk basis, significantly
increasing capital efficiencies and
minimising the margin required.
“The fact that some products are required to be centrally cleared and others aren’t is ideal for us and many of
our clients,” says Brereton.
He cites the example of providing
FX prime brokerage to clients trading
NDFs. When the client gives them up
to the bank, Standard Chartered clears
the dealer leg thus consolidating the
dealer facing trades with the CCP reducing the total cost of ownership.
“That hybrid model is a real benefit
as the client can gain efficiencies from
clearing even if they are not clearing
themselves. “
Pricing the offering
Another area of innovation has been
in how Standard Chartered has
priced its client clearing offering. The
pressures on banks in the business
following the introduction of Basel
III-inspired capital charges and leverage and liquidity coverage requirements has been well documented.
Standard Chartered turned them
into a selling point by incorporating the calculations into their pricing
model and providing clients with a
scientific and entirely transparent
means of charging directly against the
balance sheet usage required to fund
a trade.
Brereton describes this approach, in
which the client has complete visibility over the cost of their portfolios to
the bank, as a “no brainer”.
“Clients really like the transparency
and it helps them to know the cost of
clearing and plan how they trade and
execute,” he says. “We are running
our service in a way that reduces our
costs and subsequently the cost to the
client.”
Contact
Luke Brereton,
Co-Head Prime Services
Standard Chartered Bank
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“They are also the leading Taiwan broker to provide their Taiwanese based clients the best access
to international exchanges. They continue to invest in and train their people to ensure that their
clients get the best service in the industry.”

Food Cooperative of Qitaihe City in Heilongjiang
Province. More than 40 local farmers used these
soybeans over-the-counter options contracts to
hedge price risks.

ETF/Passive fund manager of the Year:
CSOP Asset Management

Client clearing provider of the Year:
Standard Chartered

It’s been a busy year for Hong Kong headquartered CSOP Asset Management as it continues to
grow its dominant position in the Asia-referencing structured products market. The firm manages the most successful leveraged and inverse
ETPs in Hong Kong dominating the HK L&I market with a more than 50% markets share. CSOP’s
HSE Inverse product recorded the largest inflows
among all ETFs in Hong Kong during the sharp
market moves at the beginning of 2018. Its new
China themed smart beta ETF, which tracks the
best quality A-shares stocks was launched in 2016
and in 2017 delivered a performance of 55% outpacing all Greater China themed mutual funds.
The asset manager has recently launched the
first HK$ Money Market fund ETF, the first money
market fund that enables secondary market trading. The firm has also been proactively working
with policy makers from Hong Kong and China
to develop an ETF Connect programme between
Hong Kong and the mainland.

While some of its peers may have larger books in
the client clearing market in Asia, judges were impressed by the innovation and breadth of coverage across Asia boasted by Standard Chartered. In
addition, judges praised the investment the bank
has made in fully understanding the cost of capital across the clearing cycle. At a time when firms
across the industry are under intense cost pressure, transparency in pricing is essential in helping clients understand how their portfolios and
trades impact the balance sheet of their clearing providers. To facilitate this, Standard Chartered introduced a fee structure based on actual
capital usage and opposed to the common ballpark measure used by other providers. Standard
Chartered has built a platform that will stand the
test of time providing clients with fast pre-deal
checks, integrated collateral management and a
host of other features. The bank is also able to
bring together cleared and non-cleared products
margining the two on a net risk basis, bringing
down client margin requirements by up to 45%.

Market maker of the Year:
Flow Traders

Chinese FCM of the Year:
Xinhu Futures

Flow Traders takes home the Market Maker of
the Year award for a second year running following another period of growth and investment.
One judge said: “Their dominant position in ETF
market making speaks for itself but through their
education and outreach they are pioneering the
development of the market as well as providing
tight pricing. Overall they are central to the development of the ETF market in Asia and doing
a great job!” During the year, the company has
opened a trading office in Hong Kong, has been
the first and one of the most active participants
in the newly created JPX ETF market making
program. It also became one of the largest official market makers on SEHK listed ETFs, kept its
position as No1 market maker on SGX listed ETFs
by number of ETFs covered and started providing liquidity on the SGX listed DLC-instruments,
to mention a few of the firm’s achievements during the year.

“Xinhu has accomplished a difficult mission and
become one of the first Chinese FCMs who have
successfully implemented ‘Insurance + Futures
programme,” said one judge. “Its scale of regional coverage and that many farmers are being educated by Xinhu to use futures for hedging is impressive. Xinhu is an excellent example
of how financial institutions serve can serve customers and the real economy.” The Insurance +
Futures program uses futures and options to
hedge the price risk of agricultural products for
agricultural enterprises and farmers. Xinhu’s risk
management subsidiary then cooperates with its
insurance company to create the innovative financial products. In addition during the judging
period, Xinhu Futures cooperated with China Minsheng bank and provided customized soybeans
over-the-counter options to Beixing Farm State
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